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IRON AND PEARL
By Allison Epstein
First Appearance: Goddesses of the Sea (2018)

“Sea-hag.”
“Night-creature.”
“Thing.”
They thought I couldn’t hear them whispering behind me.
But then, ordinary people thought a lot of things.
My eyes flicked to the corner of the hall, where a young
couple whispered urgently behind cupped palms, stealing secret
glances in my direction. Their faces seemed strangely unreal
through the muted light, filtered into slivered streaks through the
fathoms of green-gray water above us. But I hardly needed light to
know what I faced. The perfect-tailed, perfect-bodied Merfolk who
eyed the eight tentacles spilling from the hem of my skirt, then
quickly turned away, as if from something obscene. The laughter
muffled behind hands as I kept my eyes low and my movements
small.
You don’t care about them. You don’t care.
I dared a quick glance up, and accidentally caught the eye
of the couple in the corner. With a pealing laugh and a snap of
their tails, they flickered away, lost in a spray of bubbles. I felt the
corners of my eyes burn, but forced back the tears.
6

Right. As if you didn’t see this coming.
I drifted through the center of the hall, my tentacles barely
pulsing to propel me. The cloister of my skirt restricted my
movements, preventing me from swimming more than six inches
forward at a stroke. It galled me, when all I wanted to do was flee,
to fling out a screen of ink to cloak my departure and never come
back. But I kept my eyes on my goal: a small door on the left-hand
side, and a cramped office with the burnished brass nameplate
reading “Martius Phebian, Master Architect.”
Meekly, I swam through the open door, pulling it closed
again with one hand. The tip of one tentacle caught on the door
behind me, the suction cup making an agonizingly loud pop as it
detached. I winced, face burning, praying no one heard.
The secretary, of course, had.
His expression, behind the wire rims of his spectacles, was
politely scandalized. As if he examined some curiosity from a faroff menagerie, some beast belonging in a cage. He sniffed, then
turned away, considering me wholly beneath his notice.
Fear is a powerful motivator. The only way I’d summoned
up the nerve to attend this interview was by alchemizing my
anxiety into false confidence. But in the face of this man, my
confidence spilled over into hot indignation. Though my heart
pounded frantic, I drew myself up to my full height, squared my
shoulders, and waited brazenly for him to speak first.
Go on, little fish. I dare you to ignore me.
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After a long moment, the secretary gave an officious little
cough.
“Can I help you…Miss?” he asked, taking his sweet time
about the last syllable.
As if my short hair, wide hips, and the way my bottom half
split into eight smooth tentacles instead of the jaunty dual-finned
tail of the Merfolk made me unrecognizable as a woman. I could
have inked in his face. Instead, I gave him my most winning smile.
“Yes, I think so,” I said. “I have a one o’clock appointment
with Master Phebian. About the open architect position. He should
be expecting me.”
I could see the tiny explosion taking place behind the
secretary’s eyes.
“The architect…”
“Yes,” I interrupted, still smiling, because my other choice
was bursting into tears, and I still had a good impression to make.
“I was certified at Olokun University, in the Caribbean. Master
Phebian has seen my credentials.”
I started to take my resume from my pocket, but the
secretary brushed me off.
“That won’t be necessary,” he said. “One o’clock? I will
inform Master Phebian.”
And with a condescending glance, he shot off silverfishquick toward the rear door, leaving me hovering awkwardly before
an empty desk. A rickety wreck-wood chair waited in front of the
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desk, but I couldn’t think of a worse way to start a new career than
by breaking my employer’s chair. Instead, I remained upright,
clenching and releasing each of my suction cups in turn, a feeble
kind of mindfulness exercise.
Focus. Don’t let them distract you. You can do this. Don’t
be nervous.
Easier said than done.
Full scholarship to university, three years younger than any
other student. First in my class at Olokun. Award after award,
honorable mention after honorable mention. I shouldn’t have felt
this electrifying anxiety. I had no reason to consider swimming
through the window and coasting on the nearest current to a town
where no one knew my name.
No reason. Yet reason enough.
My stomach growled, as loud and insistent as a bubble of
underground gas from a deep trench. I glared at my belly, silently
scolding it for daring to remind me I had not yet eaten that day.
The hunger kept me focused, kept my insides ice-cold and razorsharp.
At least, so I told myself.
After several minutes during which I feared I would faint
from nerves, the rear door opened again. The secretary returned,
suspicion glinting behind his spectacles. I snapped my focus
instantly to him.
“Master Phebian is expecting you,” he said, and beckoned
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for me to follow.
Hesitantly, I did, careful not to disturb anything on the
secretary’s desk with my passage. He led me into the adjoining
room, at which point he left me as soon as it was physically
possible for one person to leave another.
The secretary’s office had been bureaucratic, uninteresting.
Here, I found myself surrounded by unmeasured wonder. A
circular, windowless room, with shelves rising from the sandy
floor to the ceiling, crammed with curios and models and glittering
instruments I hadn’t seen since university. Shimmering pearlcrusted compasses, a straight edge carved from narwhal tusk, a tiny
scale model of the Citadel—the architectural wonder of the
kingdom, where His Majesty the King and his six daughters lived,
where people like me could never dream to go. At the center of the
room, a broad desk of sturdy coral, surrounded on all sides by the
room’s riches. And behind the desk, a man.
The Merman treaded a few feet above the ground,
maintaining altitude with delicate flicks of his beryl-scaled tail. I
straightened, ashamed without rightly knowing why. A man further
removed from the cold, craven secretary was difficult to fathom.
Tall and broad-shouldered, with a flowing red beard and thick
algae-like eyebrows. In the lobe of his left ear dangled a single
shark’s tooth. His expression was disoriented, decentered. Like a
man swimming in the dark who finds the ground below his tail has
collapsed into a vast trench, breathing cold and bottomless.
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My courage ebbed.
They didn’t tell him.
He hadn’t known who I was.
I’d prayed for days that I could persuade the master
architect to look beyond my body and see my skills. I had not
banked on the former being a surprise.
“Master Phebian,” I said carefully. “Thank you for seeing
me. My name is—”
“Cecelia Thalassa, prime builder from Olokun,” he
finished, in a rough voice worn sea-glass smooth. “I know your
name, girl. I saw your resume.”
He swam around the desk, closing the gap between us. So
close I could smell him, brine and iron and the musky algae of his
cologne.
“If you saw my resume, sir, this should be a short
interview. You’ve seen what I can do.”
Where did that come from? Idiot.
Architecture, construction, conjuring, design, those I had
grasped within the first two years of my studies, mastered within
four. But when my anxiety got the better of me, I could no more
craft an appropriate sentence than drain the sea around me. If I
hadn’t doomed my chances by my appearance, I would do it with
my words given two more minutes.
Phebian’s green-gray gaze regarded me with surprise. After
a few beats—miraculously—he shook his head, chuckling softly.
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“You know your worth, girl. I’ll give you that. And your
work is good. Which is why I didn’t dismiss you, when my se—”
He stopped himself, but I knew what he’d planned to say.
When my secretary told me who had come, what you are.
Considering what the world will think, when they know I
interviewed one of the Octofolk. Much less if I hired one.
I swallowed heavily.
“Is that a yes?” I asked.
His smile, dimmed half a degree, still somehow seemed
genuine.
“You’ll start Monday,” he said. With a moment’s
hesitation, he extended a hand, which I shook. Though my hands
were the same as his—the difference started below the waist— I
could see the strain in his brow smooth the moment I released my
grasp.
“You won’t regret that decision, sir,” I said.
And he wouldn’t.
I’d make sure of that.
***
Dawn’s shadows still lingered in the corners of the
workroom when I entered on Monday morning. I had arrived first,
according to plan. I hadn’t slept at all the night before, instead
playing worst-case scenarios in front of my open eyes like theater.
A hundred thousand things could go wrong. Being late would not
be one of them.
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My workstation waited in the far corner. Safe in the silence
of the deserted studio, I let my tentacles spread wide, shrugging up
the restrictive circle of my skirt. Embracing the freedom, I
propelled myself through the open water, descending gently behind
my station. Some kind soul—Phebian, I assumed—had outfitted
the space with the tools of my trade. Sketchpad, compass and
protractor, a new set of conjuring pearls, the latest edition of our
spellbook for reference. Brushing a fingertip along the book’s
spine, I smiled.
Just you wait. Wait until they see what you can do.
I set to work before the light could fully strain through the
windows. Squinting was nothing new. Half my university designs
had been created between midnight and four, when the world’s
constant chatter faded and gave me space to think.
The minutes slipped away with the movement of my pen,
and I didn’t realize how much time had gone by until a sharp crack
startled me out of my sketch. My head shot up. To my
astonishment, the room teemed with builders. Every workstation
hummed with conversation and collegial laughter. A young
Merman swam to the center of the room to retrieve a book from
the floor—it had fallen from his desk, causing the crack that had
startled me.
Hours must have passed. And no one had spoken a word to
me.
I looked at the Mermaid working to my left. A pretty young
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woman, shoulder-length blonde hair and a tail with scales of matte
crimson. Taking a deep breath for courage, I gave her my best
smile, and then spoke.
“I’m sorry, I should have introduced myself. I’m Cecelia.”
The woman did not look up from her sketch.
She must not have heard.
I tried again, slightly louder. “The new architect. Master
Phebian hired me yesterday.”
Nothing.
“I—”
“Leave her alone, spider. She doesn’t want to talk to you.”
My eyes ducked back to my workstation. I didn’t dare look
up to identify the speaker. Not that it mattered. My ears would
have burned the same way, my stomach would have curdled, no
matter who spoke.
It could have been anyone.
***
I worked at a pace that might have killed me if I hadn’t
been used to it. I stayed long into the night every night, working
until my eyes ached, smudging and resketching the lines of my
schemata. In the calm silence of an after-hours workroom, I drew
on the magic within me, channeling it from every hair and gill and
tentacle. I drew my magic in, then sent it out to worksites hundreds
of yards away. My scientific magic constructed new buildings
under the dead of night, enlarging the kingdom breath by breath,
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between the hours of ten and two.
The reinforced beams keeping the Citadel’s buttresses
flying and its balconies glittering aloft? Mine. The shining glass
windows reflecting golds, greens, silvers, soft purples at dawn and
dusk? Mine. The throne, the crown, the king’s sun-glittering fivepronged trident? Mine. Imagine the people’s faces, when they
woke the next morning to see a radiant palace grown wholesale
from the sand.
Imagine their faces, if they’d only known who the creator
was.
Every day, I tucked my eight undulating tentacles tighter
within my skirt. Each night, I stayed late scrubbing at the rings my
suction cups left on the table. Every morning, I swam restlessly in
place because the workroom’s frail chairs would not support my
weight. And always, I repeated the same sentence, as though it
would change anything.
They’ll see your work, not you.
But I wanted to be seen.
Even as I shrank, I let my mind wander. Imagined unfurling
in front of Master Phebian’s crew, stretching out for the first time
in weeks, weeks that became months. Thought of the buildings I
had created, the windows my magic had forged, and daydreamed
of signing my name across all of them with an eightfold flourish,
so all the waters of the sea would burn with my name.
Cecilia, builder of towers. Cecilia, raiser of cities. Cecilia,
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master of gold and silver and steel. At your service.
They say it never hurts to dream.
But it does. It hurts badly.
***
I heard it last, of course. My long-honed skill of tuning out
whispers made it hard to hear news quickly. But the rumor spread
like an oil slick until eventually I heard it too, from Nerida—the
blonde woman who worked opposite me. Currently, she engaged a
dark-haired architect named Laine in urgent conversation. Urgent
on her part, anyway. Laine, one-handedly wielding a protractor,
paid her half-attention.
“Did you hear?” Nerida stage-whispered. “The king will be
here next week.”
I dropped my pencil in surprise—caught on the ebb of a
faint current, it drifted slowly from my hand, until I remembered to
reach out and grasp it.
Laine shrugged, returning to his half-measured angle. “Of
course I heard,” he said in a perfectly ordinary voice. “You think I
don’t pay attention? What was it he wants again?”
“A tiara for the new princess,” Nerida replied. She
exaggeratedly turned a page in her reference book, the soft
sharkskin paper rustling as she ostensibly searched for a spell. “A
bit much if you ask me. She being, what, three days old?”
“They’ll want something for the naming ceremony,” Laine
said. “That’s a week away, give or take. Did Phebian say who he
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wants working on it?”
“Hasn’t decided,” Nerida said. Her feigned apathy showed
threadbare. “I asked. Said he’s reviewing portfolios. I swear by the
trident, if it’s Thing…”
I coughed. Loudly.
Both my colleagues flinched as though I’d screamed in
their faces. I wanted to—let the sound pour out over my lips,
sending a thrumming vibration across the floor of the sea that
tossed up waves and tempests in its wake. A year ago, at
university, my limbs would have sparked with anxiety at the hint
of cruel whispers. Now, it made my tentacles flex, ready to grasp,
to stick, to crush.
A rippling movement in the water behind me silenced my
thoughts.
“Cecelia?”
I turned, mortified, to see Master Phebian standing behind
me. Arms crossed over his broad chest. A smile winking in his eye
like the shark’s tooth in his ear.
“Yes, sir?” I asked.
He paused. If I hadn’t known Phebian for the most
practical-minded, least-imaginative fellow beneath the sea, I could
have sworn he was intentionally building dramatic tension.
“We’ve received an order from the Citadel,” he said. His
smile became more pronounced with every word, as did my
colleagues’ scowls. “The Princess Sirina’s naming ceremony is in
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a week, and we find ourselves short one tiara.”
“I’ve heard, sir,” I said.
“I know you specialize in large-scale architecture, Cecelia,
but I thought, this time, you might make an exception?”
Nerida looked like she’d swum through a warm patch.
Laine scowled fit to kill. My heart felt lighter than it had in years. I
could have hugged Phebian, if not for a crippling fear of social
humiliation.
“I’d consider it the highest honor, sir.”
“Good,” he said, turning to go. “Because we won’t pay you
overtime.”
***
Six days later, well after midnight, I slumped into my
bedroom. The tips of my tentacles dragged along the smooth,
sandy bottom of the cave I rented at far too high a monthly rate.
Undignified, but I couldn’t find the energy to swim higher.
I flopped backward onto my worn-soft algae bed, my limbs
pooling out away from me. I lacked the energy to undress fully,
instead hiking my skirts to an ungraceful height halfway to my
hips. Nerida would have fainted, had she seen me, I thought with a
laugh. Exhaustion rippled through me, until my head buzzed like a
wave echoing in an empty shell. Still, it felt so good to let myself
be again, in the proper amount of space.
My limbs and brain ached, but with the right kind of ache.
The kind that reminded me of the beautiful design of metal and
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magic currently sitting in state on my workbench, waiting for the
king’s arrival in the morning. I smiled to myself as I thought of it,
its delicate filigreed silver and coral and pearl, set through with
scarlet and cream shells polished to a gem-sharp shine.
As Phebian had said, the work was smaller than my usual
projects. Less grand. Less towering. And, I knew, lying on my bed
and grinning like a fool in the empty room, the loveliest thing I’d
ever created.
The first one I could hold in my hands. The first that felt
warm to the touch even after the heat of the magic had worn off,
the metal itself pulsing with life. Stable as the sea, light as a
current.
I didn’t bother arranging for dinner, getting undressed, even
dousing the light from the dragonfish casting warm light and ink
shadows across the bedroom. None of that mattered. Tomorrow,
I’d present my work to the king, and for the first time since I
couldn’t remember when, someone would approve of what I’d
done.
Would approve of me.
It startled me—frightened me, even—how desperately I
wanted that.
Fortunately, a sudden release of stress coupled with a week
of nineteen-hour days precluded excessive self-analysis. I closed
my eyes, and the next thing I knew, morning light filtered faintly
through the opening of my cave.
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I was late.
***
I loathed nothing in the world more than being late. It left
me frazzled, swimming frantically, my tentacles flailing to quickly
close the distance between my room in the cheapest suburb I could
find and Phebian’s workshop. Rapid motion did not become my
body.
You would oversleep today, of all days.
I flung the door open and zoomed into the workshop,
arriving in a flurry of bubbles and disarray. Every head in the
workshop snapped to look at me, but I could not muster the energy
to care. Out of breath, I scanned the room, looking for the one face
I prayed I would not see.
The entire workshop could judge me as they liked, but by a
stroke of grace, the king had not yet arrived.
Phebian glanced at me, his beryl tail flicking behind him as
he floated nearer.
“You know,” he remarked, “my mother used to tell me
punctuality was a sign of morality. But she was a horrid old
woman, so what did she know?”
I almost choked on his irony. Instead, I glanced down
toward the ground, nursing a stitch in my side. “I’m sorry, sir. It
won’t happen again.”
“Right. Next time the king has you on commission, see
you’re on time.”
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I would have replied, but both Phebian and I felt the shift in
the water at the same moment. A rapidly building pressure, like a
subterranean volcano. I glanced at Phebian, who nodded, his rough
face serious.
“He’s coming,” he said.
Without a word, I swam to my station at the back of the
room. Laine swam in front of me, obstructing my view of the door
with his shoulder, but I hardly cared. The work would speak for
itself first. After that, I would speak for both of us. But only then.
Only after.
The sound of trumpets drifted through the room. Faintly at
first, muted through the door and the water separating us, but
louder with each moment. Not a tune I recognized, but the tenor
was enough. A royal sound. My nerves hummed wildly, narrowing
my vision down to what I could see of the door.
The door that swung open, admitting a uniformed Merman
with a clear, ringing voice who shouted into our dusty, ill-lit
workroom.
“Presenting His Majesty the King!”
And, preceded by his title, and his retinue, and his fanfare,
the king came.
I craned my neck, aiming for a window between the sets of
shoulders in front of me. I had seen his portrait before, of course.
Everyone had. But either his portrait artist had been a failure, or
something in the king’s face defied the efforts of art to capture.
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The jeweled glint in his clear blue eyes, the magnanimous curve of
his smile, the broad span of his chest despite his advancing years.
Even the way he moved, the turquoise scales of his tail shimmering
with unreality in the half-light. He moved like a phantom, carried
himself like imagination. He did not know me, yet I loved him
instantly, as a priest might love God.
I did not curtsey—so many legs in motion terrify men. The
look I received the last time I tried it, like I had oozed from some
weed-choked pit to suck out men’s eyes, dissuaded me from
repeating the experiment. Nevertheless, I bowed my head with the
rest of Phebian’s staff. I couldn’t help it. The king made you want
to bow your head, even as you longed to look again.
When I dared to raise my eyes from the sandy floor, the
king had processed fully into the room. His entourage flowed out
to flank the door, either to impress my fellow architects or to
ensure no nefarious person snuck inside while His Majesty
conducted his business. I swallowed hard, forcing myself toward
calm.
Don’t panic. Don’t draw attention to yourself, Cecelia. Let
him judge for himself, and wait.
“Master Phebian,” the king said. His voice rang rich and
resonant; a sunken-ship voice. The sparkling pleasure of his words
made the suction cups lining my tentacles curl inward.
Phebian swam forward, the ranks of architects parting to let
him pass. If nerves troubled him, he did not show it. He extended a
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broad hand, which the king shook warmly, as if their friendship
stretched back decades. Which, I realized, it might have.
“Your Majesty,” Phebian replied. “You’ve done us a great
honor, choosing us.”
“I did you no honor, Phebian,” the king said, smiling. “I
asked you to do a tremendous amount of work in a very short time,
and in return I get exactly what I wanted. It’s good business.”
“We hope you think so, when you’ve seen it.” Phebian’s
expression did not change, but I could see the smile hidden behind
his eyes.
“Well? If you have it ready, bring it forward. I’ve waited
all week.”
Phebian guided the king’s attention toward the workstation
at the center of the room. At my request—more accurately, at my
shameless begging—Phebian had agreed not to make me present
the tiara myself. There it stood, alone, glittering in the early
morning. I felt my throat closing, each anxious breath shallow.
And if he rejects your work…
But then I saw the king’s eyes sparkle, and I saw his hand
travel toward the metalwork of the tiara, and I knew better. While I
watched, a smile inched across the portrait of his face as he picked
up the tiara, rested it in the palm of one broad hand.
No one could tear their eyes away from the curls and
pinnacles and miniature minarets of the tiara, an impossible
confection of metal and pearl.
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No one but me. I looked only at the king.
“Phebian,” the king murmured. He stroked the tiara’s tallest
peak with the pad of one finger. “Phebian, this is impossible.”
“My staff specializes in the impossible,” Phebian replied,
grinning openly now.
The king shook his head slightly, laughing softly to
himself. For the long moment between his laugh and his words, I
forgot to breathe.
“I asked for perfection,” the king said—he seemed to have
forgotten we could hear him. “I didn’t think to ask for this.”
He raised his eyes from the tiara, looking at each of my
colleagues in turn. Each of their blank faces, tinged with jealousy
or resentment or wonder. None of them betrayed any hint of
ownership. The tiniest crease etched itself between the king’s
brows.
“Who is the architect?” he asked at last. “Let him come
forward.”
I did not allow my heart to sink. Not with the king’s radiant
expression, and the glimmering masterpiece humming with life in
his palm.
Slowly, I shouldered myself forward. Laine moved with a
harried flick of his tail, as if mere contact with my body could
poison him. My other colleagues displaced themselves, scattering
like a school startled by a shark. Nothing separated me from the
King of the Citadel now but the gold-green water of the workroom,
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and the loudest silence I’d ever heard.
“I am the architect, Your Majesty. Cecilia Thalassa,
originally of Olokun.”
He said nothing.
“It was the greatest honor to be of service to you, Your
Majesty.”
Silence.
A cold cast settled into his eye. The smile withered on his
lips. The initial shock grew into its true form, the form I’d always
known, deep down, it would take.
Revulsion.
“That?” His eyes flicked to Phebian. “Phebian, you did not
hire that.”
I had never felt so small. Not on the first day at university,
when my roommate had taken one look at me, packed her
belongings, and moved out without speaking one word. Not when I
moved into the Citadel suburbs, and the officials checking papers
waved me out of line—for “questioning,” they said, “to be
certain,” as “a formality.” Then, I had felt diminished, humiliated.
Now, I could not say what I felt.
“She is the most talented architect on my staff, Your
Majesty,” Phebian said. Had I been capable of coherent thought, I
would have blessed my master for his loyalty.
But I thought only of the king. The king who no longer
cared for the tiara, which he set down without looking, staring
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instead at me.
I watched his eyes pass along the hem of my skirt, where
eight thick, strong tentacles almost concealed themselves. Upward
to the curves of my stomach, its outline visible through the fabric.
To the immodest swell of my breasts, which my agonizingly
modest clothing failed to hide. To the shortness of my hair, the
broadness of my nose. The unmistakable, irreparable wrongness of
what I was. His assessment, though invasive, was not lascivious. It
was thorough, deliberate, decisive. With each second, the curl in
his lip replaced the ghost of his smile.
“Phebian, the work is unacceptable,” he said flatly. “The
Naming is in two hours, but my daughter cannot use this. We will
go without. But I will have it remade. By a competent artisan.”
His words punched through me, leaving a tattered hole that
ached with each breath. Somehow, stupidly, I’d thought the work
would stand.
Idiot. Stupid, foolish girl. To think it would change.
To think anyone would look past you.
“Your Majesty,” Phebian began—he lacked the experience
to grasp the situation as quickly as I did. “Your Majesty, the
work—”
“You heard me, Phebian.”
Phebian fell silent as though struck. In the thrumming
silence pounding the water, the king turned to go. His retinue
returned to formation, preparing to follow their lord back to the
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capital.
And in the thick silence, the blood rushing from each limb
in unison toward my brain, something happened.
Something broke.
This? Was this what you wanted? Was this what you
worked for?
The taunts, the looks, the tears, what was it all for? For
this?
No.
Not for this.
I curled my tentacles tight into my body, and let fly a sharp
jet of ink that struck the tip of the king’s tail with a slap.
The room’s eyes bored into me. Phebian froze. Slowly, the
king turned away from the door, rotating until he met my gaze, my
gaze that would not look down.
I smiled. Spidered my legs into an extravagant curtsey, my
skirt inching up toward my hips.
After a long, tense moment, the king turned, and
disappeared.
Phebian stared at me in horror, but I did not care. I had
already made up my mind.
***
I left the workshop eight hours before the end of my shift.
No one stopped me. No one dared to.
I folded the fabric of my skirt up, letting my tentacles pulse
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in seamless rhythm, carrying me swiftly along the rim of the
current toward the Citadel. I felt the fabric tear as I swam, and
sighed in relief as the slit ran farther up the side, halfway to my
hip.
No more of these skirts. Never again.
The Citadel swelled over the nearest rise, sparkling in the
sunlight. Brighter here—the king had built his palace where the
sun penetrated almost to the ocean floor, rippling in vertical beams
that shimmered across my body as I approached.
Of course, I was not alone in swimming toward the Citadel
that day. Half the kingdom—the half for whom ceremonies like
this meant something—streamed in from all directions, arriving for
the Princess Sirina’s Naming. They had taken special care with
their dress that morning, pastels and jubilant pearls to celebrate the
new princess. It looked like a moving body of coral, marching
toward the palace.
When they saw me, a black blot against the water, tattered
skirt fluttering behind, I heard them gasp, and saw them scatter.
The Citadel guards folded in my wake, leaving the grand double
doors flung open, the cool water within inviting me.
I couldn’t help it. I laughed.
I had never been to the Citadel before, but my body, now
that I listened to it, knew the way. Two turns, a cool passage
through a cloister lined with arched windows, and I flung open the
doors with thunder in my arms.
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The room within was long, vast, cathedral-wide. Arched
vaults soared the width of the ceiling. The window along the far
wall glittered, clear sea-glass flung open to coax in the morningcool water. Beyond the window, there hung a wrought-metal
green-gold balcony, delicate and strong. I remembered the days
designing it, the night constructing it, weaving its foundation with
my magic.
As I swam, the tips of my tentacles brushed the floor, and
through the emptiness in my mind, I registered a hint of surprise at
the texture—not of sand, but of delicate, fine-polished pearl. The
sides of the room teemed with aristocratic Merpeople, dressed in
shimmering fabrics that made the common people outside look like
vagrants. A hush descended as I swam, deliberately, the length of
the room.
The sound of water swishing beyond my tentacles echoed
off the pearl floor.
I made each stroke last a lifetime.
The king stood at the far end of the hall, speaking to a
vestment-draped priest whose robe skimmed the laced fins of his
tail. Their conversation died on the king’s lips. He looked at me,
horror-struck and angry.
“What are you doing here?”
I smiled. A slow, sly smile that said enough.
“We did not finish our conversation, Your Majesty.”
Both the king and I knew the entire court watched us. The
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king cared. I did not.
“I have nothing to say to you, creature,” he snarled. “Get
out.”
The bite of his words failed to break the skin. My armor
had grown thick in the past hour. I felt nothing. Disappointment
and anger and hatred had swept through my body and washed me
clean, until I hummed vacant and hollow. I rolled my own cruelty
around in my mouth, tasting its sharp tang. I no longer knew
myself.
I no longer wanted to.
“I didn’t ask if you had anything to say, Your Majesty,” I
said. “I came because I have something to tell you.”
“I don’t care what you have to say.”
As easy as slipping into a current.
“All right,” I said. “Then I’ll show you.”
I raised one arm, letting it stay there a moment, my
audience hanging rapt. And then I snapped my fingers.
Nothing happened. The king smirked. Monster, I saw him
thinking. She believes she has magic. As if a tiara like that could
have been hers.
And then a faint rumbling echoed throughout the room.
It grew and built, a rumble becoming a roar, until coral dust
tinkled from the high ceiling against the pearl. Courtiers exchanged
panicked looks, whispering, none knowing what had begun. The
rumble grew louder, the water rippling around us, tossed up into
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turbulence until the Merfolk seemed to shimmer around the edges.
The king’s instincts, perhaps, taught him what would
happen next. He darted to the window, the priest in his bubbling
wake. I did not move. Did not need to.
I already knew.
A tectonic crack sounded from beyond the walls. Before
the king’s eyes, the balcony, the balcony my magic had shaped,
tumbled loose from the palace. With a groan and a sigh, it crashed
in a beautiful, suicidal descent into the square where the pastel
townspeople had gathered, waiting for the guards to admit them to
the ceremony.
We heard the screams first.
Felt the vibrations, as one building at a time, the magic
bindings I had cast that held the kingdom together shuddered, and
sighed, and released.
Across the city, windows shattered into a thousand jagged
diamonds. Roofs collapsed under the sudden weight of dense,
cerulean fathoms. Foundations crumbled, homes collapsed,
building after building sank like a harpooned whale into the
ground, coming to rest in a heap of stone and blood and scales.
The king could not speak.
Which was for the best, as I had no interest in what he
cared to say.
“Don’t worry, Your Majesty,” I said, as I turned to leave.
“You can have them rebuilt. By a competent artisan.”
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SILENT CONVERSATIONS
By R.A. Goli
First Appearance: Issue 18, January (2018)

The day was gloomy. Dark bloated clouds drifted across
the sky, threatening rain they had yet to deliver. A soft mist
carpeted the ground, as though someone had poured boiling water
on a tub of dry ice. It floated over the tombstones, silent and
ominous. Despite this, I didn’t feel cold as I walked around the
cemetery. I weaved through the pathways between the graves,
admiring the intricate work of the older headstones and marveling
at the shiny opulence of the newer, marble graves of the wealthy.
Even in the cemetery, the rich, middle class, and poor were
kept separate. I sighed, making my way to the non-denomination
area where many of my relatives lay. We were definitely not a
wealthy family, but the headstones were beautiful in their
simplicity. Most of them had a photo of the family member buried
beneath, and I said a brief hello to each of them as I passed. There
was a particular plot I was heading to.
When I arrived, I sat down cross-legged and gently placed
my fingertips on the acrylic planchette. My grandmother’s Ouija
board was a beautiful one. Old but sturdy, she’d cared for it well,
polishing it and wrapping it in cloth when not in use. Carved from
oak, every letter was painstakingly etched by hand. Swirling
patterns adorned each corner, their fine tendrils coming together
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along the board’s edges. Both the sun and the moon, which
represented ‘Yes’ and ‘No’, wore happy, smiling faces.
Once, when I was young, my grandmother had caught me
playing with it and I’d gotten in trouble. She’d explained it wasn’t
a toy and said she would show me how to use it properly when I
was older, which she did. She’d also promised to bequeath it to me
so she and I could communicate after she was gone. While that
makes me sad now, at the time, I remember feeling excited by the
prospect.
I closed my eyes and concentrated, focusing all my energy
into clearing my mind and guiding my fingertips. I opened my eyes
and saw my grandmother sitting opposite, mimicking my position,
her fingers on the other end of the planchette. She smiled warmly
and I smiled back. The fog had dissipated and a light breeze caused
her hair to shift. I wanted to hug her, but knew I couldn’t. She
nodded towards the board and I returned my attention to it. We sat
there for a long time, but the pointer didn’t move.
When I looked back at my grandmother, there was a
sadness in her eyes. Her lips were moving but no sound came out.
A tear slid down my face and she smiled and blew me a kiss. I
pretended to catch it and press it against my cheek. She chuckled
silently, then stood, picked up the board, and pocketed the
planchette. I stood too and watched her brush the dirt from her
pants. She spoke again and though I couldn’t hear her words, I
could read her lips.
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“I love you, too,” I said, which I knew she wouldn’t hear,
but would understand. We said the same thing every time. I walked
with her to the cemetery gates and she disappeared through them,
going home to Grandpa. I turned and headed back to my resting
place. A cold, hard lump settled in my belly and I bit back the urge
to scream.
It doesn’t matter, I told myself. We’ll try again next week.
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CROW BARN
By DC Diamondopolous
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The rope pulled at Calypso’s waist. She staggered then
stumbled as she clawed her way up the hill with Phoebe tied
below. They had been searching for Alawisha, their younger sister,
since her disappearance the day before. Hunger, thirst, and fatigue
were ignored as panic pushed them to the edge of collapse. When
sleep grabbed her, Calypso dreamt of Crow Barn.
Sweat burned her eyes. She carried a knife swathed in rags
and kept it tucked into her belt. A cloth bag was strapped across
her shoulder. Her feet wrapped in bark and tied with hemp made
the ascent slippery. She plodded on looking at burnt hills and
toppled chimney stacks, tombstone markers for homes, homes her
grandmother had told her once nestled in green hills covered with
orange poppies and goldenrod. Calypso had been enchanted by
tales of California’s central coast. Once there were streams of fresh
water, an ocean to swim and surf in, vineyards, cows that grazed
along miles of farmlands and Monterey Pines silhouetted against a
blue horizon. There had been a highway that connected villages
with towns, and towns with cities.
It was dangerous to let her thoughts drift when they were
being hunted. Since Alawisha’s disappearance, Calypso had
leashed herself to Phoebe.
Phoebe stopped and turned to brush away their footprints.
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She had a satchel of blankets and rags fastened to her hip. The
strain from pulling her and the mountain’s incline caused Calypso
to reel backwards and fall.
She tumbled down the hill and landed a few feet from her
sister. Looking up, she saw Phoebe’s blotchy sunburnt face. She
had dirt in the crease of her arms and broken fingernails. Grime
and twigs intertwined in her reddish-brown hair, making her look
much older than her nineteen years.
“It’s almost noon.” Calypso checked her body to make sure
no bones had broken. “We have to get out of the sun.”
“I’m not going in Crow Barn.”
“Neither am I. There might be plants. Shade. Something to
hide under.” The farmhouse was out of sight to drifters and gangs.
Anyone who roamed the central coast had heard the stories and
would dare not go up there. “Whoever took Alawisha is looking
for us,” Calypso said, licking her blistered lips. She stood and
picked up the extra rope.
“But the dream told you nothing,” Phoebe said.
“It was a feeling. More than that, something I must do.”
There was little to lose, between starvation, thirst, and hope as
barren as the hill they climbed.
The sun’s scorching temperatures required that they sleep
in the day and gather plants by moonlight. With the atmosphere
stripped, the satellite was stunningly clear. It hung like a ticking
clock. She looked around. Their voices could wake stalkers.
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She trudged on, and scratched her matted hair.
“You’ve no black at all,” Phoebe said in a low voice.
“We’re going to find her.” After Alawisha’s kidnapping,
Calypso’s hair turned white with guilt.
“Granny talked about ice cream. How it cooled you off.”
“No more talking.” Hunger and heat could make them
careless. She remembered how her father scolded her after her
nose was broken in a fight with three girls over a handful of pine
nuts.
“An animal doesn’t take chances when it knows it can’t
win. Neither should you,” he had said.
She was glad he wasn’t around to know about Alawisha.
Her shame stung. And what would he have thought about them
going up to Crow Barn?
She paced herself so as not to sprain an ankle, or worse, as
she labored up the slope.
Calypso had heard the stories how Jackson Hammond
hanged himself from the rafters inside the barn, his eyes pecked by
crows. A year after, his wife hanged herself. The corpse, found
weeks later, twitched from the rafter as vultures, crows, and rats
gnawed at the feast. Neighbors ransacked the Hammonds’ ranch
house then set it afire. Embers glowed in the shadow of Crow
Barn. They advanced to the barn, raided the inside, then torched
the planks. But the building refused to burn. People ran screaming.
Talk of ghosts and hauntings bristled even the cynics. The news
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about the suicides and tangle of sensational rumors about murders
and sex slaves built one on top of another until Crow Barn was
crowned evil, the devil’s crypt.
Calypso gazed at the trail that once was a highway. The
rising of the seas transformed the coastline. Ponderous salt rivers
strangled whatever terrain crossed its path.
She saw no one and heard nothing but the wind. Gusts
could mutate into spontaneous torphoons that swirled, separate
dwarf-twisters, zigzagging, churning life into ash.
Last evening, high in the hills, the three of them had
searched for food. After scavenging for herbs, Alawisha sat
meditating in a hollow overlooking Morro Bay. Calypso crouched
to collect cactus leaves, and when she turned, Alawisha had been
snatched. She heard no struggle or cries, and saw no crushed
weeds or footprints. What happened to their little sister?
When their father died, Alawisha consoled them. She told
them their love for him would always live in his heart just as his
love for them lived in theirs. In the most harrowing times, her
sweetness prevailed. “We should never doubt the goodness of
man,” she often said. Her passionate belief in a future full of
wonder reminded Calypso of the tales their grandmother told them.
Alawisha’s kidnapping was a swinging heartache in the rafters of
her mind.
Calypso neared the crest of the hill and saw the toppled
chimneystack. She crawled on her stomach. Her leather breast
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guards scooped dirt. Her legs cramped. She peered over the ridge.
Her spine prickled.
Crow Barn watched.
The planks were bleached rat gray. Their gapped tooth
fangs sucked the wind and metal sheets the color of dried blood
patched portions of the building. Crow Barn stood protected by the
yawning hills that surrounded it.
The rise and fall from the slopes cast a veil across the
cavernous pit. Calypso looked north and saw the chimneystack
with a border of fallen bricks. To the south was a scorched pick-up
truck.
A grating screech prickled the hairs on her neck. She
looked at the peak of the barn. A plank fell. She shrieked.
“Sister!”
The rope dragged her backwards. Calypso turned and
yanked on the line, her thin arms lifting Phoebe. The effort made
her dizzy, but she hauled her sister up until they clasped hands.
“What was it?”
“A loose board that fell.”
Phoebe clung to her as she gaped at the barn.
Calypso carried the extra rope.
“Let’s make sure no one’s up here,” she said, releasing the
cord.
They took a wide path around the barn, passing the pick-up
truck and a tractor without wheels, and came to a halt. Phoebe
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screamed. Calypso muffled a cry. A heavy oxidized shackle poked
like a tongue out of an incinerator. Next to the oven was the
blanched torso of a cow and what looked like the bones of a human
foot.
They continued walking and saw a wood chipper on its
side. A cluster of dandelions grew nearby.
They ran to the plants.
“Do you think it’s safe to eat?”
“We’ve eaten them before.”
“But here?” Phoebe asked. “What if the soil is poisoned?”
Calypso yanked a stem from the ground. “It looks okay.”
“It might kill us.”
“Or we die of starvation.” She bit off a leaf of the flower
and chewed. “They’re no different from any other.”
“It's too soon to tell.”
Calypso pulled twine from her bag, dug out the rest of the
flowers and tied them. “Let’s keep our minds open. It might not be
all bad up here.”
“I’m not so sure.”
They completed circling the barn and headed east where
the house once stood. The chimneystack was half its original size.
Calypso picked up bricks and poked into crevices. She
tossed aside blocks, looking for bottles, containers—anything
useful. A plot of color beyond the stack drew her attention. She
went over to inspect. Growing on the low incline of the hill was a
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patch of green with tiny strawberries poking through the leaves.
“Come here.”
“What?”
“Come here.”
“Uh-uh. I don’t want to be scared.”
“It’s strawberries.”
“Don’t tease.”
“I’m not.”
Calypso stared at the fruit. Mystified. Nature’s red was
enough to give thanks. But to eat?
Phoebe ran over. Gaped. “It can’t be.” She crouched.
“We’re being tempted by something evil.”
Calypso ran her fingers over the green leaves and gently
picked a strawberry.
“Look!” Phoebe cried.
A strawberry appeared in its place.
“How can that be? How can any of this be?” Calypso felt
around for moisture. “How do they grow without water? Then
spring to life after another’s picked? Even if they’re poisonous,”
she lowered her voice, “what we’ve seen is a miracle.”
“Or wicked,” Phoebe whispered.
“We’ll only know if I taste it.”
“And you die?”
“Just a nibble,” Calypso said.
“No!” Phoebe snatched the fruit from her sister’s hand and
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tossed it away.
“How will we ever know if we don’t taste it?”
“I’ll eat it,” Phoebe said, running her hand across her
forehead.
“We can come back and test them later. There must be
groundwater, maybe a spring or well.” Calypso burrowed her
fingers into the earth. She shoveled until she was certain that no
water flowed. “It’s miraculous. How do they grow without water?”
“I tell you everything up here is cursed.”
Calypso brushed off her hands and wondered what
Alawisha would think.
She looked at the barn. It waited, enticed, challenged her to
come close. She stared at the thing that had become a legend, stood
and walked to the barn in a clash of curiosity and dread.
“You’re not going in?”
“Just looking.”
Through the slats, she saw blue sky, and as she moved,
light skipped, darkness sprinted.
Phoebe ran up beside her and glanced around.
“Do you hear that?” Calypso whispered.
“What?”
“Listen.”
“I don’t like being this close.”
“Hear it?” She heard a low buzz, the current broken with
hissing then a hum. She stepped closer to the barn.
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Their father had told them about electricity, and one night,
she and her sisters watched as dark clouds filled the sky. Ancient
hooked fingers streaked light to the ground.
“That’s it!” their father shouted. “Electricity!”
A rumbling thunder followed. The sisters squealed as they
ran into the arms of their father.
He taught them about nature, that everything on the planet
had the seed of life within it.
Calypso wondered if Crow Barn was more than an evil
dungeon that wouldn’t burn.
Phoebe gripped her. “I hear it. We should get out of here.”
“I want to look in through the slats.”
“You’re crazy.” Phoebe tightened her grasp on the rope.
“Please,” she said. “I don’t wanna lose you too.”
“You’re not going to lose me.”
“This place is evil.”
“The strawberries?”
“A trap.”
“But who’s trapping us?”
“Crow Barn,” Phoebe said.
“Bad things happened here. But it doesn’t mean the land is
evil.”
“You don’t know.”
“Neither do you.” Calypso jerked the rope to give her more
slack.
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She walked toward the bleached uneven planks. The
crackling and buzzing grew louder. She was within a few feet
when a low drone stabilized. A pulse throbbed.
Calypso approached the barn. She felt a lurch, a sudden
heartbeat through the soles of her feet. The drone became a purr
inviting her in.
She peered inside, glimpsed patches of grass and plots of
solid darkness. A bat flew out an opening.
She shrieked.
Phoebe screamed. She ran to her sister and wrenched
Calypso back. “Let’s go.”
“Not yet.”
“You promised.”
“Look. On the ground.” She pushed Phoebe to the planks.
“In the middle, toward the back. It’s glassy like water.”
“We’re not going in.”
“If it’s water, I am.”
“All the stories. The things that have happened.”
“If a tub of water sat right here, would you drink?”
“I don’t know.”
“Imagine if the trap were the other way around. That every
food and drink you could imagine was here, but no one would eat
because of the past. The trap is your mind.”
Phoebe untied the rope and threw it at her sister. “If you go
in there and something happens to you, what about me? Then I’ve
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lost two sisters. I’ll have no one I can trust. You promised.”
Calypso picked up the rope. “Instant strawberries?
Electricity? Maybe water? Bats we can eat. Maybe rats and mice.”
She held out the rope. “I have to find out if it’s water.” She
extended her arm and saw tears in her sister’s eyes. “Oh Phoebe,
c’mon, we mustn’t be afraid. Don’t let fear separate us.”
“Then I’m going with you.” Phoebe grabbed the cord and
knotted it around her waist.
“No. Stay out here. Watch.” Calypso turned sideways and
squirmed between two boards. “Keep the rope tight. And our
voices low.” She slipped into the barn.
“What’s it like?” Phoebe whispered.
“Dark.” It was as if darkness consumed the light that
streamed in from outside. When her eyes adjusted to the dim, she
scanned the roof and saw four crows lined on a beam. They stared
down at her. “There’s food.” One of them squawked. Above the
crows high in the rafters, she saw the small upside-down shadows
of bats. Calypso was swift and deadly with the knife. “Plenty of
food. If I can kill them before they fly away.”
“What else?”
“Ssh. Be quiet.”
She smelled mold. The damp made her clammy. The
ground felt mushy, and her sandals sank into the soil. When she
lifted her feet, the clay sucked. Popped. Water. She squinted and
saw patches of grass. Mushrooms. Nails jabbed from the walls.
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Her toes touched something solid. She knelt to examine.
Bones. They were small, and she wondered what rodents lived
among the crows and bats. As she rose, something hairy scampered
across her feet. She flinched. A rat scurried. She took out her knife,
listened, aimed, and hurled the dagger.
Calypso walked over, gave thanks for the food, and pulled
the knife from the rat’s neck. Wiping the blood with her rag, she
picked up the rat and looped its tail through her belt. It dangled
upside down. Blood dripped on her thigh.
In the center of the barn, the glassy surface appeared as a
pond. Moss skirted the border. She moved in slow thoughtful
steps. Combined spiderwebs shimmed from the center of the barn
all the way to the east corner, with feathers, spiders and bugs
mangled in the silk threads. The rat’s furry body bumped against
her leg. Crows preened. Bats rustled.
Calypso was almost there when she saw something
floating.
She walked slowly, as if treading over the dead, the barn a
graveyard of fear as the planet withered and rolled on its side, the
seas making their way inland. That was it. How could she be so
stupid? Saltwater that no one could drink.
She stepped to the bank and fainted.
“Sister, sister!”
She heard a faraway plea.
“Ca-lyp-so!”
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Something crawled around her waist. It dragged her across
the ground, yet she was powerless to stop it.
She woke in a fog too dense to see through, then a furious
wail—not hers. It was Phoebe.
Calypso roused.
Phoebe howled.
They held each other as they stared into the pond at the
beautiful face of their sister, Alawisha. She was alive. Her golden
eyes gleamed, and her hair was like a desert in flames.
“What is this?” Calypso asked. Her heartache ended and
the wave of tears that never broke now streamed down her face.
Back and forth she rocked, from the sheer joy of finding her sister
to the utter horror of where she found her.
Alawisha spread her lovely arms. The water rippled, her
smile beguiled, her spirit seemed filled with luminous wonder.
“Come with me. You’ll be safe.” Her arms disappeared, and her
face receded. The water touched her cheeks. “This is the real
world.”
“You're not Alawisha,” Phoebe screamed. “How could this
be? Someone is tricking us!”
“It’s not a trick,” Alawisha said.
“You’re in a pool of water. In Crow Barn,” Calypso said.
“What are we to think?”
“Don’t you trust me?”
“No,” Phoebe shouted.
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Calypso leaned forward. “Who kidnapped you?”
“I wasn’t kidnapped.”
“Then what happened?” Phoebe asked.
“I was sitting in the hollow, my eyes closed, and asked
Mother Earth to provide for us.” She smiled. “She did. I saw an
opening and went through. I’ll show you.”
It was just as Calypso remembered, on the hill, but the rest
was too fantastic. “Why don’t you come out?”
“What for, when real happiness is inside?”
“What are you talking about? Inside, outside. Come with
us,” Phoebe said. “We’re your sisters.”
Calypso put her hand on Phoebe’s and leaned forward.
“Where you go—what’s it like?”
“Like Granny used to tell us. Only a million times happier.”
Her body swayed under the water, causing waves in the pond. “We
can all be together. There’s ice-cream, Phoebe.”
The older sisters glanced at each another.
“Why did you leave without telling us?” Phoebe asked.
“It just happened. I’m here, sisters. To get you.”
Calypso glanced at Phoebe. “The dream led us here.”
Phoebe nodded.
“What do you think, Sister?” Calypso asked.
“She’ll never come out. I’ve never had her kind of faith. Or
yours.”
“I won’t go in without you,” Calypso said.
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“I want to, but I’m scared.”
“Then let’s stay tied.” Calypso tossed the rat and her bag
aside. She unknotted the rope and retied the cord, leaving enough
for Alawisha.
“Tie it around you. So we’ll all be together.”
“We don’t need to do that to be together.”
“Go ahead. Do it,” Calypso said.
The pond swished and swirled as Alawisha wrapped it
around herself.
Calypso eased herself into the pond. The cool water
cleansed the filth off her body. It soothed her sores. She looked at
her sister.
“It feels good. We’ll be together. Come in.”
Phoebe untied the strap of her bag, laid it on the ground,
and slid into the pond.
Alawisha plunged beneath the surface. Calypso and Phoebe
followed into the depth where they soared over a grove of trees.
The rope unraveled. Calypso swooped, dove, rocketed. Guilt
vanished, and she saw her long hair turn jet black. She looked over
at Phoebe. Her mouth opened in awe. Alawisha was laughing.
Calypso sailed on a divine seamless joy and rode the spearhead of
love. The sisters floated and glided until momentum spiraled, and
they hovered over a blue sea. They skimmed above green pastures
of purple wildflowers and rows of vineyards. Calypso breathed in
the sweet fragrance of rosemary. She landed on a hill with orange
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poppies and goldenrod, listened to thunderous waves and saw the
windswept branches of Monterey Pines. A cool breeze touched her
skin, with Phoebe and Alawisha beside her.
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THE ETERNAL MASQUERADE
By Zoey Xolton
First Appearance: Midnight Masquerade (2018)

My laughter escapes me in a rush of maddened giggles and
my cheeks flare red, though I am too drunk on expensive, vintage
wine to care. Around and around we spin, the world a whirling
kaleidoscope of jewel-toned gowns, blurred candlelight and
glittering chandeliers. Out of the ballroom and into the gardens we
spill like a storm of lace and silk. We dance through mazes of
white perfumed roses and glades of weeping willows, stepping on
fairy circles and lush green carpets of moss as we go. I have never
felt more alive and more free.
Far too soon the world comes to a dizzying halt and I find
myself breathless. The Lord of Westerly Castle guides me with his
body against a great tree trunk in the darkness. Obscured by
shadows, far from the merriment and din of the Midnight
Masquerade, his knowing hands trail their way up my cinched
waist and over my blossoming bust to cup my face. “You are far
too beautiful and far too bright a soul to see wasted to the ravages
of time, my dear one.” He purrs, as his open mouth envelopes
mine.
I sigh, coming up for air. Relaxing into his form I allow my
head to tip back and rest against the ancient oak as his kisses forge
a hot path from my glittering ear lobe, down my neck and to the
confluence of my bare throat and shoulder.
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“You can be forever young, Marlena. You’ll be able to do
anything and everything that you’ve ever dreamed; fulfil each and
every innocent and debauched fantasy you’ve dared to imagine.
Time will cease to hold sway over you.” Dropping his tone, he
whispers into my ear, “And I will care for you, always.”
His words thrill me and tantalise the dark parts of my soul
that I keep buried deep within, hidden from the sight of polite
society with its mild manners and strict rules. “Lord Cassius…” I
whisper in return, his name a prayer on my lips.
Without a heartbeats notice, he pulls me into a tight
embrace, his arms entangle around me. I am a butterfly caught in a
spider’s web. Pain, sharp and fast flowers from my neck. It hurts,
but only for a moment. As the seconds pass, I begin to feel
deliciously numb. My skin tingles with a sweet lethargy and I feel
my hands slip from his shoulders and fall limp to my sides, lost
amongst layers of shimmering brocade.
When it’s done, he pulls away. An unexplainable blend of
euphoria and apathy overwhelms me. I slide from my masked
lover’s arms, falling to my knees beneath the autumn’s Blood
Moon. Weak, head lolling and swooning to the frantic beat of my
own heart, I am drained. I lurch forward, my black silken gloves
finding the wet grass. The rich smell of damp leaves and earth
assaults my senses. Delirium begins to take hold and I collapse,
rolling onto my back, my amethyst skirts pooling around me like
spilled ink.
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In the distance I hear the Midnight Masquerade continue
without me. The long, slow wail of a violin reaches my ears. Its
song is melancholy and haunting. How befitting. I squint up at the
glittering stars above, losing focus as my eyelids grow heavy.
“They're beautiful, aren't they?” asks Cassius.
I can't answer him. I am incapable. But the stars are
beautiful. They glow like white hot pin pricks of diamond,
shimmering in an endless, velvet black sea. My head swims and
my efforts to remain conscious are taxing. I can feel my valiant
heart slowing, giving into the inevitable.
“You will never appreciate life as much as you do in this
single moment,” he says, dropping to a crouch beside me, his
otherworldly ice blue gaze holding mine.
“Marlena, do you wish to live as I do? Beneath the cover of
darkness, dancing in shadow and revelling by moonlight for all
eternity? There is no one to stop us. Your time now is short. I have
shown you the path, but only you can follow it.”
I try to speak, to answer him, but my tongue is a dead
weight in my mouth and no sound escapes my painted lips. I can
scarcely breathe.
“Marlena, you must choose.” The urgency in his voice is
tangible.
Betrayed by my own voice, hot tears spill silently from the
corners of my eyes, leaking from behind my mask of black lace,
silver paint and papier-mâché. How can I consent without voice?
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Panic and desperation begin to overwhelm me. Cassius! I scream
in my mind with all the strength I have remaining. Make me like
you. I want to be with you. I want to live forever!
Hearing my thoughts the timeless nobleman reaches down
then, scooping me against his chest “Drink deeply then, my lady,
and dream with me.”
He bites his wrist, pressing the bleeding wound to my
parted lips. A tired shiver runs up and down my spine as I taste his
enchanted blood. It flows down my throat, surging through me,
igniting an unquenchable flame at my core. I ride the waves of
madness on wings of secrets and shadow as the fragile fibre of my
mortality is eternally severed. I feel neither pain nor fear, only
blissful release; the bitter-sweet sensation of transcending the
flesh, of becoming something changed.
I open my eyes to find my love smiling down upon me, his
small fangs resting seductively against his lower lip. We are
kindred now, he and I. Blood family. I am no longer human. I am
something unique, dark, beautiful and beyond the ravages of time.
Drawing in my first breath beyond the gates of death, an infectious
and insatiable thirst for blood fills me. I am Unseelie; one of the
dark fae host, a vampyre.
With the promise of forever before us, Cassius helps me to
my feet and takes my hand. I lick the blood from my lips and
straighten my dress.
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“Are you hungry, my love?” he asks, his brow rising
quizzically.
I trace my new fangs with my tongue and grin. “I could
certainly do with a bite or two.”
Cassius’ laugh echoes through the night as we make our
way back to the masque. The night is ours and the possibilities are
endless.
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ANGELS
By Vonnie Winslow Crist
First Appearance: Issue 20, March (2018)

The beekeeper stood in the woods, watched the maple
boughs sway, and listened to the angels singing in the trees.
Though he had not known who was doing the singing as a child,
Porter had always heard angels. When he was young, he liked to
scramble up tree trunks, sit among the branches, and listen to the
lullabies murmured by the tree-voices.
He glanced across his yard at the red and white sign nailed
above the side entrance to his next-door neighbor’s house: Victor’s
Cuttery. The sign had been painted by Victor’s wife, Bea, twenty
years ago. It needed re-touching, but Victor did not want to cover
up anything that Bea had created. Porter couldn’t blame him—Bea
was a rare find.
He walked over to his beeyard. The hives were raised two
and a half feet above the ground, sheltered by apple trees, and
protected by a rock wall that surrounded the orchard. His mother
and father had sold honey, fruit, vegetables, flowers, and Porter’s
wood carvings at a roadside stand and several local markets. He
had helped his parents when they were alive and continued the
apiary, orchard, and woodcarving business after their deaths.
As Porter closed the iron gate to the orchard behind him, he
noticed a bee, alight on a rhododendron bloom, creep into its lilac
depths. The blossom quivered as the striped bumbler lifted off,
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headed for the pin-cushion flowers sprawled at the edge of the
perennial garden. He knew the bee was color-faithful, and watched
her buzz from purple flower to purple flower, her furry body
dusted with pollen.
He wanted to delay the visit to Victor’s Cuttery, wanted to
postpone the delivery of the carved angel to his best friend, but
knew the decision was not his to make. He had tried in the past to
deny the angels, but their constant singing had grown louder and
louder until his ears rang and his head throbbed. Angels were not
to be denied.
He reminded himself that he had made visits like this to
friends before. It was never easy, but he would survive the parting.
Perhaps the hardest carvings to deliver had been to his parents.
First, his father. Then, his mother.
Before delivering the carved angel to Victor, Porter stopped
by the family graveyard near the south side of the tool shed. He
traced his parents’ names, Leiper and Anna, with his forefinger, in
the granite monument. His father’s death had been forecast by a
swarm of wild bees clinging to a dead elm below the orchard—but
Porter had known weeks earlier when a piece of hickory had told
him to carve Leiper’s angel.
His mother’s angel had called to him less than a year later
from a beautiful piece of cherry wood. Mother hadn’t been herself
since his father’s passing, so when he had finally given her the
angel, he’d felt relief.
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Porter knelt and then bowed his head. He was immediately
surrounded by bees—bees dancing on blossoms, bees tasting the
sticky sweetness of his sweat, bees carved into the marble
tombstones. Little messengers, they carried his thoughts to the
wildflowers where they traveled down the stems, through the roots,
into the earth, and comforted the bones of the dead. One landed on
his hand and as he gazed into its many-faceted eyes, he wondered
what sort of blessing it was bestowing.
He shuffled to his back porch, picked up a carefully
wrapped bundle from the top step, and slipped it into his jacket’s
pocket. He rubbed his face with both hands, pressing his callused
fingertips against his forehead. The angels’ voices were becoming
louder. Soon, they would roar in his head like a rushing wind. He
could not procrastinate any longer.
On his way to Victor’s shop, Porter plucked several
Japanese beetles off the tea roses in his side yard, dropped the bugs
into a canning jar that he kept by the garden for just that purpose,
and sighed. He could not bring himself to kill the pests. Tonight,
when the fireflies were lifting up from the cornfields, he’d free the
insects down by the woods. He patted the arm of a cement garden
angel, whistled to a blood-red cardinal balanced in the mimosa,
and walked across the lawn to Victor’s Cuttery.
“Finished another one," he said as he stepped up into the
barbershop.
"Morning, Porter."
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He removed his sweat-stained cap and hung it on a peg by
the entrance way. He unsnapped his volunteer fire department
jacket, unzipped the right front pocket, and withdrew the bundle.
"One of the best I've ever whittled," he said as he
unwrapped a wooden figure from a square of plaid flannel.
The barber placed his scissors on the speckled countertop
beside him. He tapped his customer on the shoulder. "This here’s
Porter. He carves angels. Porter, this is Timmy, Otis Lebow’s
oldest grandson."
"Nice to meet you," said the teenager in the barber chair.
He raised his eyebrows and smiled but didn’t move his head as the
click-click of the shears resumed.
"Good meeting you, son. Hope your grandfather is well.”
“Yeah,” Tim answered. “Though he uses a cane
nowadays.”
“We are all getting older,” observed Porter. “So, Victor,
what do you think of her?" He held the carved angel in the palm of
his right hand, slowly rotated her.
The barber stopped snipping. "Not bad. White pine?"
"Yup. Thought about working with walnut or maple this
time but decided on pine." He placed the angel on the windowsill.
"What do you think, son?"
"Looks great," the teen responded, moving his head as little
as possible. "How do you know what to carve?"
He lifted his hands, palms up, in front of his overalls' bib.
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"The wood tells me. Each piece of lumber is different, and as I turn
a block over and over in my hands, the wood tells my hands where
to cut, what to carve away."
"Oh."
Victor chuckled. "Porter, Tim is going to think you're
crazy."
"I'm not crazy, I just believe in angels. You believe in
angels?" Porter stared straight into the teenager's eyes, brow
furrowed.
"Yeah, I guess."
"Let me tell you, angels are everywhere. They are not just
hiding in the Bible or hanging off church walls. Angels are
watching us all the time, are whispering in our ears. Ever get a
funny feeling about something, say a train trip, and decide not to
go and later you hear the train crashed? Angels. Or you're standing
at home plate waiting for the next pitch, and you just know the
next throw will be right down the center, so you tighten your grip,
swing true, and get a hit? Angels.”
As Tim searched his pants’ pocket for his haircut money,
Porter continued. “How about when you lose your glasses and
suddenly recollect they're on the dining room table? Angels. Or
when you get that feeling that you have been somewhere before
when you know you haven't? People call it déjà vu. Well, that's
angels, too. They whisper the future into our ears, and when the
future arrives, we feel like we have already lived it. I tell you, son,
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angels deserve a lot more credit than they get for helping us dayto-day."
Victor flipped off the razor. "Stop it. You're scaring the
boy."
Porter continued to study the teen. “How about bees?”
“What about bees?” Tim said as he clenched his money in
his right hand and worried a tear in his blue jeans with his left.
“Bees are little angels that transport the souls of the dead to
heaven. Know why?” Porter didn’t wait for an answer. “Because
they are the only animal to arrive on earth unchanged from
Paradise.”
“Enough, Porter.” The barber whisked loose hair from the
teenager's neck with a soft-bristled brush dipped in talcum powder.
"Tim, glad I could fit you in today. Now, you think about having a
good time at the prom Saturday night, not about Porter and his
angels."
Porter grunted, mouthed the word angels.
“I’m not worried. In fact, I’d like to learn how to carve that
well.”
Porter’s head throbbed, his pulse raced. “Tim, you got a
pocket knife?”
“Yes, sir…a good one my grandpap bought for me.” The
teen lifted his chin, looked Porter square in the eyes.
“You find yourself a piece of kindling, bring the knife, and
stop by my place tomorrow afternoon. Then, I will show you how
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to carve angels.”
“Got yourself a deal,” Tim said and stuck his palm out. As
Porter shook the teen’s hand, he felt a sudden lightness, and the
hum of angels’ voices seemed a bit softer.
Victor frowned at his best friend. "Tim, what’s your prom
tux like?"
"Regular, black with a white shirt and a blue bow tie and
cummerbund," answered the boy as he got up from the chair.
"Thanks for taking me on such short notice, Mr. Vic." He handed
the barber eight dollars, started to leave.
"Wait, you get change."
"No, keep it. Thanks again. See you later." The teenager
started out the doorway, paused, and then, turned around to face
Porter. “I’ll see you tomorrow afternoon.”
"I will be waiting for you, son,” answered Porter. “I will be
waiting.”
“Have a good time at the prom, and tell Otis I said hello,"
Victor called as the door banged closed.
"Nice boy. Makes you wonder why he would ever go to the
mall for a haircut."
Before Victor could respond, the phone rang. As the barber
talked, Porter looked at his friend's shoes, pale as wings in the dark
forest of hair on the shop's floor. He stood, took five steps, and
climbed into the barber chair as Victor scheduled an appointment
for next Thursday.
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The barber hung up the receiver. "Doesn't seem to be
enough hours on Thursdays and Fridays to cover my regular
customers anymore. I'm slowing down."
"We all are."
"I haven't really taken any new customers for a couple of
years now, and some of my old ones have died or moved away.
Still can't keep up. Cutting hair two days a week is all I can do;
three tires me out." The barber coughed, fumbled around, and
found his inhaler. He breathed in a dose of the asthma medication,
set the inhaler aside, and then, started to comb Porter's thick white
hair.
"The angel is yours."
"Mine?" The scissors continued to flash.
"I whittled it for you."
"And the wood told you that was my angel?" Victor put
down the scissors and picked up the razor. He was grinning.
"Yup."
His friend laughed as he shaved the stubble off the back of
Porter's neck. He put down the electric razor then combed some
spice-scented tonic through Porter's hair. "Saw you working on the
roses this morning. They look good."
"Need some rain. I'm afraid the beetles will be bad this
year."
"You ought to get some of those bug bags from Smoot's
Hardware. The ones with the chemical lures. Fanny Benson swears
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by them." The barber finished brushing talc on Porter's neck,
unsnapped the protective smock. "All done."
Porter admired his trim in the mirror, then handed his
friend some dollar bills.
Victor counted the bills. "Change?"
"Nope.”
Victor placed the money in an old cigar box he used for
cash. “Can you stay a while? Visit? I had a cancellation, so I don’t
have another customer for an hour or so.”
“If you’d like.” Porter pressed his lips together, leaned
back in the barber’s chair.
His friend went to the window and picked up the angel.
“She is beautiful.”
Porter nodded.
Victor sat in a chair, examined his angel. She held her right
hand up, pointed to the sky; with her left, she reached out. Her
wings were unfurled. The barber rubbed his thumb over the
carving. “You sanded it real good.”
“Tried to.”
Victor turned the carving around, examined it closely. The
angel's gown draped her body in swirling folds and ripples. Her
toes were barely visible at the hem of the garment. There was no
harp, no halo. The barber blotted his forehead with a handkerchief,
rubbed his chest.
Porter stared out the shop window at the cement cherub in
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his rock garden; it was surrounded by cement rabbits, deer,
squirrels, and frogs. He tilted his head. He could barely hear the
ceramic angel wind-chimes whispering from the dogwood branch
draped over his herbs. A fat bumbler landed on the shop’s window
screen. Porter felt his eyes welling up as he gazed at the bee.
Victor continued to scrutinize the carving. “You know, I
think this angel favors my sister Midge as a young woman.” The
barber took a deep breath. “Of course, she’s gone.”
“You know, if you don’t like it, I can take the carving
back.” Porter offered. The angels’ voices in his head grew louder.
His ears began to ring.
“Nope. I think I’ll keep her,” said Victor as he undid the
top button of his shirt.
Porter closed his eyes, listened to the soft chant of the
angels, and smelled the air that wafted through the window screen.
It was laden with the scent of honey.
Victor blinked. “Looking at it more closely, I believe the
angel's face resembles my mother. I recollect how she looked when
the afternoon sun slid across the hay fields. We would all come in
from the barn, and she’d be there holding the door to the kitchen
wide open.” He licked his lips. “To this day, I can smell her
chicken and biscuits, stewed tomatoes, and apple pandowdy.”
“Did she serve honey?”
“Oh, yes. She’d spread a layer of honey, near as thick as
the bread, onto whole wheat toast early in the morning when the
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only sounds were the insects, birds, and farm animals.”
Porter nodded, thought about his own childhood tending
the hives and draining the honey from the combs. The finest appleblossom honey flowed easily from the wax hexagons in May.
Later, he would help his dad cut hunks of dripping combs to pop
into jars. Next, they’d fill the glass containers with extra honey.
Finally, his mother would hand-letter the labels: A,L&P’s
Wildflower Honeycomb.
The barber wiped his forehead again, eyed the phone, then
returned to the carving. He smiled. “Wait. I recognize her face.
This looks just like my Bea on the day I proposed. See,” Victor
pointed at the angel’s head. “Her hair flows down her back in
copper waves, and she’s wearing the muslin gown I bought for her
in a dress shop in Philadelphia.”
Porter remembered the first time he saw Bea. She had
wandered over to his beeyard to ask him to go on a picnic with
Victor and her. One of his hives was swarming, yet she’d walked
through the cloud of bees unstung. Porter’s father had told him
years before that only a virgin could pass this test. Whether the
legend was true or foolishness, Porter had fallen in love with his
best friend’s intended that day.
Bea’s carving had been almost impossible to deliver. Porter
remembered crying when the old dogwood started to whisper her
name. He vowed to ignore the angels, but he had barely been able
to stand, much less take care of his bees when the heavenly
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whispers had grown to thunderous choruses louder than the scream
of a jet plane. A thick branch from the tree tore off in a rainstorm a
few days later. When Porter touched the fallen dogwood branch to
clear it from his yard, his hands heard Bea’s angel, and he began to
carve.
And now, it was his best friend’s turn. Porter sniffed,
rubbed his nose. He watched the angel turn towards Victor, saw
the bright glow of her face.
Victor’s lips parted. “Bea,” he exhaled slowly. “Look, she’s
even got the nosegay of Confederate violets I picked for her pinned
to her bodice. I picked the flowers from the foot of one of your
apple trees, tied them together with a bit of ribbon. Didn’t know it
then, but Bea pressed those violets and saved them in her diary.
Found them not long after her funeral.”
The barber raised his hand to his chest, stiffened for a
moment, and then, relaxed. The angel elongated, expanded,
drenched the shop with brightness. She reached out her shimmery
hand and smoothed Victor’s wrinkled face. Then the angel paused,
lifted her kind eyes, and gazed at Porter. It was Bea. And for a
moment, Porter thought she had come for him, too.
But, she shook her head and whispered the words, “Not
yet.”
Porter watched Victor and his angel as they passed through
the doorway, strolled to the lilacs, then wandered across the
backyard. Porter stood and slipped on his green and yellow cap. He
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closed the door to the shop as he left.
As he watched the angel lead his friend through an arch of
silver maple at the edge of the woods, he touched the brim of his
cap. "Good-bye, Victor."
Porter shuffled home, stooping to pull up a weed from a
rose bed before he climbed up the front steps into his house. He
wiped his eyes with a handkerchief, cleared his throat, and hung
his cap on the hat rack. His home was full of angels. They hovered
in paint, needlepoint, embroidery, ceramic, stone, and wood.
He stared at a basket of his carved wooden angels. They
were waiting for him to deliver them to a local gift shop. He would
never know the names of the customers who received one of his
angels, but he knew every angel served a purpose. Each of those
angels had told his hands how to release them from the wood. Each
would find its home, each would offer comfort of one sort or the
other, and eventually, each would lead someone through death’s
arbor.
He straightened a picture of the heavenly choir, then
relaxed in an oak rocker by his bay window and studied the door to
the barbershop. Victor had been Porter’s best friend all of his life.
“Find a girl and get married,” Victor had urged after he and
Bea had eloped. “Then, the four of us will have a grand time.”
“Won’t marry unless I can find a girl as good as Bea,”
Porter had said. He never found one, and he never married.
Porter rubbed his chin, wondered who his angel would be.
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A cardinal fluttered to the windowsill, scolded him for his idleness.
He sighed, then selected a chunk of birch from a basket full
of wood blocks and turned it carefully in his hands. Though he
would not complete this angel until after Tim learned how to carve,
he knew he had to start the whittling process today. He checked the
window once more. The insistent bird continued to peer at him,
bees murmured in the gardens, the silver maples swirled in the
wind. The sun spotlighted the empty place where Victor had last
stood, and thousands of angels hummed in the distant trees.
Porter picked up his penknife, began to carve. His hands
heard wings struggling to be free.
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KEEPING ACCOUNT
By Madeleine McDonald
First Appearance: Out of Your Shadow (2018)

She’s a handful, my charge. Good looks and no brains, that
girl, whereas me, I’m the other way round. There’ve been times
when that state of affairs has grieved me. We could all do with a
bit of adoration now and then to lift our spirits. Even the lad who
carries the firewood upstairs never spares me a look. If she’s in the
room, he’s so busy following her with his eyes that half the time he
drops the logs beside the basket rather than into it. She giggles at
his clumsiness, filling the room with a silvery cascade of notes.
The log boy always retreats, rosy-faced and beguiled.
All in all, I’d rather be me than her. Being too beautiful is a
curse, for it makes life too easy. No matter what she said or did,
indulgent smiles greeted her. Later, she learned how to use her
own smiles to good effect. Her parents, teachers, and the entire
court took one look at that angelic little face, framed by delightful
sun-kissed curls, and bowed to her will.
I was the only one who ever attempted to reason with her. I
had to, it’s my job. She came into my life ten years ago, when I
was twelve and she was five. She moved from the nursery to the
schoolroom, and I became her personal maidservant.
I slept on the floor outside her door, where there’s no fire to
warm me. At first, I picked up her toys, and later her clothes. I
stitched on missing buttons, delighting in the feel of fabrics that
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became ever more luxurious. I sat in the room while she learned
her letters and, behind the teacher’s back, helped when she could
not understand her sums. She never thanked me, but then, she
never thanked anyone.
Her parents showered her with gifts. Trinkets at first, then
precious jewels. It was my job to look after them, but that’s easier
said than done with a careless girl. When she went to the stables to
order her pony saddled, she discarded rings and bracelets on
windowsills, or slipped them under cushions. On a whim, she lent
trinkets to her ladies-in-waiting, girls as silly as she was. Then she
would yawn and tell me she could not remember if it had been
Margaret or Molly, asking what did it matter. It was up to me to
keep track of her belongings.
I went to the queen and begged her to give one of the senior
ladies-in-waiting the honour of becoming keeper of the princess’s
jewels. It was more than likely, I pointed out, that the princess
would receive valuable gifts on the occasion of her forthcoming
fifteenth birthday. Even at such a tender age, possible suitors might
wish to indicate an interest. It was not fitting for a mere
maidservant to continue to take charge of such gifts. After
discussing it with the king, the queen showed me a carved box
with two gold keys.
“One for you Adele, and one for my darling girl. That way,
everything will be safe.”
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Now, that did not suit me at all. To have one key in her
hands would be a disaster. If something went missing, it would be
my head on the block, not hers. So I curtsied low to the queen, and
contrived to persuade the princess that a key was an imposition on
her free-spirited nature. She threw it at her mother at breakfast one
morning, which left me the sole key holder. I kept it on a chain
around my neck. One less worry for me.
Eventually, I devised a system. First, I made a master list.
Every morning I used the list to note what pieces were taken out
and every evening I bullied and cajoled my charge into
remembering what she had done with them. I hid my ledger under
her mattress, for it seemed prudent to allow the queen to believe
that I was still an unlettered servant girl. Giddy with newfound
sophistication as her fifteenth birthday approached, the princess
dreamt of dancing the night through and had forgotten that she
once relied on me to finish her sums when the tutor was not
looking.
On her birthday, Fairy Carabosse stormed into the feast,
angry for not receiving a proper invitation. I was more curious than
upset. When Carabosse pointed a finger and cast the princess into a
deep swoon, I was still not worried. My only concern was the three
gold chains my charge had chosen to wear, along with a ruby
brooch and an emerald ring. It would be my head on the block if
they went missing.
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I kept my ears open and heard kind-hearted Fairy Amber
step in to lessen the effect of Fairy Carabosse’s vengeful spell.
While others panicked, I took note that now the spell would last
only three years and would end with a stranger’s kiss.
The queen wept. The king, distraught, ordered the princess
carried to her bedchamber. There, I knelt beside the bed and
pretended to feel her heart. Really, I checked that she was still
wearing all her jewels. I was safe. No light-fingered minion had
removed any of the chains.
Carabosse noticed. She had followed the servant who
carried the limp body, and the king, queen, and courtiers were too
stunned to chase her away. She cornered me as I slipped out of the
room after making the princess comfortable for her three-year
sleep.
“What was that about?” She stood a head lower than me, a
squat figure wrapped in cloaks that recalled a misty forest.
I told her the truth and showed her my gold key. Well, what
would you do? I had seen her power and didn’t want to receive the
same treatment.
“A ledger, eh?” She smiled, and all of a sudden her face
looked less baleful. “What a clever idea. There won’t be a job for
you here for the next three years, and I could use your talents. Yes
or no, girl, are you coming with me?”
So here we are. We formed a good partnership, Fairy
Carabosse and I. Her reputation grew as news of Sleeping Beauty
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spread. Even travellers from far-off lands have found their way to
Carabosse’s lair. As she says, people will always want spells, good
or bad. She’s busy from noon to nightfall. Come evening, when we
sit by the fire with a pot of rhubarb tea, I enter everything in my
ledger. The day’s takings, followed by the day’s expenditure. The
ledger is kept in an iron chest, where neither spells, nor fire, nor
water can destroy it. On the night of the new moon, when the dark
sky discourages travellers, I do my sums and report the balance to
my employer. Fairy Carabosse is wise in the ways of the forest, but
has never learned her letters. As I say, we make a good
partnership. I respect her powers and, for the first time in my life, I
have met someone who respects me.
In a month’s time, the princess will be eighteen and a
stranger’s kiss will awaken her. The king and queen have ordered a
great feast with fireworks. The palace fountains will run with wine.
There is much speculation as to who the stranger will be. It must
be a prince, and a handsome one, so people whisper. The
princess’s legendary beauty deserves no less.
I know he will be a prince from a far-off land, for he
consulted Carabosse. She foresaw his coming. Afterwards, she
invited me to sit with her by the fire.
“Adele,” she said, “You have worked for me these past
three years, and I am well pleased with you. Know this, the prince
asked me only for strength and guile to rule his kingdom with his
new bride by his side. That’s two wishes.” A smile lit her face. “He
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is entitled to a third wish, whether he remembered to ask for it or
not. My dearest girl, you who know the princess better than I, what
wish shall I grant?”
“For him to see beyond mere beauty, to see her true worth.”
I could not get the words out fast enough.
Fairy Carabosse smiled, and refilled the teapot. “It shall be
done.”
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CALL OF THE TETROMET
By Ezekiel Kincaid
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Darkness. We all have it in us. Running through our veins,
crouching behind the façade of moral stoutness. It is ever present,
living with every beat of our hearts, and hiding in those dark
dungeons of the subconscious that we keep locked away and far
from reality.
Darkness. It is Pandora’s box that we refuse to open. It is
the Kraken we fear will arise. It is the creature we keep in chains.
We somehow convince ourselves that by ignoring it, maybe it will
just go away. But it doesn’t. It is the elephant in the room of our
nature that we dare not acknowledge. We dare not stare it in the
eyes. We dare not give it too much attention. Why? Because the
darkness is powerful. And if it is let out, the effects are dangerous.
This darkness. It is strong. It is subversive. It carries with it
all sorts of abominations. You, me, and everyone else- we fear it.
We are afraid to give it a nod, because acknowledging it gives it
power. The darkness longs to be brought into the light. Not so that
it can die, but so that it can conquer.
What is your darkness? Have you ever had the courage to
look at it? Maybe you’ve glanced here and there but became
frightened because it surged through your beating heart with
unnerving force. Maybe you looked for a mere moment and
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became fearful of its strength. Again, I ask, do you know what
your darkness is?
Me? I know what mine is. I see it flickering behind my
eyes every time I stare at myself in the mirror. I look at myself,
then lean in close; so close my eyes are almost pressed up against
the glass.
First, I admire the entirety of my eyes. Did you ever notice
that the pupil looks like a black hole? A black hole sitting in the
center of the galaxy that is your iris. Speaking of the iris, it’s the
part I look at next. It looks like the explosion of a supernova. One
of the most beautiful parts of the human anatomy. It’s only fitting
that the darkness of the pupil be surrounded by such exquisiteness.
And the pupil is where I then turn. I stare hard into the two black
holes that decorate the center of my eyes.
The pupil and the iris. Nothing more than two biological
functions that control and react to the environment of light around
them. So says nature, anyway. Ah, but those black holes. Those
windows to the soul. If you could travel down them, you would
find the entryway to the dark. The entryway to the darkness that
bubbles inside all of us, longing to be set free.
Come with me, and I’ll show you mine.
I am the Man in Black, and this is my story.
***
The Demon
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The wooden antique rocking chair groaned as the Pastor sat
down. His curly blonde hair waved back and forth as he began to
rock. He loosened his navy-blue tie and unbuttoned the top button
of his white collared shirt. He and I were seated in the basement
of my mountain home in Old Fort, North Carolina. I had just
moved in a few weeks before. That was when the darkness began
to come out.
I sat just a few feet away from the Pastor in a metal folding
chair. The stairs of the cellar to my right, an abyss of darkness to
my left. I reached up and pulled the string that hung from the
basement light. It swung back and forth wildly, illuminating
random spots in the cellar. An antique piano, hid in the back-left
corner. Layers of dust rested upon it, giving it a gray tint.
A bookshelf directly behind me caught the Pastor’s eye. He
squinted into shifting light to see the rows of books, leather bound
and old. He then looked over his right shoulder, his eyes catching
hold of a painting; a felt painting. The background was dark green,
and the only other thing in it was the bust of a woman wearing a
black dress. Her hair flowed an auburn color, and she had no face.
The Pastor turned his attention back towards me. “Where
shall we begin?”
I reached up and settled the swinging light. As it steadied, I
folded my hands, placed my forearms on my knees, and leaned
towards him. I stared deep into his blue eyes and spoke.
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“I could feel the bedsheets sinking in on me. They were pulling me
into the mattress, but it wasn’t a mattress. It was a pool of soil,
warm and soggy. Earthing its way through it were snakes, worms,
and scorpions.
I could feel the worms burrowing in my ears. Their cold,
gooey bodies nestling and nudging their way in. The snakes were
slithering and wrapping themselves around my legs and arms, and
the scorpions were grazing on my chest. My bed posts changed to
femur bones, with skulls mounted on top. My headboard was a
tombstone.
Then there he was. Sitting near the edge of my bed. He was
seated in the chair you are sitting in now. Rocking back and forth;
back and forth; back and forth.”
“What did he look like?” The Pastor asked.
My gaze left his, and I stared at the piano in the back
corner. “His body was a charcoal color. His skin was thick and
leathery. And he had no eyes. Instead, out of his eye sockets were
horns. They curved around his head and sat above his bat-like ears.
And his teeth. Rows of jagged teeth, like glass. Opaque in
appearance. It looked like they were just crammed in his mouth.”
“Did he say anything?”
“He pointed at the window. His right hand ascended from
the armrest, and his bony finger, with his knife-like fingernails,
just pointed at my window.”
“What was there?” The Pastor stopped rocking.
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“Nothing.

Moonlight.

He

just

kept

rocking

and

pointing…and smiling. Then he started to hum.”
“Hum?”
I nodded. “Yes. He was humming some song. Sounded like
a lullaby. Then he spoke one word to me, and one word only.”
“What was it?” The Pastor had now scooched to the edge
of his seat.
“Theodosia.”
“Theodosia?”
I nodded again. “Yes. Then he got up out of the chair and
walked out of my room. That’s when the soil and everything
vanished, and it was just me in my bedsheets again. This has
happened every night since I’ve moved in, and I’ve seen that
creature in every room. Except down here. That’s why I wanted us
to meet in the cellar. Every night I have moved that rocking chair
down here. Every night when I awake, it is back in my room, with
that creature rocking in it.”
The Pastor sat back in the chair and rocked. His eyes glazed
over as he processed everything I told him.
“Pastor, the word, Theodosia. Do you know what it means?
It sounds Greek to me. Like it has something to do with God.
That’s why I asked you here. I thought maybe you could help me
figure out what this thing is wanting to communicate.”
His gaze still rested on the bookshelf. “It is Greek. It’s a
name. Specifically, a female name. It means given by God.”
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I folded my arms and leaned back in my chair. “But what
could that mean? Why would an evil entity want to point out
something that was from God?”
The Pastor’s eyes fell back on me. “I don’t know if he is
trying to point out something… or someone.”
I sat motionless for a few moments, meditating on his
words. He then stood up from the chair. “I’m going to go think on
this and see what I can find. I’ll be in touch.”
I followed his lead and got up from my chair as well.
“Pastor. Before you go, what are those stone ruins in the field just
in front of my house?”
“From an old library. Burned down about a hundred years
ago.”
“Oh. OK. Interesting.”
The Pastor nodded, then we walked up the stairs and I saw
him out.
***
The Ruins
The following morning was Saturday, so I decided the first
thing I would do was visit the stone ruins. I can’t explain it, but I
felt an irresistible draw to them. I got dressed, and then stepped
out onto the wraparound porch of my white farmhouse. When I
walked down the steps, I turned and studied my home. It needed a
lot of work. The paint on the green window panes was chipping. In
fact, the entire house needed painting, and several boards on the
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porch needed replacing. I shook the thoughts from my mind and
headed towards the ruins.
After about five minutes of trekking the hilly terrain, I
arrived. The stone ruins sat in a rectangular shape, around forty
feet by sixty feet. As I studied them, a cold October breeze rushed
through the ruins. I heard the rustling of the leaves and the shaking
of the branches as the trees around me bent to the mercy of the
wind.
The stones of the ruins extended as high as three feet in
some places, and as low as a few inches in others. I walked around
the outside of it, running my hands over it in places, while
contemplating the nighttime events that occurred in my home. I
soon approached what seemed to be the back right corner of the
library. It was one of the taller spots of the ruins. I stepped over,
then knelt by the corner.
I examined each stone with scrutiny, working my way up in
a slow, methodical fashion. As I rubbed my hand over each one, I
noticed a carving in the second to last stone from the top. I moved
in to get a better look. It seemed to be some sort of a symbol or
marking. I spat on it, then cleaned the dirt and dust from it with my
fingers. Indeed, it was a symbol:
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I’d never seen anything like it. With curiosity running
through my veins like an opiate high, I flung the stone that sat on
top of it to the ground. I then grabbed the stone with the marking
on it and removed it from its place. The stone was about eight
inches thick and square, probably one foot by one foot. The odd
thing was that it was uncharacteristically light for a stone that size.
I turned it on its side and heard a noise from inside the
stone, like the noise something makes when it slides around in a
cardboard box. Surprised, I held the stone out and shook it. My
suspicions were confirmed. I raised the stone above my head, and
brought it down with all my strength, smashing it on the pile of
rocks in front of me. The stone exploded in my hands, sending
fragments flying like shrapnel. As it did, an object fell to the
ground.
I looked down, and at my feet rested a faded, black, leather
bound book. Inked in white across its cover was the same symbol
that was on the stone. I stood frozen, gawking at it. Is this what the
demon wanted to communicate to me? But he pointed out my
window? The ruins aren’t in that direction. No matter. There must
be some connection.
I sat down next to the book. I removed it from the ground,
brought it close, and blew on the cover. Dust arose like an elegant
mist. I sat it in my lap and opened it. It wasn’t a book at all, it was
a journal.
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And the name on the inside?
Theodosia Whitfield.
I sat there in the ruins for the next few hours and read her
journal.
For pages and pages, she wrote about a dark entity called
the Tetromet. The first few entries spoke of her curiosity with this
creature. Then curiosity turned into obsession. And obsession? It
transformed into an all-consuming dark power that settled over her
like the morning fog.
Her writings mentioned a pseudepigraphal book entitled
The Book of Saul. It was supposedly written by the witch of
Endor—the one who conjured up the spirit of Samuel for King
Saul. The legend went that she was the first to create a cult around
this Tetromet entity.
The Tetromet was originally the cherub that guarded the
tree of life in the Garden of Eden. This cherub rebelled once God
informed him that He planned on redeeming humanity. News of
this angered the cherub, so he took his flaming sword and sliced
the tree to ribbons. He then smashed all its fruit.
God cursed him, and he turned into a vile entity, his head
that of a black goat skull, his body feline-like, with red and black
stripes. His tail a viper, as dark as midnight. His voice was the
thing of nightmares, grating and guttural, deep as a canyon and as
forceful as the wind. When he spoke, gray tentacles retracting in
and out of his mouth hole, the thunder would run and hide.
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After he was cursed, the Tetromet wanted revenge. He dug
up the body of Abel, took one of the seeds from the fruit of the tree
of life, and planted it in Abel’s dead body. From that body, a new
tree grew—his tree. Every time a person was sacrificed to him or
killed in his name, their soul would descend to the Tetromet, where
he’d devour it, causing another branch to grow on his tree. The
more souls he’d get, the more branches would bloom. The tree was
his life source. When it got enough branches, and when he ate
enough souls, he would become strong enough to manifest in
physical form and bring retribution to the earth.
The Book of Saul was destroyed when the Babylonians
ransacked Jerusalem. The only reason there were still copies was
that some were found when the Temple was being rebuilt under
Ezra and Nehemiah. Ezra supposedly ordered the books to be
burned, but the foreigners that he kicked out kept the scrolls.
Theodosia also mentioned another book. A Gnostic gospel
called the Gospel of Thaddeus. This book mentioned that the
Tetromet had the power to turn wandering souls into demons.
These demons would aid him in the destruction of humanity. The
book also spoke of how the Tetromet would manifest in physical
form. Each of his body parts would be birthed through the women
of his choosing. The cult would then gather the parts and put them
together. Then he would live.
The latter half of her journal was filled with stories of
visions she had of the Tetromet, along with the things he had
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spoken to her and the people she had sacrificed to him. She also
mentioned that she feared for her life, because word was spreading
through town that she was to blame for the murders.
I shut the journal and hopped to my feet. I needed to talk to
the Pastor.
***
Theodosia
When I arrived back at my home, I hurried into my yellow
and white ’68 Chevy pickup and sped to the Pastor’s parsonage.
His wife said he wasn’t at home. He took Saturday afternoons to
go off and put the finishing touches on his sermon. I thanked her
for her time and left. I decided to wait until tomorrow after church
to talk with him.
That evening, as the sun set, I decided to enjoy some
bourbon and beer on the back porch. I sat in a faded blue rocker
and gazed out into the back yard. In the middle, stood a large oak
tree, with branches so low that they seemed to skim the grass
underneath. Thirty yards behind it sat a pond. I stared at the
picturesque landscape with admiration. With the setting sun
peeking through the leaves and branches of the oak, it looked as if
the tree was ablaze.
I finished off my second beer and leaned over, placing the
bottle on the ground next to my chair. When I looked up, a woman
hung from one of the enormous branches of the oak tree. Her body
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swayed back and forth with the wind, and I could hear the tree
branch creak and the rope crackle as it rubbed against the bark.
The woman. She had no face, like the one in the felt
painting. Her auburn hair flowed down her shoulders, and she wore
a black silk dress. She extended her right hand, and with her
crinkled finger, pointed to her right. Her head, slow and stealthlike, turned that direction as well.
I leaped from my chair. “What! What are you trying to tell
me? Who are you? What do you want?”
She cocked her right hand back and pointed again, with a
hard, brisk motion. I looked in the direction she pointed. It was
only fields and trees.
I asked again, “What are you saying? There’s nothing over
there!”
She pointed.
Frustrated, I ran off the porch and got closer, stopping just
a few feet from her. I looked up at her swaying body with my
hands outstretched. “I don’t understand!”
Her right arm dropped to her side, and she turned her
faceless head to me. She held up her pointer finger. I watched as
her fingernail extended several inches and gathered in a point at
the end. She pierced it through where her right eye should’ve been,
and made a circular motion. A piece of flesh plopped to the
ground, as blood flowed from the hole. She did the same thing on
her left, carving out eye holes.
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I stood breathless, watching blood drip down her face and
onto her black dress. She then took her pointed fingernail and cut
two slits where her nose should be. I could see the skin ripple, as if
air was moving through the newly formed nostrils.
Her fingers crept down further, stopping two inches above
her chin. She cocked her pointer finger back, then bolted it
forwards, piercing her skin. She made a circular motion again, as
she cut. She took the disc shape flesh and tossed it to the ground.
Blood spewed out of the hole like vomit. She raised her right hand
and pointed to the fields again. As blood gushed from the opening,
I heard her speak, a high-pitched squeal, but old and shaky. She
turned her head towards the fields and said that one word.
“Theodosia.”
I looked to the field where she pointed. “I know, I know!
Theodosia! But what? What are you pointing at?”
In a slow, simultaneous motion, her head and arm rotated
toward me. I could see the end of her sharp fingernail pointing
down at me. She let out the most godawful high-pitched shrill. As
she did, blood sprayed out of the openings she’d carved in her face,
dousing me like a torrential downpour. I hid my head in my arms.
When she finished screaming, I looked back up into the tree, but
she was gone, along with all the blood.
As my breathing slowed, my thoughts found their way to
the painting. I raced back inside and sprinted to my basement. I ran
down the stairs and grabbed the painting from its resting place. As
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I gazed upon it, the holes she had carved in her face appeared on
the painting. I flipped it over and inspected the backside. The name
Theodosia Whitfield was written in blue ink in the middle of the
white canvas. Cold chills seized my entire body, and I threw the
painting across the room, where it landed in a disheveled pile of
lawn tools.
I should have walked away then, but my curiosity was
turning into an obsession. I had to find the answer. It was then that
the darkness first began to overtake me. I could feel its dark claws
begin to wrap around my heart.
I found myself thinking about the books Theodosia had
mentioned in her journal—The Book of Saul and The Gospel of
Thaddeus. I glanced over my shoulder at the antique bookshelf.
The deep mahogany was chipped in places, and those old books sat
behind glass cabinet doors. I flung open the doors and rummaged
through the books. There they were, encased in red, faded leather.
I sat in the rocking chair and spent the entire night reading
each one.
***
The quaint, rustic white church building sat atop a hill not
even a half mile from my home. As I approached, the stain glass
windows glistened in the sunlight as the rays caused a rainbow
color glow to radiate from them.
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I walked through the red double doors and sat down on the
last pew. When the service ended, I waited around to talk to the
Pastor. He came and sat with me.
“Pastor, look what I found.” I handed him the journal and
two books.
He looked them over and thumbed through the pages.
“What are these?”
“The journal is from Theodosia Whitfield.”
The Pastor stopped, stared at me speechless for a few
moments, then looked through the journal again. I relayed to him
the events of the day before, and how I’d seen Theodosia’s ghost
hanging from a tree in my yard. When I was done, the Pastor
spoke.
“I’ve been in this town for less than a year, so I had to do
some digging. Theodosia Whitfield was considered a murderer and
a witch by the locals because of her rantings about an entity called
the Tetromet. They hung her from a tree—the tree that I’m
assuming is in your back yard. The house you are in. It was her
family’s. No one has lived in it since. The moment she died,
lightning struck the library and burned it down. That’s where she
used to work.”
I gave the Pastor a solemn glare. “A town full of secrets…”
He nodded. “Yes. And I have a bad feeling about this.”
“As do I.”
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The Pastor handed the books back to me, and I returned
home.
***
The Tetromet
Around eight o’clock, the Pastor knocked on my door. He
said he knew what they were pointing at. He insisted that we go
down to the basement, where he sat in the rocking chair, and I in
the metal folding one.
“I figured it out before the evening service. I debated
whether or not I should tell you…” He rubbed his hands through
his wavy hair.
“Oh, but you must! You must tell me!” The darkness in me
grew.
He began to rock. “I will tell you, but when I do, you need
to walk away. You need to sell this place or burn it to the ground.”
I didn’t respond, but he continued anyway. “As I was
walking in to start the evening service, I looked out into the field. I
can see your house from there. I thought about the tree. I thought
about your window…there is something in that direction. An old
cemetery. Two miles from your home. It hasn’t been used in
ages…I checked the town records before I came and…that’s where
Theodosia was buried. They placed her in a crypt and pronounced
the ground cursed. They refused to bury anyone there again…”
I jumped up out of my chair so fast that I knocked it over.
“Then I must go!”
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The Pastor stood up. “No! You must not! Do not go to that
grave!” He grabbed my shoulders with both hands. “For the love of
God and the sake of everything holy, do not go to that grave!”
I threw his hands off me. The darkness stirred behind my
eyes. “I’ll go wherever I damn well please! Time for you to go,
Pastor.”
His countenance changed from concern to sadness. He
knew he couldn’t stop me. “Very well. I’ll see myself out.” The
Pastor left, and when he did, I grabbed a flashlight and went
outside under the oak tree. I looked in the direction that Theodosia
and the demon had been pointing, and I walked.
***
The cemetery hid shrouded by years of thickening foliage.
Trees and vines snaked in and out of the wrought iron fence. The
red brick columns showed their age, being lacerated with faded
and chipped gashes. I followed the fence around to the gate. A
rusted lock and chain secured it shut, so I climbed over. The fallen
leaves under me crunched as I landed on the ground. The terrain
was a mixture of waist high grass and a patchwork of barren
places.
I perused my surroundings with the flashlight, turning in a
circle. All was still and quiet. It seemed that not even animals and
insects would approach this place. The full harvest moon lit the
landscape, giving the graveyard a yellow tint. I walked forward,
careful not to trip on any tombstones that shrouded themselves by
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the tall grass. After several minutes of searching, I saw it. In the
moonlight, the stone crypt appeared brown and rusty. The grass
grew halfway up the stone columns, and vines encased the entire
backside.
When I got close, I shone my light across the top of the
entryway. There read her name, etched into the stone. I stepped
through the opening of the crypt. The years of cobwebs provided a
white lace curtain. I cleared them away and made my descent. The
cold air smelled rank, but I found myself pleased with the aroma.
As I took the first stair, the staircase turned to flames. I
crept down, intrigued. The darkness—I could feel it devouring
more of me. The fear of evil no longer existed, only a desire to
surrender to it. The flames from the steps illuminated the dark
crypt. I could see the stone casing that held her body. I glanced
around. The catacomb where her tomb rested was massive. As I
inched forward to touch the slab, it disappeared.
Before me stood a large tree; blackish-gray in color, and
dead. I ran my hands along its soft, coarse branches. It reminded
me of animal fur. As I examined the branches, a voice thundered
from the crypt. It echoed deep. It reverberated with a loathing
smoothness. Indeed, it was the thing of nightmares. It was
beautiful.
“I haven’t encountered this smell since she was alive.”
I jumped back, startled. I could hear footsteps echoing off
the stone floor of the catacomb. They sounded like the clopping of
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hoof beats. I shined my light in the direction of the noise. Then I
saw it.
The black goat skull leered at me. He wore a black robe,
but I saw the black and red striped feline hair on his chest and
midsection. His legs were catlike, except rather than paws, he had
hooves. He spoke again, and the tentacles moved in and out of his
mouth hole.
“Listen close and you can hear their torment.”
I grasped my ears. I could hear them. The sounds of
thousands upon thousands crying out in pain. The sound hurt my
ears, but oh my, how exquisite the music!
The Tetromet stepped towards me. I gazed into those empty
eye sockets. Blackness upon blackness drew me in.
“I’ve grown hungry again. I haven’t feasted on the pain of
the living in a hundred years. You will change that.”
I found myself talking back to him. “How?”
“The same way Theodosia did. You will kill in my name,
and I will eat.”
I looked away. “But I…I…”
He now stood just a few feet from me. His black skull
towering over me. “That stir of evil you feel. That call of the wild;
the echoing of the voice of darkness resounding in your head. It is
me, calling to you, because you were chosen for this. The first day
you saw the house, I called your name. And my voice, my power,
will swallow all the light and goodness that is left within you.”
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Yes! He was right! Oh, how he was right! I felt him do it. I
felt him swallow the light.
I smiled at the Tetromet. “I vow myself to your purposes
and commit to expend myself for your will.”
“Good. Good. Now help me arise.” The tentacles made a
slurping sound.
Something from behind his robe rustled. A giant viper head
peeked out the back. It was black in color, and had cold, gray eyes.
Before I realized what was going on, the serpent latched onto my
shoulder. I screamed in agony and felt something warm fill my
body.
The takeover was complete. The darkness now filled all my
faculties like a mist.
The Tetromet handed me a black hooded robe and a goat
horn. He didn’t have to tell me. I knew what he wanted me to do. I
slipped on the robe and held the goat horn like a dagger in my right
hand. I heard a voice from behind me calling my name.
“Jack! Jack, dear God, what have you done!”
I could see the moonlight glowing around the Pastor’s
silhouette as he stood at the entrance of the crypt. I glanced back
over my shoulder. The Tetromet and his tree had vanished.
I held out the horn and made my way towards the Pastor.
And so it began.
The Tetromet had risen.
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MELODY
By Matthew McAyeal
First Appearance: Issue 22, May (2018)

One time, when I was a kid, I was playing in the river when
I noticed a tiny bottle resting next to a rock in the stream. On
second glance, it looked like the bottle had a note inside. Naturally
thinking of pirates and treasure, I picked up the bottle and pulled
out the note. The paper felt old-fashioned, but it didn't look aged. I
unrolled the note:

HELP ME!
My name is Melody and I'm locked in my room at 134 Pine Road.
They locked me up because they think I'm mad.
I'M NOT MAD. I'm different, but I'm NOT MAD. I've never hurt
ANYONE.
PLEASE SET ME FREE!

Something about the big block letters, written in what
looked like a shaking hand, made my heart race. For a moment, I
considered taking the letter to the authorities, but somehow, it felt
like it was too urgent for that. I decided I should go and check out
the

address

to

assess

the

situation.

134 Pine Road turned out to be a crumbling Victorian
farmhouse surrounded by an overgrown field. It didn't look like
anyone had lived there in ages. Just as I was starting to think that
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the letter was probably many years old, I noticed there was a dim,
flickering light coming from one of the upstairs rooms. Could it be
Melody?
I ran up to the porch and pushed open the front door. The
inside of the house was dark, the only source of light being the
sunlight which managed to make it through the dust-covered
windows. There was no light switch or any sign of electrical
lighting, but there were some melted candle stubs.
I took a few steps inside. As my eyes adjusted to the light, I
looked around. Everything about the place screamed “abandoned”.
Just as I was starting to think the upstairs light had been my
imagination, I heard furious pounding coming from above. Was it
a person or an effect of the wind? The pounding became
punctuated by tiny cries of, “Help me! Help me!” Or was it my
imagination again, creating faint words out of the wind’s howl?
I ran towards the rickety staircase. It looked a bit unstable,
but I was a kid then, and heedlessly decided it was probably safe
enough. I now shudder to think of what would have happened if
that staircase had collapsed as I ran up it, but back then, I felt
enormously brave when I reached the upper floor. The pounding
grew more insistent, coming from a door just down the hall. I ran
for the door and pulled it open.
Nothing. There was no one at the door.
My eyes were drawn to the table in the middle of the room
that held a candle with a dying flame. I realized it to be the source
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of the flickering light I had seen outside. I peered around the dim
room, nearly jumping out of my skin when I noticed a girl sitting
on a threadbare bed against the far wall.
She looked to be about the same age I was at the time. In a
place that was so gray and decaying, she was a splash of life and
color. From what dim sunlight made it through the windows, I
could see her hair was a bright red. She looked thin and sickly, like
she had been malnourished for a long time. She stared at me with
wide green eyes as though she had spent years waiting for me
specifically to find her.
“Are you okay?” I asked her, closing the door behind me as
I stepped into the room.
“No!” she said immediately. “I want to go outside!”
“Are you sure that's a good idea?” I asked. Obviously, she
wasn't being taken care of and would have to be removed from this
horrible place, but it looked like she might be too ill to simply walk
outside.
“Yes!” she insisted as she stood up. “They've locked me in
this room for over a year now! Please, let me go outside! That's all
I want!”
“Wouldn't it be better if I contacted the authorities?” I
suggested. “I think maybe you need to be taken to a hospital.”
“No!” she yelled, seemingly panic-stricken. “I want to go
outside!”
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I studied her for a moment. She was barefoot, her red hair
hanging in unkempt tangles. The ragged nightdress she wore
covered a small body streaked with dirt, but her face held the
determined expression of someone who would never change their
mind about anything.
“Are you Melody?” I asked.
“Yes,” she breathed. “Please, let me go outside. I want to
be outside.”
“All right, I'll let you go outside,” I agreed. “Why don't you
put on some clothes? Do you have a coat or shoes?”
“I'm wearing all the clothes I own,” said Melody.
“You mean just that nightgown?”
“Yes,” she said. “They say I don't need clothes if I'm not
going to be outside.”
“Why don't they want you outside?”
“I told you in the letter — they think I'm mad.”
“Why do they think that?” I asked.
“I'm not like the other boys and girls,” she said. “I'm
different. They think that's madness. I'm not mad. I know I'm not
mad.”
“Is 'they' your family?” Melody nodded sadly without
taking her wide eyes off me. “And does your family really live in
this ancient place? It's practically falling apart!”
“I want to be free!” she insisted, ignoring my question.
“You can understand freedom, can't you? Please, set me free!”
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“Okay, I'm setting you free,” I said and I pulled open the
door.
Melody ran forward and threw her arms around me. She
kissed me on the cheek, her lips ice cold against my skin. She
rushed through the open door and bounded eagerly down the stairs.
I chased after her, barely keeping up. I watched as she ran through
the front door, laughing with childish glee as she made it outside.
But when I stepped out onto the old rickety porch, she was gone.
The field surrounding the house was now just as deserted as when I
had arrived. I called her name, but there was no sign of Melody, as
if she had vanished into thin air.
As I stood there, looking around in confusion, an old man
appeared, walking towards me.
“Who are you?” I asked him as he approached.
“I'm the caretaker,” he said casually. “You're looking for
Melody, aren't you? She just disappeared, right?”
“Yeah, how did you know?”
“It's always the same story,” the caretaker explained.
“Someone finds a note in a bottle and it directs them to come here.
They meet Melody in her room and feel sorry for her. They let her
out. Later, someone else finds the same note in the same bottle.
When the next person comes here, Melody is back in her room,
once again waiting to be rescued.”
“Why does she end back in there?” I asked, trying to make
sense of what the old man was telling me.
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“Because that's the room where the poor girl died back in
1890,” he said, and a shiver ran down my spine. “She was only
eleven years old. Every now and then, her ghost entices people to
let her out, but it seems that her spirit can never quite escape the
room which imprisoned her in life.”
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THE SUITOR SORTER
By Sara Codair
First Appearance: Issue 23, June (2018)

“Can I really only pick two?” Julia frowned at the line up.
“You’re not choosing two now. You are showing me two
types you like so I am able to create a better list of real suitors for
you,” replied the automaton that was guiding Julia through the
selection process. Its lips didn’t move as it spoke. No air filled its
chest even though it made noises that sounded like breathing. Its
owners had clothed it in the long dress and hat of a proper lady, but
they hadn’t bothered to hide its mechanical face.
“Numbers 65 and 89 are my favorites in this lineup.” Julia
straightened her corset, wishing she were as lungless as the
automaton. Every time she inhaled, her ribs strained against the
unyielding material. Julia’s maid, Colleen, had laced up the corset
with painful efficiency before placing a kiss on her cheek and
wishing Julia good luck with the Suitor Sorter.
The automaton reached out with one robotic hand, removed
two images from the pulley, and placed them on a corkboard. It
pulled a series of copper levers so swiftly that Julia couldn’t see its
hand move. It hit a red button. Gears grinded and steam bellowed
from the processors’ engine. Another lineup of likeness appeared.
“Choose two from the list,” said the automaton. Its voice
was soft enough to be recognized as female, but the grating
metallic hiss that was not fully muffled by its clothing reminded
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Julia it was anything but human.
“105,” she said without hesitation. He had a feminine chin
and a mischievous glint in his green eyes.
“And your second choice?” asked the automaton.
Julia bit her lip. 108 and 115 were both handsome with
delicate jaws and perfect teeth, but their eyes were dull and dead.
116 had fiery red hair that made Julia blush, and 124 had the cutest
nose. She closed her eyes, trying to imagine walking through the
park with any of them. She suspected 108 and 115 would be
boring, and walking with 124 might make her feel like a nanny.
“116,” she said, hoping she made the right choice.
“Make two more selections,” said the automaton as it
wrapped up its rapid-fire mechanical dance with the levers.
A new group of photographs appeared on the cord. This
was going to be the hardest choice yet. All the boys had hair that if
a tenth of an inch longer, would not be considered respectable, and
none of them were blonds. They were all smiling, looking alive
and bright even though it was fashionable to appear gloomy in
photographs.
Julia had to work harder to make her selection, looking for
subtleties around their eyes and mouths that reminded her of a man
she needed to appear on her list. Number 137 came across as lively
at first, but after closer inspection, she could tell from the lack of
creases around his mouth that the smile was not an expression he
wore often. On the contrary, Number 140 had soft lines around his
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mouth that indicated in spite of the youthfulness of his rosy cheeks,
he spent so much time smiling that it was leaving a dent in his
face.
She stared at the pictures longer, chewing her lip and
furrowing her brows even though Mother claimed it would make
her skin wrinkle prematurely. She wished the photos were not all
taken on the same blank background. Seeing the place where the
young men elected to be photographed would tell her so much
more about them.
“Have you made your choices? You have one minute
before you must vacate the room or be charged extra.”
Julia harrumphed. Father had plenty of money to pay the
fees, but he was a stingy miser unwilling to spare any dime that
wasn’t wrenched from his grip by the cold hand of necessity. She
considered drawing out the time just to force him to part with his
precious coins, but thought better of it. Her father did have to
approve any suitors before they could court her, and if she vexed
him, he might just deny her the one she wanted.
“Thirty seconds,” said the automaton.
Julia narrowed her eyes. Her heart raced. She reminded
herself these weren’t the actual suitors, just likenesses that the
automaton would use to calculate a list of matches, men who she
would be “happy” with and likely to produce children with. This
list would be passed onto her father.
“140 and 143,” she said with ten seconds to spare.
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“Proceed to the printing room,” said the automaton as the
steel doors slid open.
Julia walked towards them allowing another automaton,
one dressed in the traditional garb of a butler, to take her arm and
escort her across a steel walkway towards another big door.
Despite the thickness of its coat, Julia still felt the chill of
metal and vibrations from the gears churning inside it. She wanted
to close her eyes and pretend it was human, but she feared she
would misstep, pulling them both off the catwalk into the clicking
maw of cams and gears below them.
The inner workings of the Suitor Sorter were like the
offspring of a giant clock and a printing press. Some parts wound
and ticked while others pumped steam like hearts and lungs.
Papers flew above them on a wire pulley, rattling in the moist
breeze like pigeons being forced through a sauna. It made the
suitors in the photos look like they were sweating laborers
stumbling out of a jungle, not respectable gentlemen.
The most handsome face was not one on any of the pages.
Amidst all the steam, machinery and paper, there was one young
man, frantically running about in dark pants and a rumpled shirt.
Fiery ringlets framed a delicate face as they tumbled down to his
shoulders with feminine grace. Sweat made him glisten like an
angel. Julia supposed if she had to bed a man, one who looked like
that might be tolerable.
The doors opened with a heinous screech, and Julia was
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greeted by a refreshing wave of cool, dry air. As the doors
slammed shut behind her, the machine’s noise vanished.
Her father waited for her, sitting perfectly postured in a
high-backed armchair covered in an avalanche of pink flowers. Her
mother sat across from him in an identical chair, as rigid as the
automaton. Julia sat in the third chair. She wished it was the soft
kind that she could sink into as she curled up with a book, but this
one felt more like sitting on stone.
“What did you think of the Suitor Sorter?” asked her father.
“It’s truly a marvel,” said Julia, praying that was an
appropriate response.
“Indeed,” said Father. “Whoever made is was a genius.”
“He certainly was.” Julia let out a slow sigh, relieved she
was allowed to appreciate the machine’s ingenuity. Her and father
had not been getting on well lately, but right now, it was more
important than ever to appear as his complacent, obedient
daughter.
“The results should be in shortly.” Father stared at a slot in
the middle of the room. Once the machine finished processing both
her selections and his, it would vomit a packet of possible suitors.
They waited in silence. It wasn’t proper for ladies to strike
up conversation in a room with a man, and father was not inclined
to start one himself. Julia wondered if he remained silent just to
torment her and Mother.
The tiny clock on the wall ticked. Mother breathed once for
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every two times father did. Julia had yet to perfect her Mother’s
slow, deep corset breathing, so her breaths were quick and shallow,
leaving her dizzy with want for the days before puberty when no
one cared how thin her waistline was.
Finally, a whooshing hum filled the room and a neat stack
of papers shot out of the slot. Julia wanted to reach for them and
sort through them to make sure a certain eligible gentleman was
included, but Father would think that unseemly.
She waited with her hands folded so tightly she thought her
knuckles might just pop out of her skin. She bit down on her
tongue and curled her toes so as not to tap her feet, refusing to look
at Father and give him the satisfaction of seeing the impatience in
her eyes. After what felt like another eternity, he leaned forward
and began leafing through the papers.
“Make three piles on the coffee table,” he said as he handed
her the first dossier. “’Yes’ on the green dot, ‘maybe’ on the
yellow and ‘no’ on the red.”
“Yes, Father,” she said meekly, trying not to cringe as she
looked at the sheaf of paper. Donald Burton was a rich, blond
blockhead who was as rigid and miserly as her father. She
pretended to scan his list of titles and accomplishments while
Father took his precious time perusing the next dossier. He
appeared to have read it three times before passing it on to Julia,
who promptly put Donald on the red dot.
Father looked at the dossier, and then made eye contact.
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“Donald is a fine young man; you are lucky to have the sorter
select him as a potential suitor.”
“He did not seem kind when we met him at the
Gallandhill’s Christmas Ball,” said Julia as meekly as she could.
“Kind doesn’t count much in the real world.” Father slid
the folder onto the maybe pile and gave Julia a stern look that told
her it would be a mistake to deem any profile her father allowed
her to view as a definite no. She offered a slight nod to
acknowledge she understood and took the next folder he handed
her.
Richard Dunstable was no better than the previous match.
Julia had met him once at a garden party. His arrogance had vexed
her to the point of pretending to faint, so she could knock him into
a fountain. She longed to place on the red ‘no’, but she did not
dare. He joined Donald as soon as the proper amount of time had
passed.
She expected Father to pass another page to her, but
instead, he tossed the one he had just finished reading into a
dustbin without even letting her see it. She bit her tongue so she
wouldn’t roll her eyes and passed the time by looking at her empty
shell of a mother.
The esteemed Mrs. Highfield had less life in her than the
automatons. Breathing slow, she sat perfectly still, staring straight
ahead, blinking just once for every ten blinks of Julia’s. She didn’t
speak unless Father addressed her, and then, she used as few words
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as possible. Her face had two expressions: blank and fake smile.
“Julia, spacing out is not ladylike,” said Father with his
hand outstretched. Julia took the paper finding another horrid
bachelor staring back at her.
“Elise Blanche would be horribly jealous if she knew the
Sorter matched Thompson but not her,” said Julia, praying it was
the kind of comment her father wanted to her.
The slight grin cracking across his stone confirmed it was.
The next thirty minutes made Julia want to storm out of the room
and throw herself off the catwalk into the garden of gears to be
ground up into tiny bits. All the dossiers that Father passed onto
her were suitors that had to have been based on his preferences,
and a majority of the folders went into the dustbin before she was
allowed to even glance at them. She didn’t care if 99% off the
suitors were his choices. Julia had been trying to manipulate her
selections so one specific man would wind up in the pile, and she
was praying with all her heart and soul that he was waiting for her
in the thinning pile of dossiers her father had yet to look at, not the
ones that were filling the dustbin by his chair.
If milk maids, stable boys, their passed notes and secret
signs could be trusted, then last month, when the young men
visited the Suitor Sorter, Alastair Somersworth had carefully
engineered his preferences so that he could come up in the
searches of a girl like her. Julia had little more contact with
Alastair than the other men on the list, but he had something the
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others all lacked. The machine had to have seen them as a potential
pair. However, that would not guarantee a union between the two.
Father had the final say in who Julia would marry. Alastair’s
flamboyant, libertine lifestyle tarnished his reputation, but if Father
valued financial stability above all else, then Alastair’s seemingly
endless wealth could sway him.
“I knew these machines were too good to be true,” said
Father, shaking his head at one of the last dossiers.
“Why do you say that?” asked Julia, hoping her question
wasn’t too bold.
“I should burn this file before you get any ideas.” Father
stared at the folder for a long time. “The rumors about him are
horrendous, but he is the richest eligible bachelor in the country.”
Shaking his head, Father passed the page to Julia and
picked up the next profile. Julia turned her back to him and grinned
at Alastair’s likeness. With a large nose and sharp chin, he wasn’t
the most handsome man, but he was rich, owned sprawling estates,
and if Colleen’s sources could be trusted, he was willing to permit
her something no other man would allow, as long as she would do
the same for him.
She placed his photo into the ‘yes’ pile and made a show of
seriously reading the last three dossiers, placing them all in the
maybe pile. Father stood, stretched, and looked at Julia’s
disproportionate selections. His lip curled. His mustache twitched.
“Your ‘yes’ pile is rather slim.”
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Julia knew she should apologize. Silence would be the next
best thing if she couldn’t muster an apology. She looked at her
mother’s hollow eyes and frail hands, at her father’s towering
posture and blind arrogance. Standing, Julia made eye contact with
a man that would see her smothered until she was nothing more
than a pile of well-oiled parts. She wanted to smack him with the
folders until his face turned red and he submitted to her, but she
could barely walk in her corset, let alone fight.
She raised her chin high and squared her shoulders like
Father did when he bullied people. “I want to marry Alastair and
am confident that he will make me an offer.”
Father snorted before he could stop himself. “What you
want does not matter.”
“Then why are we even here?” Julia inhaled as deep as her
corset would allow and puffed out her chest.
The mustache hairs twitched above Father’s lips. “To find a
list of men who may be interested in you, and to make sure they
are capable of getting you with respectable children.”
Fury burned Julia’s cheeks, but she bit down and
swallowed the words she longed to say. “Shall we be going
home?”
Father’s face turned as red as hers. “Our time here is nearly
up. Come, Lidia.”
Mother rose and mechanically joined arms with Father. He
stepped on a foot pedal. Slots opened and sucked the papers away
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at the same time the metal doors opened, revealing the mechanical
butler waiting to lead them to the exit. Father grabbed Julia by the
arm and pawned her off to the arm of the automaton as they passed
it.
They didn’t return to the room where Julia first reviewed
images; they went under it, walking down a winding set of stairs
until they finally reached another set of steel doors. When these
opened, Julia was all but blinded by a flash of sunlight. She
stumbled forward, free from the robotic arm, into a brilliant spring
afternoon. Birds were singing loud enough to be heard over the
steam car’s grumbling engine.
Sucking in the fleeting aroma of mud and blooming
flowers, Julia allowed a human butler to help her climb into the
rear passenger seat while Father helped Mother into the front. The
butler gestured for Father to sit beside Julia, but he shook his head,
slammed the door, and stomped to the front. He pulled the cord to
start the steam engine and sped off, leaving the butler to find his
own way home.
Julia made a mental note to have Colleen send one of the
stable boys out to get him then took advantage of being out of her
parent’s sight. She slouched. Tension poured out of her shoulders
and spine. She kept her eyes closed but remained vigilant that the
rhythmic chugging and puffing of the engine didn’t lull her to
sleep.
“May I please retire to my room?” she asked as she stepped
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out of the car and started walking towards the family home.
“Yes,” said Father. “I imagine the Suitor Sorter would be
tiring for one such as yourself. A nap will do wonders for your
temperament.”
“Thank you, Father,” said Julia.
Each step towards the pink, shingled house made her feel
lighter. She could see Colleen watching from the round bedroom
window. The sight of her dark skin and flaming hair made Julia’s
heart race and her cheeks heat up.
She took the stairs two at a time, even though the effort
nearly made her faint. She brushed passed the butler as he opened
the door, and climbed the mahogany stairs even faster than she had
climbed the porch stairs. She didn’t slow until she was in her own
room with the doors safely shut behind her.
“How’d it go,” asked Colleen.
Julia fell into Colleen’s arms, breathing in the scent of
powder and chicken soup. “Terribly. I hope I never have to endure
it again.”
“Was Alastair among the suitors?” Colleen’s nimble
fingers were already working the knots in Julia’s dress.
“Yes, but I’m not sure what Father thinks of him,” said
Julia between greedy lungfuls of blessed air.
“That’s wonderful news,” said Colleen as she pulled Julia’s
dress off with ease.
Julia gulped more air, barely stopping herself from falling
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to her knees and worshiping it. “Perhaps. Do you really think he
will propose at the debutante ball?”
“Of course. I don’t know of any other society ladies that
would share her dresses with her husband and permit him to have
male lovers in private,” said Colleen, helping Julia step out of the
dress’ hoop.
Julia rubbed her aching ribs. “I hope you’re right. Because I
don’t know of any other men who’d allow an Irish-African house
maid to move in as his wife’s lover.”
Colleen massaged Julia’s bare shoulders and placed a small
kiss on her neck. “I only wish I could marry you and not have to
pretend to be your servant forever. Jimmy doesn’t want to remain a
stable master anymore than I want to be house maid.”
Julia turned around and held Colleen at arm’s length. “It’s
not ideal, but once Alastair and I are wed, we won’t have to fear
our parents. We can join those who speak out for change.”
Colleen frowned. “Do you think society could ever accept a
woman loving a woman or a man loving a man?”
“I don’t know, but I hope they will.” Julia leaned in and
kissed Colleen on the head. Society was a stubborn machine, but
even the most well-oiled gears rusted in time.
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THE OVERLORD’S TRIALS
By Dan Rice
First Appearance: Issue 24, July (2018)

Isla crouched low in the saddle, hugging her beloved racing
dragon, Sable, as tightly as a lover. The racing dragon was long
and lean, mostly neck, tail and membranous wings. Its torso was
larger than a courser’s but smaller than a destrier’s. In one hand
Isla clutched the leather reins that attached to the saddle at the base
of the dragon’s sinuous neck. She rested her other hand lightly
against the rough scales that radiated heat. The flesh to scale
contact allowed rider and wyrm telepathic communication. Isla
experienced the world through her dragon's senses as well as her
own. She smelled the salt in the air and heard snatches of
conversation from the crowd watching the race from the
windswept headland.
Faster! By Draco, we’re losing, Isla said to Sable.
The race had just begun, but already dragons had surged
ahead of them. Isla counted the dragons; the job made difficult by
the silk racing robes streaming behind the racers in a riot of color.
Her outfit was bright yellow in contrast with Sable's black scales
and wings. She counted six dragons ahead of them; half the
contestants. She and her beloved were mired in dragon dung
already.
The sunlight broke through the overcast sky, sparkling off
the dragons' vibrant scales and gleaming off the vast blue-green
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ocean approximately three miles in the distance. The sudden
brilliance forced Isla to squint but did not bother Sable. Protruding
from the water like a giant's thumb, stood a gargantuan sea stack
streaked white with bird excrement.
Gold and emerald flashed passed them.
No! Now we’re in eighth! Isla said in frustration.
Although she hated to admit it, the grueling week of
qualifying heats had worn her beloved out. Isla could feel the
dragon's bone deep weariness through their connection. Sable’s
wingbeats were neither as quick nor as powerful as just yesterday.
Her beloved needed help to stay competitive, and Isla was
determined to provide it even if that meant risking her life.
Isla must win the Overlord's Trials, a week of races
celebrating the birthday of the Overlord with its prize being an
audience with the ruler. It was her best, and perhaps only, chance
to take revenge on the monster who had raped her ten years ago
when she had been just a young girl. She'd call out the bastard in
front of the Overlord and pray Yadira Dalgaard listened to her as
one woman to another and take her accusation seriously.
Her memory of that horrific encounter hadn't dimmed. The
stink of the rapist's sweat, the disgusting moans that sounded like a
grunting pig, and grasping, pinching hands. His bulk pressed
against her like a boulder forcing all the air from her lungs. Her
pain. Her blood. Her terror.
After he had brutally stolen her innocence, he had issued
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threats. If she told, he would know, and he'd punish her. Besides,
who would believe her? She couldn't even speak of it to Mother, or
he'd ruin her family. The intervening years had only brought her
guilt and rage as hot as dragon fire and a half-healed wound
marring her soul.
Only now, her opportunity for revenge was slipping
through her grasp like smoke. Her pent up emotions overflowed
like a cauldron of boiling water. They must win. They must or all
their hard work, all the races they had won, would be for naught.
That was something she couldn't accept. Her memories of the
monster abusing her made her feel like a young girl again, small
and frightened and, most of all, vulnerable. She despised feeling
defenseless with the intensity to match a firedrake in the rut
fending off rival suitors.
The tumultuous emotions disrupted her connection to Sable.
It was like a butcher carved her brain like a slab of meat. She
winced, her head throbbing. Gone was the seemingly allencompassing awareness of her dragon, leaving her world small
and lonely. All she knew was the movement of the flesh and sinew
beneath her, the cold sea wind burning her face and numbing her
hands, and what little else her pitiful human senses told her. She
needed to concentrate, gods damn her.
Taking a deep, calming breath, she quashed her frustration
and refocused on her dragon. As she had been trained to do, she
performed a thought exercise, stretching her awareness through her
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jawbone down her neck, along her scapula, down her arm to her
hand, into her fingers and through her fingertips. When her
awareness reached her dragon’s scales, Isla perceived a familiar
tingling at the very edge of her consciousness. The telepathic
connection in all its wondrous glory was reestablished. Her
headache disappeared as all her senses and the wyrm’s intimately
merged.
Give me your fatigue, Isla said.
Concern flowed through their connection along with an
image of Isla slumped over, only held in place by the carabiner
attached to her belt that connected to the saddle's steel flange.
Flaming out it was called, a possible dangerous side effect when a
human attempted to take even a fraction of a dragon's exhaustion
or, worse, pain. Usually, the rider only lost consciousness, but
sudden death wasn't unheard of.
I know the risk. We can't lose. I must speak to the Overlord.
Seven dragons pulled away, and they risked being
overtaken by even more racers. Isla ground her teeth and held the
reins in a death grip.
We're so close. We must go all out to win. Just give me
your fatigue until you reach your second wind. I can take it, I'm
strong enough.
The wave of fatigue that crashed into Isla seemed as mighty
as the waves smashing into the distant sea stack. Blackness
pervaded her peripheral vision and she shook her head to clear it,
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but that didn't help. She needed to focus on the race, on what was
in front of them, but, try as she might, she couldn't ignore the joint
breaking pain throughout her body.
Just when she thought she might not be able to stave off
unconsciousness, Sable put on a burst of speed that jolted her in
the saddle. The movement made her wince in pain, but elation
filled her. It was working, by Draco. Sable found her second wind
and it was glorious. As her beloved picked up speed, the bone
breaking fatigue faded. Near the edge of the headland, they blew
past the golden dragon.
Sable surged ahead, following the race route, diving like a
hunting falcon toward the beach.
Just when it seemed they would smash into the ground,
Sable pulled out of the dive. The maneuver threw Isla around in
the saddle like a straw doll. Gathered on the beach along the
racecourse stood hundreds of cheering spectators, wealthy
merchants and other well-to-dos with enough coin to pay the silver
penny fee. Through Sable’s ears, Isla discerned the cheers of
individuals and even a baby crying. Concentrate, she reminded
herself, pushing aside the distractions and refocusing on the race.
Pick them off, Isla said. Just like qualifying.
Sable redoubled her efforts, overtaking their opponents one
by one. Three dragons were left in their wake before they reached
the water. Two miles ahead of them stood the immense sea-stack,
beneath the partly cloudy sky. A tall conifer at the rock's peak
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served as a turnaround, marking the halfway point of the race.
They went neck and neck with a svelte purple dragon just
as they reached the pleasure barges of the nobles bobbing in the
water along the course. Feeling a rush of excitement, Isla laughed
daring to believe that they could win the race.
Faster! Faster! Isla urged as her beloved edged a snout
ahead of the purple beast. We beat them in qualifying.
Within a dozen rapid wingbeats, Sable pulled ahead.
Yes! Isla said. The red beast is flagging.
Sable shot forward like an arrow fired from a longbow.
They rushed by the red wyrm and its cursing rider, leaving only
two dragons ahead of them. The leader, Isla realized in disgust,
was Oliver riding the polychromatic Bejeweled. The insolent rider
and his equally pompous wyrm had edged them in the final
qualifying heat the day before. The bastard had even been bold
enough to proposition her after the race. If she'd been drunk, she
might have taken him up on the offer since he was handsome
enough, arrogant prick or not. To lose the race to that dung eater
would be like pouring a barrel of salt onto an open wound.
Fearing Sable was too slow to overtake the leaders, Isla
considered offering her beloved her vital life energy. It was a
dangerous maneuver, a dragon taking too much energy meant its
rider's death. The tactic was usually reserved for the final sprint to
the finish line when even a thimbleful of additional vigor could
mean the difference between victory or defeat. Before she could
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make the offer, Sable called upon reserves Isla never realized the
dragon possessed. With every wingbeat, they were overtaking the
leaders.
As they approached the imposing sea stack, they flew in so
low, spray from the waves splashed them. Isla tasted seawater on
her lips. Sable pulled up and they shot skyward along the craggy
rock face. The roosting seabirds angrily squawked as they flew
passed. Isla kept focused on the dragon in second, a beast with
brilliant orange scales and green wings. Its rider’s purple racing
silks streamed behind it like the tail feathers of an exotic bird. Isla
thought if she dared, she could pluck a runnel of silk from the air,
and then they swept passed the orange beast.
It's a two dragon race now. Let's whip those dung eaters.
Sable overtopped the sea stack, its summit dotted by a
handful of tall conifers. Ahead stood a giant tree, taller than all the
others with a banner, a golden dragon head superimposed upon a
green field, hanging from its top branches. The turnaround.
Bejeweled whipped around the tree and raced toward them. As the
dragon passed, Oliver flashed Isla a grin.
“Dung eater!” she screamed, not caring if he heard her or
not, it was just nice to vent her emotions.
Sable banked hard around the tree just in time for Isla to
watch Bejeweled near the edge of the rock. Her breath caught in
her throat. Victory seemed like an impossibility. But, as Bejeweled
reached the escarpment, he unexpectedly pulled up in a violent
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maneuver that threw Oliver in his saddle. Streaking up from below
came the orange dragon.
Racer’s luck! Draco blesses us. Go!
Sable responded by increasing her wingbeats, it was a pace
her beloved couldn't keep up for long, but the near collision gave
them a glimmer of hope, like a desert oasis shimmering on a
distant horizon.
The orange dragon, extending the green frill around its
head, made an undignified landing on the top of the sea stack and
uttered a blood curdling shriek. Its rider screamed curses and
shook a fist in the direction of Oliver and Bejeweled. Isla feared
the orange beast might goad Bejeweled into combat, but the
polychromatic dragon spun in the air and dove out of sight. Sable
reached the edge of the rock and folded her wings against her sides
and plunged toward the sea below.
The rest of the racers flew upward to meet them, forcing
Sable to zig and zag to avoid a catastrophic mid air collision.
Ahead of them were Bejeweled and the frothy sea. Swooping in on
Bejeweled’s flank, Sable’s tail skipped off the water. The impact
sent a jolt through the dragon's body that rattled Isla’s bones.
Undeterred, Sable powered forward, pulling alongside Bejeweled.
Oliver turned in the saddle and shot Isla a dirty look. In
response, she smiled. Time for you to lose, dung eater, she thought.
Bejeweled pulled ahead and cut them off, swinging his tail
through the air like a whip. The sparkling tail scourged Sable
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across the face. Her beloved's pain was so great, Isla felt the lash
through their telepathic connection. Blackness pervaded her vision
as she battled to remain conscious, reminding herself the pain was
not her own. It was shadow pain, an afterimage of the agony Sable
felt. She needed to help her dragon if they were to have any chance
of winning. She drew slow, deep breaths until the pain dropped to
a manageable level.
Isla realized with horror that she no longer saw through
Sable’s eyes. Over their connection crashed panic and pain. Her
chest tightened. Something was terribly wrong with her dragon.
That bastard had cut them off on purpose and probably ordered his
dragon to lash its tail. Somehow, to her amazement, Sable kept
pace with the polychromatic beast and even started pulling ahead.
Can you see? Do you know how badly you’re hurt?
An image of a blurry landscape and a terrible throbbing
projected into her mind. This time Isla was ready for the intensity
of the torment and walled it off into a small corner of her
conscience where she objectively observed it without being
overwhelmed. The pain was so powerful it nearly breached her
mental barriers, like a storm surge sweeping over a coastal village.
You should land, Isla said. She didn't want to say those
words for it meant giving up her opportunity for revenge and
justice, but her dragon was in no condition to continue. Sable
ignored her. You’re flying blind. Let me tend to your wound before
you make it worse.
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Sable’s entire body quivered, and she shrieked an earpiercing battle challenge.
It's all right if we lose.
Anger flared over their connection along with an image of a
riderless Sable, chest puffed up with pride, surrounded by people
celebrating her victory. Isla realized Sable was desperate to win the
race for her own glory. Like it or not, Isla was along for the ride.
At least use my eyes, Isla said. For once my vision is better
than yours.
Isla went blind. Clutching the reins so tightly her
fingernails gouged her palm, she drew a shuddering breath. Losing
her sight wasn’t unexpected. A dragon could share its senses with
its rider, but from a human, a dragon could only take.
We can do this, Isla said, encouragingly.
Sable did not respond. The dragon had walled Isla off, no
longer sharing her senses with her rider. It was likely a misguided
effort to keep Isla from worrying about the wyrm’s injury. Isla was
still aware of Sable's presence over their connection, but the
dragon was distant, like the first blush of morning light on a far-off
horizon.
Only her pathetic human senses informed Isla of their
progress. She smelled the cold sea air and the heat radiating from
Sable warmed her. From below, she heard the dull roar of the sea
and from up ahead, the distant cheers of the spectators. Beneath
her, Sable’s supple, powerful muscles extended and contracted.
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Eventually, the roar of the sea faded as the cheers of the
crowd intensified. They were over the beach, Isla decided with
excitement swelling in her breast. That meant just over one mile
left to go. Surely, Sable could manage that. Or could she? Not
knowing ate at Isla like a worm burrowing through a mealy apple.
Was Sable hurting herself by pushing through the pain? Were they
still in first or had Bejeweled overtaken them?
It was a terrible struggle to remain positive while fear,
worry, and anger swirled within her. Just when the race seemed
interminable, Isla noticed something missing from the air. She
sniffed, no longer smelling the salty tang of the sea. They must be
well over the headland. They might be closing in on the finish line.
Take my strength, Isla said. Take it now, for the final sprint.
You know Bejeweled will draw upon Oliver’s energy. I don't know
if we're winning, but if we are, you must take my strength!
Sable listened and took it. Isla gasped as her energy drained
from her. She was so cold that even the heat radiating from the
dragon's body did not warm her. Her heart thundered in her chest
as she comprehended the terrible danger she was in. Sable drew
upon too much of her vital energy. She ripped her hand away from
the scales, breaking their connection. Swaying in the saddle, she
felt her belt strain against her movement. She grabbed the steel
flange her carabiner connected to and hung on. Beneath her Sable
shuttered and uttered a shrill shriek. She almost reached for her
beloved, but she stopped short. Almost dying made her hesitant.
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Isla’s vision came back to her, blurry at first. In the span of
several breaths, it cleared. Up ahead Isla saw the capital with its
sprawling slums and magnificent white spires. Outside the city
wall, a pavilion stood on a green field next to the finish.
Looking over her shoulder, Isla saw the kaleidoscopic
dragon bearing down on them. The final sprint was on. Either she
offered her life force to Sable again, or Bejeweled would overtake
them. She released the flange and reached for the black scales then
paused. Sable was injured, desperately so, and might drain her life
force by mistake. She didn't want to die, but she didn't want to lose
even more, not just for herself but her beloved. Sable had given so
much to buy her a chance at revenge. She owed her dragon this
victory, even if it meant her life, and, in the end, she'd rather burn
in hell then let that thrice-damned dung eater Oliver win.
Isla pressed her hand against the black scales and was
blinded. Take whatever you need, just win the race.
Icy tendrils started somewhere deep in her abdomen and
spread outward. She broke into a cold sweat. The reins slipped
from her grasp; she could no longer feel her extremities.
From somewhere distant she heard cheering. At least, she
thought she did. She wasn't sure of anything anymore. Her mind
was too woozy to focus on anything beyond the peculiarity of the
chill spreading from her chest up her neck. Then everything
changed. The chill stopped spreading and she felt the heat radiating
from Sable's scales. The cheers no longer sounded distant. By the
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gods, they must be right over the crowd judging by the jubilant
roar. They were gliding, maybe even swooping in for the victory.
A jolt shook her spine as Sable touched down. Rapidly
flapping her wings, the dragon came to a halt. Her beloved uttered
a long hiss, like steam escaping a kettle, only many times louder,
and collapsed.
Sable. Sable! Isla said.
The dragon did not respond. She sensed Sable through their
connection, but her perception was even weaker than before like
her beloved was asleep. The howls of the crowd filled her ears as
she fumbled with the carabiner. Her hands were slow and
awkward. Her vision came back to her, gradually coming into
focus. She squinted, the brightness hurting her eyes. People spoke
nearby, but she couldn't understand what they said over the din.
With the addition of sight, she unclipped the carabiner from the
saddle. At a safe distance, stood the roaring crowd, representing all
the denizens of the capital from grimy paupers to finely dressed
nobles brought together to celebrate the Overlord's birthday.
Striding through the crowd were big men dressed in stained leather
smocks, dragon masters, thank the gods.
“Please!" she called to them. “Help my dragon, she's
injured.”
She swung her leg over the saddle, the effort greater than it
should've been. She stared at her beloved's chest rising and falling
in ragged breaths. Draco, just let her be exhausted from the race.
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Isla slid from saddle to the ground. Her legs wobbled
underneath her, and she would have collapsed except a brawny
man caught her in his arms. Seemingly without effort, he swept her
off her feet and cradled her like a babe.
“My dragon,” Isla said. “She's hurt. She needs me.”
“The Masters are assessing her,” the man said, his voice a
deep boom that carried over the clamor. “You need air and a little
something to energize you. That was some riding out there, and to
win with an injured wyrm. By Draco, you’re Stella Starfire
reborn."
“We won?”
“You did. By half a length.”
“Thank the gods,” she said breathlessly and started
struggling against him. “I must see Sable.”
The man ignored her struggles, carrying her away from her
beloved. He knelt, setting her
down on the soft grass and leaning her back against something.
She felt coarse canvas against the back of her neck and smelled the
distinctive stench of dragon meal, a mixture of raw meat and grain
fed to wyrms when game wasn't available.
Isla stared at the man's broad face; his eyes were kind. “My
dragon. Please.”
“In a moment, lass," he said, holding her down with a
meaty hand pressed against her shoulder.
She didn't like being pinned by any man. On top of that, he
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kept her from Sable. “Let go of me! Damn you to hell!”
Snorting, he stood and said. “Go on then. Go see your
dragon.”
Isla struggled to stand on shaky legs and only made it two
steps before falling onto her butt.
He knelt next to her. “You nearly flamed out, lass. You
understand me?”
She nodded.
“Boy, bring me that bottle of Dragonfire Whiskey from the
supplies,” he called.
A grimy skinned young boy dressed only in a loincloth ran
to them, holding a dark glass
bottle. He handed it to the man.
“Is that the lady who won, Master?” The boy asked in an
awestruck voice.
“That she is, lad,” said the man as he unstoppered the
bottle. He offered the bottle to Isla. “Just a sip now, lass.”
“My name is Isla,” she said, gratefully taking the bottle and
bringing it to her lips.
“I am Dragon Master Orel.”
She took a sip. As soon as the liquid touched her tongue, it
was like her mouth caught on fire. Fighting the urge to spit, she
swallowed the whiskey, burning her throat all the way down to her
stomach. Isla felt warmth spreading throughout her body. The haze
that gripped her mind seemed to clear a little bit, and she felt her
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strength returning. She lifted the bottle to take another drink, but
Orel gently put a hand on her arm and shook his head.
“Easy now. Fermented dragon’s milk is potent stuff,” he
said and reached his free hand for the bottle. “Maybe you should
give that to me.”
“But -”
“I thought you wanted to see that dragon of yours,” Orel
said gruffly, taking hold of the bottle. “You're feeling good right
now, that's true. Drink anymore, and you’re liable to pass out.”
Isla released the bottle. Orel took it, stoppered it, and
handed it to the boy who scampered off through the milling crowd.
Offering her his hand, Orel helped her up. She was still unsteady
on her legs.
“You'll be wanting to take off your silks. You’ll trip on
them,” Orel said. “Let me help.”
Isla was about to refuse the offer. She was desperate to get
back to Sable, but she relented knowing that he spoke good sense.
Racing silks were made for riding dragons, not ambling through a
crowd. Together they undid her heavy riding belt, dropping it to
the ground, and stripped off the streaming yellow robe, allowing it
to pool at her feet. Underneath, Isla wore supple boots, tight leather
pants, and a sweat-stained jerkin.
“You still look dazed,” Orel said. “Why don't you lean
against me and I'll take you to see that beast of yours.”
They wove their way through the onlookers. A few people
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recognized Isla as the victor and offered her their congratulations.
She replied with terse platitudes, anxious to reach Sable. She saw
other dragons, including Bejeweled, through the throng gathered
near the finish line about one hundred feet from her beloved.
Anger flared in her at the sight of the multi-hued dragon. If she
crossed paths with that dung eater Oliver, she might just stab him.
Isla felt stronger as they walked and was soon moving
without Orel's assistance. She teared up when she saw the wound
marring Sable's face. Her beloved's right eye was a mangle of
mutilated flesh. There was a bloody gash across her forehead, and
her left eye was swollen shut. Steam rose from the wounds and
viscous black blood slowly flowed down her scales. A thick leather
mat was placed on the ground next to her head to catch the blood.
The ichor dripping onto the mat made a hissing sound on impact,
and smoke swirled up from the charred leather. Dragon masters
inspected the wound and spoke among themselves. Isla tried to
bolt for the dragon, but Orel held her back.
“Sable needs me,” she insisted, trying to jerk her arm free.
“The wyrm is sedated. The beast doesn't need you just now.
She needs the masters to tidy up the wounds and to try to save her
sight,” Orel said.
“Isla!”
She recognized the voice and stared into the crowd. The
dragon turd Oliver wove his way toward her. Blonde haired and
blue-eyed, he was far too handsome for his own good. The louse
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had a smarmy smile plastered on his face.
“I just want to congratulate you on your victory,” he said
snidely, glancing meaningfully at Sable. “I hope it’s worth it.”
Breaking free of Orel's grip, she shouted, “You stinking
dragon turd!”
She threw a haymaker, putting all her weight behind the
punch. Oliver pulled back, but too late, and she walloped him on
his nose. Yelping in pain, Oliver retreated. Wincing, Isla shook her
sore hand.
“That's right! Run you coward!” she screamed after him.
People from the crowd jeered at Oliver as he ran. She had
half a mind to give him another wallop, but Orel held her back.
“You did enough, lass,” he said, his meaty hand grasping
her upper arm. “The race officials will punish him.”
“For what?” Isla said, struggling but only halfheartedly.
Sable hadn’t pushed through the pain and won the race for Isla to
take revenge on the wayward dragon racer. She needed to confront
her rapist and condemn him before the Overlord. “The worse he'll
get is a fine for dangerous conduct. If that. Racer’s luck, the
officials will say more likely than not. Accidents happen. What
happened to Sable wasn’t an accident.”
Orel released her and shrugged. “Racing is a dangerous
business.”
At Orel’s behest, Isla stayed back as the dragon masters
saw to Sable's wounds. A master wearing dragon hide gloves that
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covered his hands and arms up to the elbows cleaned the lacerated
flesh around Sable’s right eye and the gash across her forehead.
Spectators and other racers stopped by to congratulate Isla on her
victory. She barely heard a word they said. Finally, the senior
Dragon Master in charge of Sable's care spoke to Isla.
“Your beast's right eye is destroyed,” he said in a gravelly
voice.
Isla let out a soft whimpering cry. “There's nothing you can
do?”
“There is no eye to save,” he said. “The left eye is another
matter. We might save it, but won't know until the swelling goes
down.”
“Thank Draco,” she said. “Sable won't be blind."
The Dragon Master frowned. “It’s too early to say, but
there is hope. A few stitches and rest will take care of the gash
across the forehead.”
“Thank you. Thank you,” Isla said.
Orel took her aside as the masters continued their work.
She grimaced as two burly masters strained to force a foot long
needle through Sable's tough hide to stitch up the gash across her
forehead. The wound was halfway closed when an officious man
in rich green robes approached Isla.
“Isla Hughes?” the man said, his voice a harsh staccato.
She replied in the affirmative. “Congratulations on your victory. I
am Hugo Field, third assistant secretary to the Overlord's
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seneschal. The Overlord requires your presence in the pavilion.
Follow me.”
Hugo spun on his heel and strode away through the crowd
toward the massive green pavilion.
“My dragon...” Isla said, but the man was too far away to
hear her.
“Go, lass,” Orel urged. “We’ll do everything we can for
your beast. We’ll move her to the dracodrome off Overlord’s
March. Hurry! You can't be late to an audience with the Overlord.”
Isla thanked him, and with one last glance at her beloved,
she darted through the crowd after Hugo. She was out of breath
when she caught up to him. He glanced at her.
“There you are,” Hugo said. “I thought perhaps you had
declined the Overlord's invitation.”
“No... my dragon,” Isla said, breathlessly.
“Don't worry about your beast,” Hugo said. “Only the best
dragon masters work the Trials.”
“Of course,” she said. She wanted to punch the man in the
nose just like she had Oliver but reminded herself that she had a
different agenda. “Will the entire court be at the audience?”
“Yes,” Hugo said. “They'll all want to have a look at you
and hear what you have to say to the Overlord.”
“Including the council?”
Hugo looked at her, frowning. “Of course. All the
important people will be there. Enough with your questions.”
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He prattled on about proper protocol in the presence of the
Overlord and listed off appropriate requests that she could make.
Requests not on the list, he insisted, would not be honored and
could land her in a pot of boiling oil. Isla only half listened, she
steeled herself for confronting the man who had raped her.
More people were gathered inside the Overlord's pavilion
than Isla expected, it was standing room only. In a booming voice,
a barrel-chested man introduced her as the victor. The crowd fell
silent, and she walked down an aisle toward a raised dais where
Overlord Yadira Dalgaard lounged upon a golden bench. Isla felt
the most powerful nobles in the land watching her as she passed.
She ignored them, on the lookout for the man she wanted dead.
As she neared the dais, she spotted him off to the right at
the base of the raised platform with the rest of the council. She
stopped and scowled at him. His gaze made her feel like
cockroaches scurried over her skin. Feeling nauseated, she
struggled not to gag. The years had deepened the lines etching his
face, but there was no mistaking Pontifex Gaius, the perverted
bastard who forced himself upon her when she was a girl and him
just a priest.
“Come forward and bow,” someone said in a hushed voice
that seemed very loud in the near silence of the pavilion.
Isla tore her gaze from the pontifex, who showed no sign of
recognizing her. A guard in a white surcoat at the base of the dais
motioned for her to move forward. Blushing, she took several steps
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toward the raised platform and dropped to a knee. She bowed her
head and waited to be acknowledged by the Overlord.
“Rise, Isla Hughes, and be recognized for your great
victory,” Overlord Yadira said in a high, clear voice.
Shuddering, Isla rose, struggling to keep her gaze from
flicking to the pontifex. The Overlord wore a flowing green dress
fringed in gold. She sat bolt upright on her golden bench as she
gave what sounded like a prepared speech congratulating Isla on
her victory. Isla prayed that the Overlord, the most powerful
individual in the kingdom, would take her accusation against the
pontifex seriously and order the monster executed for his crime.
Yadira ended the speech with the words, “Isla Hughes,
what request do you make of me?”
Isla stared straight ahead. At that moment, she relived her
past.
“Isla?” the Overlord prompted.
Reverie broken, Isla started speaking, the words coming out
in a torrent. “As a girl, I suffered through the rites to judge if a
child is an acceptable match in the eyes of the gods for the
Overlord Apparent. After I was proven unsuitable, the priest in
charge of the ceremony raped me.”
Gasps and muttered comments came from around the
pavilion. Not all the utterances were complementary. Isla gathered
her thoughts and spoke with renewed conviction.
“The priest who raped me was Pontifex Gaius.”
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Fleshy face beet red, Gaius stormed out from his place next
to the dais to stand in between Isla and the Overlord.
“He sent his delegation away and raped me! I beseech you,
execute this monster for his crime!”
The pontifex shouted as she spoke, “I deny this false
accusation! It is slander! I have never harmed a child!”
“Silence,” Yadira said, her voice cutting through the air
like a sword. Both accuser and accused fell silent along with the
gathered nobility. “You are all dismissed. I will speak to the victor
alone.”
“I want this liar to answer for her false accusation,” the
pontifex said.
“We will speak about this later,” Yadira said firmly. “You
are dismissed.”
Gaius bowed and withdrew.
“No, you can't,” Isla said. “He...”
She fell silent, realizing her words were drowned out by the
exiting nobles. As the pontifex strode past her, little more than an
arm’s length away, he gave her a triumphant look that she
recognized all too well. The same smug expression had been on his
face while he threatened her and her family.
After several minutes, only Isla, the Overlord, and a
bodyguard remained in the pavilion.
“Come, child,” Yadira said, patting the cushion next to her.
Isla was uncertain of herself and the situation but knew that
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she must obey. As she mounted the dais, she realized she held her
breath and reminded herself to breathe. She hovered next to the
Overlord unsure of the proper etiquette.
“Sit down,” Yadira said. “I'll put a crick in my neck staring
up at you.”
Smiling sheepishly, Isla sat down. The bench was hard and
uncomfortable, the cushion not nearly as plush as it appeared from
afar. She fidgeted as she tried to find a comfortable sitting position.
“Don't bother,” Yadira said. “It's made to look imposing,
not for comfort. Your bravery impresses me. Calling out the
pontifex in front of the entire court was very bold. I enjoyed
watching him squirm.”
Isla blurted. “You let him go. He's going to abuse more
children, I know it.”
Yadira looked at her sharply, her almond eyes narrowing.
“Careful, girl. I admire your bravery, and I think I like you, but
that does not mean I will tolerate impertinence.”
Bowing her head, Isla said. “Forgive me.”
Yadira made an annoyed clucking sound. “You don't need
to bow while we’re in private. If I want that, I have numerous
bureaucrats I can summon who are all much better at it than you.”
Isla looked up, her gaze meeting the Overlord’s.
“Why do you think he's abused more children?”
“I travel as a racer,” Isla said. “Region to region, town to
town. Participating in races
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sponsored by different lords and guilds. I tracked down other
women who were given the rites. Although none will admit it, he
raped many of them. I could see it in their eyes.”
“Their eyes?”
“Their eyes are haunted and fearful. I can recognize other
women who have suffered as I have. I don't know how else to
explain it.”
“I believe you,” Yadira said. “Rumors about the pontifex’s
tastes have been whispered about in court for years. Nothing
substantiated, mind you.”
“You must do something,” Isla entreated.
Yadira let out a twittering laugh, the mirth never reaching
her eyes. “Even I can't order the pontifex executed without
consequences. I need evidence, hard facts before I can do such a
thing. Otherwise, the nobles you saw gathered here today will see
me as nothing more than a mercurial tyrant. A despot they might
be better off without.”
“But you're the Overlord,” Isla said, knowing her pursuit of
justice was falling short. “You burn your enemies. While traveling,
I saw the aftermath of the battle at Blood Pool. Land for miles
blackened, nothing alive. The heralds said you burned the entire
rebel army. I didn't believe it until I saw it with my own eyes.”
Yadira snorted, a very undignified sound. Her eyes were
mirthful. “Your innocence is wondrous. Yes, I burned rebels at
Blood Pool. You are asking me to order the pontifex executed. It's
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not the same.”
“It is to me,” Isla said softly.
“Do your best to remain innocent and idealistic, Isla, it's
refreshing. In the coming months, listen to the heralds calling the
news in the town square,” Yadira said. “One day soon, you might
hear something you like.”
Isla was about to ask the Overlord what she meant by that,
but Yadira ended the conversation with a wave of her hand. Isla
might've blurted out a question despite being dismissed, but the
bodyguard glowered at her and escorted her from the pavilion.
She stayed in the capital while Sable recovered, visiting her
dragon at the dracodrome, a vast open-air stable for dragons, each
day. From Orel, she learned that the race officials fined Oliver for
dangerous conduct. She took satisfaction in that, but a fine seemed
a paltry punishment for the act that destroyed Sable’s right eye,
leaving a knot of scarred flesh in its place. Thank the gods that the
dragon’s left eye recovered enough for her to fly again.
Within three months, they were back on the racing circuit,
traveling from town to town in the hopes of winning enough gold
to feed themselves. As the winners of the Overlord's Trials, their
fame preceded them and in the wealthier communities they feasted
and stayed free of charge. Everywhere they went, she listened to
the heralds call the news, never hearing anything particularly
interesting.
One day, while stopping for grub in a backwater hamlet
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barely worthy of a herald's visit, she saw a broad shouldered man
dressed in a fine green cloak stride into the village square.
“Pontifex Gaius is dead,” he called. “Died in his sleep.
Weak heart.”
Isla sprinted the entire way from the square to a towering
oak at the edge of the village where she had left Sable. She thought
about the Overlord telling her to listen to the heralds. Had Yadira
ordered the monstrous priest killed? Isla chose to believe that was
true. It made her quest for vengeance complete. As she neared the
tree, the dragon stood and uttered a deep growl that managed to
sound like a question. Isla pressed her hand against Sable's scales.
The pontifex is dead, she said.
Unadulterated joy flowed over their connection. Isla leaped
into the saddle. Sable took to the air, and they soared over the
hamlet, enjoying the freedom of flight. Isla, to her surprise, felt
ambivalent about the death of the pontifex. She expected to be
happy, giddy even, at the news of his death, and to have the scar
marring her soul healed in an instant. She didn't feel any joy,
vengeance left her pensive, confused even. By the gods, Sable was
more pleased about the lecherous priest's demise than her. Their
victory at the Overlord’s Trials and her revenge came at a high a
price. She only needed to consider Sable’s missing eye to be
reminded of that. But, she felt satisfaction that justice was served,
and the monster would never harm another child. Maybe now, she
could heal and move on.
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DREAMS OF FIRE
By Christine Morgan
First Appearance: Beneath Yggdrasil’s Shadow (2018)

She burns.
She burns, and she feels everything.
Every moment of it.
The heat. The searing flame-touch.
Her hair gone, disintegrated in a bright tinder-flare.
Her skin crisping and blackening, crackling and splitting.
Charred scraps of it curling off, peeling away, wafting up, floating
in the rising smoke. Drifting with ash-flakes and the fleeting wink
of ember-sparks.
And oh, how she burns, how she burns, in great agony.
The bacon-sizzle, the loose and liquid run of melting fat,
the hiss of boiling blood-steam. The smell of spit-roasted meat,
overdone, as her flesh cooks to the bone.
Her wounds sear and seal shut, cauterized around the
piercing metal points embedded deep.
Each breath brings blisters to her throat and lungs. Her vital
organs simmer in their own seething juices.
Her eyes rupture and burst, blinding her in uttermost fact
when she had already been blinded by scalding smoke-tears and
heat-ripples. Blinding her so that she can no longer see the cruel
faces that surround her.
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In her ears is only the blaze-roar; she is deaf now to their
voices, to their insults and taunts, to their laughter and demands.
She is deaf now even to her own screams, torn choking and
gasping from the depths of her blistered lungs.
She burns.
The long bones of her body, marrow-filled, crack
lengthwise. The finer ones scorch and splinter. Her sinews
contract, drawing her limbs tight, twisting her neck. She feels
pieces of herself sloughing, dropping into the fire.
Burns, oh, she burns.
She burns, and she dies.
She feels them drag her smoldering black husk from the
cinders.
Burnt. Burnt and dead.
But, somehow, she still lives.
So they do it all again … and she feels everything … as she
burns …
***
Renate thrashed her way to a struggling, sweat-drenched
wakefulness. Her parched mouth tasted of salt and ashes.
Hot … choking … on fire all over …
She fought free of the blankets and sat up, half-expecting to
be met by suffocating smoke and flickering flames.
Instead, she was met only by undisturbed darkness.
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Murky recollections of the previous evening swam below
her mind’s surface, partly visible as blurs and shadows, gradually
taking form.
The noise, the thunder-clangor and lusty voices bellowing
… the violent press and lunge of bodies … wild hair and beards,
leather and chain, hammer amulets gleaming against bared chests
… boots and belts and studded arm-bands … torn denim,
piercings, tattoos … and black tee-shirts.
So, so many black tee-shirts. Viking imagery on the front –
runes, dragonship prows, axes, shields, gods, giants, monsters.
Cities and dates printed on the backs.
The crowd. The audience. The fans. Their loud and lusty
cheers.
“… give it up for Frygga!”
Which, in announcer-speak, was “FUH-RYGG-UH!”
Greeted by a tumultuous roar; let the head-banging and
hair-flailing commence. Hardcore metalheads, fantasy roleplaying
geeks, history enthusiasts, bikers, feminists, folklorists … a near50/50 mix of men and women … covering a wide range of ages,
shapes and sizes. Some people brought kids, even babies, dressed
up in little crocheted helmets or costumes, waving toy weapons.
Sure, the baseline fan was still your typical scruffy young
adult male, but the appeal of folk and Viking metal tended to
attract a more varied audience. Especially an all-female band, like
Frygga.
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An all-female band not made up of pop-tarts and divas.
They, too, covered a wide range of ages, shapes and sizes, from
Bera’s ‘full-figured’ roundness, to stick-thin Stefya, from earlytwenties to closing on fifty. Real women. Not cheesecake pinups in
chainmail bikinis or armor designed by Vallejo and Frazetta.
Ingebjorna, six feet and two-fifty of padded muscular curves, had
more admirers than model-gorgeous Aud.
Female empowerment, fuck yeah.
Their songs centered on those themes. Goddesses and
giantesses.

Valkyries,

norns,

shield-maids

and

queens.

Norsewomen. Ladies of legend. Not as victims or prizes, helpless
damsels in distress, but fearless, powerful, and fierce.
Fuck yeah.
Badass and beautiful. Strong and sexy.
Glass ceiling? Marte would smash it with her fist or
forehead if she had to. Same for any knuckle-dragger who started
in with the crap about how girls couldn’t rock, make me a
sammich, tits or GTFO. The suits and execs might buy into that
garbage, but overall, they had solid respect from their peers and
their fans.
A packed house. The show. The concert. Last gig of the
Mists of Helheim tour.
Followed by an all-out blow-out party.
Mead and beer and wine.
So, so much mead and beer and wine.
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Was she hungover? She couldn’t put it away like Marte did
– their tough-chick guitarist routinely drank the biggest and
burliest Viking guys under the table – but she’d had a few.
Not enough to give her a hangover, surely. And, though
there’d been a pervasive, warm hemp-haze, she hadn’t indulged in
anything stronger. Leave that to Stefya, on another of her quests
for omens or visions.
Besides, no headache, no nausea, and when Renate went
into the bathroom and switched on the lights, her eyes did not
rupture and burst the way they had in the dream, going dribbling
down her cheekbones like runny poached eggs. She was just
overheated, sweaty, achy, and thirstier than she’d ever been in her
entire life.
That dream, what the fuck had been up with that? Being
burned alive? Ugh.
To smite two birds with one stone, she stepped into the tub
and stood open-mouthed under the showerhead as cool water
rained down. Gulp after refreshing gulp seemed to permeate her
from the inside out. The salty, ashy taste washed away. So did the
sticky second-skin of sweat.
Maybe she should have learned from Bera’s example and
turned in early. The bass player could shriek and fling her amberand-ivory-beaded braids around with the best of them, but
ultimately preferred quiet evenings on Skype with her husband and
kids to partying with rowdy fans.
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Or maybe she should have stayed up, ridden it out, partied
‘til dawn, and conked out on the plane. That was what Marte and
Aud did. They probably hadn’t even gone to bed yet.
Unlike Ingebjorna, who surely had gone to bed … the only
question being with whom and how many this time. Lately, it
seemed she favored slim elfin youths and curvy brunettes, in
various combinations.
Stefya, now, Stefya would have been all over such a weird
dream, trying to decipher its hidden meanings. If Bera was their
earth-mother, Marte their valkyrie, Aud their wish-maiden and
Ingebjorna their warrior-queen, then Stefya was their crone and
wise-woman as well as their drummer.
As for Renate herself, she wasn’t sure quite where she fit in
terms of archetype and role. Besides at the keyboard, that was. She
certainly didn’t sing; except for when war-cries or a shrieking
chorus was called for, the rest of them mostly left the vocals to
Ingebjorna … or Aud, if the song required a higher and purer note
than Ingebjorna’s husky she-bear contralto.
She got out of the shower and dried off. By then, she was
shivering, goosebumps rising on her skin.
And still hot, still sweating, still feeling like she was being
burned alive.
The hotel room didn’t seem particularly hot and stifling.
Checking the thermostat anyway, she found it was not set too high
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for comfort. The bed didn’t have an electric blanket that she could
have been unknowingly broiling herself under, either.
“Better not be getting sick,” she warned herself.
If she was, if she had to, at least it had the decency to wait
until the end of the tour. She pressed the inside of her wrist to her
forehead. No fever that she could detect.
She’d gotten badly sunburned once, during a gig at a Ren
Faire, but didn’t think that could be the cause of her discomfort
this time. Between long flights and indoor venues, she hadn’t been
out in the sunshine for ages.
What did that leave?
Spontaneous human combustion?
Fucking menopause? For Stefya, maybe, but Renate was
nowhere near that old!
She turned toward the bed, intending to flip through the
available television channels since sleep seemed unlikely. As she
reached to pick up the remote, sudden pain slammed into her hip.
Shot? Stabbed?
Another pain struck her in the side. Like a lightning bolt,
like a hammer blow.
Then her stomach.
Then blackness.
***
She burns.
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They lower her again into the flames. Hold her there,
pinned, speared, spitted like a yearling boar.
Once, she was golden.
Once, she was fair.
Now she is this.
This silently-screaming lump of burnt flesh and cracked
bone.
Her blood baked to a thick black crust.
Her skin in flakes and ashes.
She dies, but she lives.
And, oh, how she burns!
***
Her first thought was of bedsprings, ends jabbing through a
worn-thin mattress … that shabby, wretched apartment she’d
shared with three other girls just out of college, all of them broke,
working shit jobs and living on ramen.
Her second was of camping trips, roughing it, trying to
sleep on rocks and roots. Aching already from the day’s hike,
unable to get comfortable, sure that she’d wake up stiff and sore,
covered in bruises.
Her third thought was that she could do without this
‘Princess and the Pea’ routine, and then Renate opened her eyes.
When she did so, things made even less sense.
No hotel room.
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A stony cave-floor, strewn with pebbles, illuminated by
flickering pale-gold light. The cool air smelled of earth and
minerals. Shadows lurked in the upper recesses and danced over
the irregular contours of the walls. Set about the cave, on ledges
and protrusions, were hosts of white candles, dribbling wax.
Renate, groaning, pushed herself to her hands and knees.
She brushed away the pebbles that had stuck to her and found that
she was still naked. Her hair still hung in damp tangles from the
shower. The towel with which she’d wrapped it lay crumpled
nearby.
Pain throbbed in her hip, in her stomach and side. Piercing
pains … like sharp metal … grinding deeper, scraping against
bone, puncturing organs.
But there were no wounds. There was no blood. If she had
been shot or stabbed, she should have sported some sign of the
injuries.
As she stood, she picked up the towel and tucked it around
her body. More pebbles dug into the bare soles of her feet. The
hotel logo, embroidered in the corner, rasped faintly against her
skin.
What the fuck was this? Another dream? It seemed so vivid
… too vivid to be anything but real … but how could it be real?
The cave chamber was oblong, tapering toward a narrower
passage at one end. The rows of candles led that way. Beckoning.
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A lure, a trick, a trap … but it didn’t matter … she saw no
other ways out. Taking hold of a hefty grapefruit-sized rock, she
cautiously followed the candle-lined passage. It descended in a
gentle, sloping corkscrew spiral. A faint breeze, or the stirring
caused by Renate’s own movements, made the myriad flames
waver and sway.
At the bottom, where the passageway leveled, another
cave-chamber opened before her. This one was larger, an immense
stone cavern, a soaring subterranean hall. More candles filled it,
candles by the thousands. The ends of lit torches were wedged into
cracks and crevices in the walls. Small fires blazed in basins of
hewn stone, basins with their edges rune-etched. At the center of
the chamber was a huge stone trough, made of engraved slabs
resting upon supports carved to resemble Nordic beast-heads –
horses and wolves, boars and stags, dragons. A long bed of coals in
the trough shimmered red-gold.
“What the fuck is this?” Renate said, this time aloud.
“They burned me.”
Renate, who hadn’t actually been expecting an answer,
gasped. She whirled, clutching the rock, ready to crack it against
someone’s skull or into someone’s face, send teeth skittering like
chips of ivory –
But the voice had come from everywhere … and nowhere.
It was whispery, yet resonant. Feminine, but inhuman.
“Who’s there?” Renate called. “Who are you?”
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“They burned me,” the voice repeated. “Spear-struck, they
held me, they put me to the flames!”
Flames sputtered and guttered as the strange voice, still
whispery, rose into a roar.
Something tall toppled toward Renate. She sprang aside
with a cry. A length of ash-wood, the height and girth of a ship’s
mast, clattered to the cave-floor where she’d been standing. The
iron spear-point, corroded with rust and blood, rang like a gong on
the stone. The mysterious pain in her hip gave a vicious, twisting
throb.
“They demanded of me the secret truths that I could not
then tell, I did not then know, I had not then seen!”
Another spear fell, clatter-clanging across the first. Renate
doubled over, clutching her stomach. Every cramp she’d ever had
in her life hit her at once. It was all she could do not to collapse in
tears.
“I burned!” roared the voice. “I burned and I died, but
when they took me from the fire, I lived! So they burned me
again!”
The third spear landed atop the other two, making a pattern
like cast rune-sticks or bones. Renate stifled a shriek as more pain,
invisible but real, unseen but far from unfelt, plunged into her side.
It ground between her ribs, scraping with a hideous vibration.
“Thrice they burned me and thrice was I reborn --”
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Howling through a haze of agony, Renate blindly hurled
the rock in her hand. It plowed into candles, scattering them like
ninepins, spraying molten wax. A torch, dislodged from its crevice,
rolled back and forth in a clumsy, trundling arc.
The brutal pains faded. But for the crackle of flames,
silence fell. Renate straightened, drawing a shuddering breath.
Then she saw what was there, and she screamed.
It was a woman.
Or, it was what must have once been a woman, this charblackened husk, a corpse snatched from the pyre or crematorium
when the job was only half-done. As she lifted one wizened,
scorched hand, her joints creaked and a fine dusting of burnt skinashes sifted down.
“They burned me,” this half-cremated thing said, the seared
scabs of lips splitting to show baked-brown nubs of teeth. “In the
fires of Odin’s hall, they burned me for gold-greed, for the secrets I
did not then know.”
Renate only stared, stared into the crisp-edged hollow
sockets that, somehow, horrendously, stared back. Their empty
gaze bored into her.
“They paid no wergild for my murder, no death-price, no
compensation,” the burned woman went on. “And so, there was
war. The Aesir, gods of Asgard, and the Vanir, gods of old,
brought down terrible slaughter upon each other.”
“Who are you?” Renate asked in a whisper.
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“My name was Gullveig,”
“Gullveig …” It sounded vaguely familiar, only vaguely,
and Renate frowned, wracking her brains.
“You see? I have been all but forgotten. There is a single
mention of me in the lore that survives, and even that – even that
one mention! – the scholars dismiss. They attribute my hard-won
gift to that bitch Freya instead. Is it not enough she be revered as a
goddess of fertility and love? Is it not enough that Odin cedes to
her half of those best of men, those warriors slain in battle? Is it
not enough that she and her brother have name-claim to a weekday, centuries later? Must she be given credit for seidr as well?”
“Magic?”
“That discovery was mine!” Gullveig shrieked, and the
force of her fury was such that it cracked deep dry fissures into her
skin and flesh. Pieces fell off with an awful, gritty noise. “Mine!
Earned by my death thrice-over in the fires of the hall, so that
when I was for the third time reborn I was remade anew as well!”
She began to tear at her own body with the charred stumps
of her fingers. Yet more skin and flesh ripped away, revealing
paleness beneath. A soot-cloud arose. Renate covered her mouth
and nose, not wishing to inhale any of the ashy black powder.
Gullveig continued ripping and tearing, peeling, violently
shedding and stripping herself of all that was burnt.
And when she had finished, she stood transformed.
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“I emerged from the embers as a völva, a sorceress,” she
said, extending her white and unblemished arms. “Heidr, they
called me from that moment on.”
She was beautiful. Shining and fair. Her hair was as a river
of gold, and gold gleamed bright in her eyes.
Other objects fell in a sudden rattling hail from thin air, as
the three spears had done. Renate crossed her arms over her head
in a defensive gesture. Flat, hard surfaces slapped her forearms,
stinging, smarting.
She looked at the scattered items at her feet and reeled. As
bizarre as the rest of this had already been – the candles, the
spears, Gullveig herself … or Heidr now, she was Heidr – it was
somehow ten times weirder to see a litter of CD cases on the cavefloor.
The cover art, and the titles, were familiar.
Choosing the Slain … Across the Cold Sea … Where Norns
Gather … The All-Mother … On Raven’s Wings … Hearth-Iron …
Mists of Helheim … Disir Arise …
Their albums.
Every album Frygga had done, including the live concert
one with the bonus DVD extra, and the two-disc God-Thunder
collection featuring hits by Viking metal bands.
“Whereas you,” Heidr said, “you and your skald-sisters,
have made many songs for the others. For Freya, that bitch. For Sif
of the dwarf-forged hair. For Frigg, of course. For even the dark
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gloom-queen, Hel, and Sigyn who catches the poison that spills
onto Loki’s face. You have sung of the giantesses Skadi, and
Angrboda, and Gerdr. You have sung of the Valkyries, the Disir
and the Norns. You sing of battle-maidens and queens, of mothers
and wives, strong daughters, proud Norse-women all.”
“But we have not sung of you,” finished Renate. “That’s
what you want. That’s why I’m here.”
“I would be remembered. I would have my name honored
and my story told. I would have song-justice. You will see it done.
You will write me sagas, and songs, and epics of my own.”
“Me? But I can’t … I don’t compose, I don’t write lyrics, I
just play the --”
The three great spears flew up from the floor then, hurtling
toward Renate. They plunged into her body – hip, stomach and
side. She shrieked. Blood gushed. Iron grated on bone. Something
punctured in her guts like a wet, meaty water balloon.
“You can, and you will,” she heard Heidr say, though the
words were nearly lost in the terrible wrenching torment of being
hoisted aloft by the spear-points impaling her flesh. “The gift is
within you, Renate, as it was within me.”
In the long stone trough, on its carved beast-head supports,
the glowing banked bed of coals flared. Flames, rekindled, leaped
high.
“It needs only be refined, smelted from you … like gold.”
And the spears thrust her into the heart of the blaze.
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***
She burns.
She feels everything.
The towel wrapped around her steams and smolders, then
ignites.
Burning alive. Lungs blistering, fluids boiling, the sear and
char and crackling, the sizzle, the stench of hair and skin.
Tempered by fire. Consumed and destroyed.
She dies. She burns and she dies.
The spears lift her corpse from the pyre.
She is dead, but she lives. She feels everything, and still
lives.
As it happens once, then twice, then thrice again.
***
Her eyes opened to scorched carpeting, the nylon fibers
shrunken and curled. A few scraps of towel – edges and corners,
mostly, and the embroidered hotel logo – still gave off thin wisps
of smoke.
Renate got up, not sure if she should be glad or disturbed
by the fact that the fire alarms hadn’t gone off. She looked at the
black patch on the floor. It outlined the shape of her body like
chalk at a crime scene. But, beyond that and the remains of the
towel, the fire had not spread.
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Downstairs, in the dining room, roadies and crew thronged
the breakfast buffet for coffee, donuts, and plates heaped with
greasy protein.
One by one, the band members themselves put in their
appearances. Bera alone seemed well-rested; Ingebjorna wore her
familiar expression of sleepy satiation, Stefya was more haggard
than usual on the downside of some drug or other, Aud shuffled
bleary-eyed and yawning, and Marte’s talk-to-me-and-DIE glower
would have made Thor take a step back.
If they were surprised to see Renate already awake, it
didn’t show, or was lost in the larger surprise of finding her
surrounded by sheets of paper, feverishly scribbling. They were
more surprised yet when, on closer inspection, they found the
pages covered with song titles and lyrics.
“The hell is all this?” asked Marte. “You always said you
couldn’t write.”
“This ‘Magic-Bringer’ one is really, really good,” said
Aud, roused from tiredness as she read.
“So’s this one,” Ingebjorna said. “‘She Burns’ … kick ass!”
“There’s an entire album’s worth here,” Stefya said,
shuffling through the stack. “If they’re all that good.”
“And check this out.” Marte showed them a rough sketch
of a woman, spear-pierced but with hands raised in exultation,
wreathed by flames. Dreams of Fire was scrawled at the top, under
their band logo. “She draws, too. Been holding out on us.”
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“You must have been up half the night,” Bera said to
Renate, with a mix of admiration and motherly concern. “Aren’t
you exhausted?”
Renate, smiling, shook her head. “Far from it,” she said. “I
feel … reborn.”
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SELK SKIN DEEP
By Kelly A. Harmon
First Appearance: Ménagerie de Mythique (2018)

Cade Owen stood on the flight deck of the aircraft carrier
USS Livingstone, watching the crew of an ammunition ship loading
armaments on board. The night-sea cooperated. Gentle waves in
the Gulf of Tonkin lapped at the two navy vessels. Men from the
other ship, the USS Redoubt, sent over bomb after bomb until a
crewman from the Livingstone pointed to a large wooden crate and
made a cutting motion with his hands, halting the transfer.
Cade itched to know what the man’s agitation signaled. But
from this distance, and under these lighting conditions, he couldn’t
make out the problem. The carrier needed those munitions.
Without them, the fighter jets couldn’t make their ordered strafing
runs north of Hanoi in the morning, and he couldn’t rendezvous
with the other SEALs later in the week with the Biet Hai
Commandos in Da Nang.
Thank Manannán mac Lir. And President Kennedy, he
thought, who created the SEALs only recently. He hoped this
special mission would grant him a reprieve from the boredom his
nearly immortal life provided him, even if he had to live among
humans to find surcease. Humans weren’t a bad sort; he just
couldn’t fathom why they seemed to live their lives so intensely.
Didn’t they realize that life is a series of up and down
cycles? What made it so hard for them to accept that and move on?
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How can there be anything worth fighting over—dying over—
when all things circle back in the ebb and flow of life?
He would love to discuss it with Friedman, but that would
mean telling Friedman his bunkmate wasn’t human. Perhaps
they’d known each long enough to swim that current. Long days
confined together with the threat of war hanging over their heads
had shaped their friendship far more quickly than a casual
relationship might have. He’d give it some thought.
Until then, he would observe their intensity first hand. For
now, he was just another man on the ship. And if he died serving?
More the better, for it gave his life a purpose: something more than
living and dying with the sea; yet, still living and dying by the sea.
The trident insignia of the Navy SEALs on his lapel
gleamed in the moonlight. The brooding look on his face took on a
more thoughtful aspect. He reached within his coveralls and pulled
a small, rolled fur from around his neck. Shaking out the animalshaped pelt, he moved into the darker shadow cast by an F4
Phantom and stripped out of his clothes. He draped the skin over
his shoulders, letting the length of it drape down his back. Then, he
grabbed the edges, pulling and tugging, smoothing the skin around
himself until it grew large enough to cover him, turning him into a
seal.
In an instant, the darkness disappeared, and Cade could see
almost as well as if there were daylight. He opened his mouth,
tasting the salty tang of the ocean on his tongue. He drew in a large
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breath, savoring the smell. He had waited too long to return to true
form. It always felt this way to him, after the change, like the sea
wooed him back. If he were his human self, he would have smiled
from the pleasure of it.
He dove into the water, falling forty feet through the air,
and cutting into the undulating ocean in a graceful arc. He plunged
deep into the water, then surfaced and made his way around the
side of the carrier and closer to the argument.
***
Cade slipped off his seal skin. In human form again, he
climbed the metal hand-holds on the side of the Livingstone and
popped his head over the edge of the flight deck. The ordnance
officer was purple-faced with anger. He shook like a terrier, his hat
sliding back to reveal short-cut grey hair. He turned to face the
small crew on the Redoubt.
"These are goddamned comp B bombs!" he shouted across
the water. "I can’t take these on board."
The young officers from the ammunition ship looked like
they wanted to be anywhere but facing down the old salt. One
replied, "We don’t know anything about that, sir."
"They’re older than dirt. We can’t use this shit."
"It’s all we’ve got."
"We’re the goddamned United States Navy. This can’t be
all we’ve got. Take 'em back. We can’t use 'em."
"Can’t, sir. Our orders are to deliver munitions."
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Cade stole a look at the crates as they arrived aboard the
carrier by way of the underway replenishment line. Black mold
crusted the bottoms and sides of many of the crates. Several looked
rotten. Cade saw the year 1935 stenciled on one. He swore softly
under his breath.
Manannán mac Lir, help us, he thought. These bombs were
made half a decade before World War II, and World War II ended
more than twenty years ago…
He watched as an uncrated bomb advanced along the line
and was lowered to the deck by a hoist. Cade recognized it by
sight: round and wide, sailors referred to it as a fat-boy. The only
time he remembered seeing one was in training class, having to
watch the old black and white WWII footage of the large bombs
falling out of the back of planes.
Gods! he thought. Composition B bombs exploded full
strength, not like modern munitions, which were built to blow at a
lower rate if they went off accidentally.
Cade climbed back down to the ocean. As he swam away,
he could hear the chief saying, "I really don’t like the look of these
things. I swear they’ll go off in a heavy vibration. Hell! They’re so
decayed, there’s no telling what will set them off."
Cade didn't blame the ordnance chief for being worried.
***
"We took on four hundred tons of ammunition, Friedman,"
Cade said. "Some of them are so large, I don’t know how they’ll fit
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them to the jets." He tossed the nine of clubs onto the stack. "All of
them are old and filthy—a few are rusting out of their casings. The
ordnance officer was pitching a fit. He swore some were leaking."
Cade moved all the clubs in his hand to the right side where he
could reach them easier.
"Two cards," Friedman said. He dropped the three of clubs
then laid his hand face down on the table beside his tattered copy
of Heinlein’s Starship Troopers. "Where’d the bombs come
from?"
Cade played the king of clubs. "Guys on the Redoubt said
they picked them up in the Philippines. They’ve been stored in
Quonset huts: no walls, no nothing, out in the storms and heat all
year round. They found snakes and tree frogs in some of the
crates." Cade waited for Friedman to play a card. "I heard one of
them say that these are the only thousand-pound bombs the navy
has right now."
Friedman said, "And they could blow any minute?" He
looked up at Cade.
"According to the ord-O, yes," Cade said. "And they’re not
sitting safe in some warehouse... they’re right on deck, exposed to
everything that could possibly set them off."
Friedman looked surprised. "The ordnance guys didn’t
stow them?"
"Too dangerous in the hold."
"The captain didn’t have anything to say about that?"
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"I hear he wired over and to the Redoubt and ordered them
to give over newer bombs. They told him they didn’t have any
other ammo, and besides, they had their orders. Livingstone had to
take them."
"Unbelievable," said Friedman, shaking his head.
"Do you blame them?" Cade asked. "Under ordinary
conditions, the Redoubt’s an explosion just waiting to happen. I
can’t imagine what they felt ferrying those garbage bombs to us."
Friedman tossed his last card on the stack, winning the
game. "I’m out," he said, picking up his book and tucking it into
his back pocket. "Pretty scary. But how do they expect us to do our
job with an extra four hundred tons of ammo on the deck getting in
our way?"
"I don’t know, Fried. I really don’t know." Cade shuffled
all the cards together and stowed them in his trunk. "I pulled
steering duty in the morning..."
"Duty officer always treats you guys like parasites."
Cade laughed, rolling into his bunk. "But I know you'll
want to trade."
Friedman’s eyes lit up. "That’s prime reading space."
"You’re going to get caught, one of these days."
"Give me some quiet and a good book to read. I don’t care
if that room is no bigger than my pop’s sedan," Friedman said. "I
don’t know how you can stand all the noise on the flight deck."
"Noise doesn’t matter," Cade said, "when I can be that
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close to the ocean."
***
On the open sea, seventy-five miles east of Ha Tinh
Province, men swarmed across the flight deck of the USS
Livingstone, preparing for an attack on a rail line in North
Vietnam. They planned to disrupt enemy supply lines by both
crippling the tracks, then burying them under an avalanche caused
by bombing the nearby mountains. In order to accomplish that, the
ordnance crew, the red-jacketed BB Stackers, loaded the thousandpound fat-boys—bombs larger than the planes normally carried—
onto as many planes as they could for the first strike of the day.
Crewman loaded Zuni rockets—as many as twenty-four at a
time—as well as Sidewinder missiles and Shrike or Sparrow III
missiles onto planes when the fat-boys ran out.
Cade wore Friedman's purple jacket, just like the other
grapes: men assigned to fuel the large planes. Hose in hand, he
watched the crews load the composition B bombs under the wings.
Damn, but they look like antiques, thought Cade, watching
the ordies load, but at least they’re getting some of that ammo off
the deck. I’ll feel a little safer when all of it’s gone.
Just then, a rocket fired across the flight deck.
Lir! If anything blew, Cade would have laid money on the
fat-boys, not a rocket.
As if in slow motion, he watched it launch from a starboard
F4 at the extreme rear of the of the ship and fly at a forty-five
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degree angle across the flight deck.
It ripped by the safety officer checking armament on an F4,
blistering his face and hands. Soaring hundreds of miles an hour,
the missile headed across the deck toward Cade. It missed him,
knocking him off his feet as it passed. He tumbled over twice,
losing his grip on the fuel hose, and landed on his chest, scraping
his hands on the deck.
The rocket ripped through the right shoulder of a redjacketed ordnance man, severing his arm, and spinning him around
like a top. Then, it struck the fuel tank of an A-4 Skyhawk
preparing for take-off.
Four hundred gallons of JP5 jet fuel spilled onto the flight
deck. Flames engulfed several nearby crewmen as the blistering
rocket exhaust whipped by them. The jet fuel on deck ignited.
Wind, and exhaust from waiting jets, pushed the fire toward the
rear of the ship. All of the A-4 Skyhawks parked on the port side
of the ship caught fire. Fuel poured out of their gas tanks, adding to
the flames.
Cade felt the heat of it on his back, burning as though
flames already licked at his hair. He got to his feet, grabbed the
fuel hose, and ran from the fire.
Less than a minute later, one of the fat-boys exploded on
the deck. Ten thousand degrees of heat erupted, obliterating the
entire firefighting team. A roiling cone of fire spouted high into the
air, dragging burning fuel with it and creating near black-out
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conditions from smoke blanketing the immediate area. Shrapnel,
burning oil, and debris rained down on the flight deck. The blast
sent bits of planes, parts of the steel deck plating, tools, and
machinery sailing horizontally across the deck, wiping out those
men who survived the initial blast.
Cade reached the fueling station. Shit! No shelter here. He
looked to the island, the twenty-foot wide command center located
amidships. It loomed one-hundred-fifty feet in the air, widening
out at each successive level. He ran toward it.
Once under the overhang, Cade dropped the fuel hose and
beat at his shoulders and neck to brush off the burning debris. His
seal skin, draped about his neck as always, sheltered him from the
worst injuries.
"Oh, Manannán mac Lir," he prayed, "if you still possess
your cauldron of life, now is the time to share it."
A second bomb exploded.
The fires spread beyond the port side of the carrier to the
starboard side, where the old ordnance lay, and inched its way
closer to the rear. Burning jet fuel pooled in the center of the deck,
slowly expanding to the edges of the ship. Cade watched as men
ran for shelter wherever they could find it: catwalks, down ladders
and hatches, even jumping off the deck into the safety nets, racing
forward away from the flames.
I could don my skin, thought Cade, and escape this burning
hell in the waters. But he couldn’t bring himself to do it. He had
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made a commitment to the Navy, and he would see it through.
Even in the lee of the island, he couldn’t avoid the danger.
Planes burned, setting off the bombs they carried beneath their
wings. Other munitions exploded, sending molten, shredded metal
across the deck.
Dammit, he thought. This boiling heat will ignite every last
one of those bombs.
The magnesium brakes on the wheels of a nearby plane
ignited, sending a spray of sparks down onto the deck. Lucky,
thought Cade, that no oil pooled here. Lir! he realized, but it’s
everywhere else, and so are the planes.
He shouted to the others taking shelter at the island,
"We’ve got to move the planes." He pointed to the wheels of the
burning Seahawk. "Magnesium brakes!"
Magnesium couldn’t be extinguished. It burned at over
four-thousand degrees, guaranteeing that if the brakes ignited,
flames would soon overtake the entire plane, and any bombs or
missiles loaded onto it. Foam could smother magnesium fires, but
it was being used to put out the big fires. Tossing the ships
overboard best solved the problem. Men scrambled to the plane,
pushed it to the edge of the flight deck and into the sea.
Good thing there’s only a small amount of magnesium in
the brakes, thought Cade, or they wouldn’t be able to get close
enough to help.
Another bomb exploded. Cade helped to push another
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plane into the ocean.
"Man your repair stations!" he heard over the ship’s
loudspeakers. "Repair teams, re-man your stations. Put this fire
out."
Cade looked around. The initial fat-boy explosion had
killed all the firefighters on deck. There was no one left to fight the
fires. He pulled up the collar of his purple jacket and walked
toward the fire, picking up a melting hose, and sprayed water at the
flames. Burned hulks of F4s smoldered on the runway. Charred
bodies lay strewn across the flight deck, but more worrisome to
Cade were the lack of bodies. There should have been dozens
more.
Then he saw the hole.
Sweet Manannán, he thought, an ache building in his chest.
The deck is open like a tin of sardines. The burning fuel wasn’t just
cascading off the edges of the flight deck and into the ocean, it was
pouring into the belly of the ship. He knew the berthing quarters
lay beneath the flight deck. There were sleeping men down there!
"Deep peace to you," he murmured, knowing many
shipmates must have died in their racks.
He pulled the hose over his shoulder to keep it from
melting on the hot tarmac, and marched closer to the fire.
"General Quarters!" sounded the call over the speakers.
"General Quarters."
GQ required Cade to report to the hangar deck with the
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other SEALs and wait for orders, but he was the only one on this
hose. If he left it, the fire might spread.
"General Quarters! General Quarters!" The command
repeated, followed by an alarm that bonged for fifteen seconds,
then again, "General Quarters! General Quarters!"
Finally, men showed up to relieve him of the duty. He ran
for his GQ, down a hatch and through a narrow, smoke-filled
passageway.
***
Thick smoke inundated the hangar deck. Dozens of men
milled about, waiting for orders. Some, with injuries, sagged
against the port walls. A large group of men crowded around the
deck phone, awaiting orders and begging for information. Cade
moved aft toward the fantail, where the deck yawned open over the
sea. His lungs burned, he hoped to catch a breath of fresh air.
Another explosion rocked the ship, this one close to aft.
Cade felt the boat pitch downward with the blast. Vibrations
surged up, his legs, knees, and hips throbbing with the force of it.
It feels like the entire ship is blowing up.
"Port steering’s hit!" someone shouted.
Port? thought Cade. Friedman’s in port steering. And he
traded for my watch. Lir, what have I done?
He pushed his way through the men to the fantail, and felt
his stomach drop to his knees when he saw the damage before him.
The blast had occurred directly over the two-story tall steering
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shaft. The burning oil pouring over the rear of the ship had peeled
away part of the plating.
"Port steering’s taking on water," he heard another man
say. The din quieted. Every man aboard knew the Livingstone was
not in danger of sinking, but an open compartment meant a serious
hit. Cade knew they felt for the men working there.
"Orders!" came a shout from a SEAL manning the phone.
"Push any ordnance on deck overboard...and anything else: if it’s
on fire, toss it over."
Men surged inboard to the hatches leading topside. Cade
moved with them, but went below. After a few yards, he came to a
guarded, closed door. "I need to pass," he told the sailor.
"Captain’s sealed the ship," the sailor replied. "No one gets
through."
"Men are dying," Cade said.
The sailor looked grim. "Captain’s orders. The door stays
closed."
I could take him, Cade thought, looking the sailor up and
down. These men didn’t get the training he’d received as a SEAL.
Fighting would only take time—time he wasn’t certain Friedman
had—and might attract some unwanted attention. He let out a
breath he hadn’t realized he’d been holding. Cade turned back,
then left down another passageway. He would make his way
through on the port side.
Several moments later, he found an unguarded door. Cade
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could feel the heat emanating from the metal from ten feet away.
He sagged. He wouldn’t make it to Friedman this way.
Still coughing and wiping smoky grit from his face, Cade
hurried back to the hangar deck, hoping to hear that Friedman
survived. He would find another way to make it to him.
He arrived in time to hear a phone talker relay the damage
to a small group of men. "They’re hit pretty bad. The machinist’s
arm was severed, and the electrician’s been hit in the head from
debris falling down the shaft. They need medical help badly."
Injured and taking on water... Cade thought. Can it get any
worse? Then it occurred to him. If steering is taking on water, the
bomb must have ripped a hole in the bottom of the ship.
Cade ran to the fantail.
He pulled his seal skin from beneath his coverall and held
tight to it as he jumped into the water. Then he began to change.
He slid the skin around his body, felt himself return to seal form,
then bellowed in pain. Several punctures and lacerations wept
blood into the cool ocean. Tucked beneath his coveralls while he
fought fires and moved planes, the seal skin had protected him. It
had saved his human form from certain death, kept shrapnel from
reaching his neck.
Now, he paid the cost in pain, as each of those injuries to
the hide became injuries to himself when he took the seal form.
He dove beneath the water, trailing blood, and headed to
the port aft steering compartment. It took him only a few moments
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to swim past the tremendous rudders of the ship and find the hole
leading into the port steering compartment. Cade found it, then
swam through it and up into the compartment.
Friedman and two others were trapped in the eight-by-eight
room. One of the explosions penetrated deep into the bowels of the
ship, ripping large holes into the compartment, destroying the only
ship-board access in or out, and cleaving open the hull of the ship.
Sea water poured in from the bottom, flooding the compartment.
Munitions and flaming jet fuel poured into the room from the deck
above. The smoke grew thicker, making it hard to see.
Neither repair parties, nor medics, could get here to save
them.
"Where is the rescue crew?" Friedman phoned to control.
"We can’t breathe."
Cade looked at the machinist. Not one, but both arms were
nearly severed. Someone— Friedman?—had put tourniquets on
them. His arms still bled, pumping blood into the brackish water.
"Sir," he heard Friedman say, "we’re dying."
Dead already, thought Cade, looking into the dull eyes of
the electrician. Shrapnel protruded from his forehead.
But he could still save Friedman. Get him top-side for
much-needed help.
He slipped his seal skin down to his waist, not daring to
take it all the way off. The wounds transferred to his human self.
His shoulders burned where the pelt had once been damaged. His
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legs were injured even more.
"Yes, sir. Right away, sir," Friedman said. He put the
phone down. "We need to transfer steering control to starboard...,"
he said, looking around, "in case we’re not here to transfer control
later."
His eyes met Cade’s, seeing him for the first time. "Cade.
How did you get in here?" He smiled weakly, his teeth a white
flash in contrast to his soot-covered face. "What happened to your
uniform?"
"Long story, buddy. You look like you could use some
help."
"Hydraulics have burned out. It’ll take three of us to
transfer control manually."
That wasn’t the kind of help he meant to offer. "I can get
you to safety," Cade said, swimming toward him. "But we’ve got
to go now."
"First, we have to transfer steering," Friedman said.
"No time. This space is filling fast. Any more water and we
won’t be able to hold our breath long enough to—"
Another explosion rocked the ship. Water splashed up and
over Cade’s head. The wave knocked Friedman against the control
panel. He cried out, and Cade reached out a hand to steady him.
The smoke started to clear, venting from a hole on the
starboard side. But he could feel a current brush his legs. Was the
water rising faster? He had to get Friedman out. Now.
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"We need to get Grassi out, too," Friedman said.
"No time," repeated Cade. He reached for Friedman again.
"Steering first," Friedman said, brushing his hand aside.
His eyes held steel. He would not be budged from his orders.
Humans! Cade nodded. "All right. Let’s go."
Friedman said, "The drive shaft needs to be turned ninety
degrees clockwise to line up with the starboard rudder. You have
to swim down to where the shaft meets the port rudder and use the
lever bar to turn it. Once you turn her ninety degrees, a bearing
should drop into the opened slot and wedge it in place." He pointed
to a spot on the chamber wall. "There’s a lever mounted on the
bulkhead near the ladder. I’ll use the tiller arm to help turn from
the top. When the bearing sets here..." He looked to the machinist,
and then the instrument panels. "Grassi, can you make the switch
on the boards?"
"With my nose if I have to," Grassi said. Cade hoped he
could reach the panel when the time came.
"Okay," Friedman said. He coughed, and blood sprayed
through his teeth and onto his chin. He wiped it with the back of
his hand, smearing blood across his face and knuckles. "Let’s do
it." Cade peeled the rest of the seal skin from his legs and wrapped
it around his neck. Pain seared through his thighs where his pelt
had taken the most damage. He could feel himself bleed into the
sea, enough blood to warm his thighs in the cold water. He took a
deep breath and dove under, pushing hard with his legs and arms to
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propel himself down toward the rudder.
Darkness swallowed him. He found the lever by the
bulkhead ladder and turned to the drive shaft. More by touch than
by sight, he fitted the lever into the slot then pulled the lever
toward him. The shaft didn’t budge. He gave it a couple of quick
yanks, felt it move, then realized he didn’t have the leverage—
even with the bar—to turn the shaft.
His lungs burned. He dropped the bar to the deck and
paddled upward. He broke the surface and breathed deeply. "Not
enough leverage," he said to Friedman. "In the water, I don’t have
enough weight to move the bar."
Friedman looked worse. Another stream of blood trickled
from the corner of his mouth.
"Stand on the stuffing box," Friedman said.
Cade nodded. He took a deep breath, then dove for the
bottom of the shaft. The shaft seal housing—the stuffing box—
allowed the shaft to rotate the rudder while keeping water out. The
shock of a bomb explosion must have misaligned the shaft and
broken its seal. Like taking a nail through a thin board and tilting
it, Cade thought. That seal isn’t doing any good now.
Cade retrieved the lever and angled it into place. The
placement of the stuffing box required him to push the lever, rather
than pull it, clockwise. He pushed, and the shaft slowly began to
turn. The wounds in his thighs and shoulders ached. He could feel
the strain in his back. His arms shook, his fingers burned as they
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gripped the lever. He opened his mouth and loosed a guttural
scream, urging the bar to move forward more quickly. Oily water
filled his mouth.
Finally, the bearing thunked into place.
Nearly spent, he spit out the water and pushed off the box
with shaking legs. He surfaced and breathed deeply.
Friedman lay hanging over his own lever, breath and blood
rattling in his lungs. Grassi slumped over the switch panel,
unmoving.
Friedman roused himself, then picked up the soundpowered phone. He relayed to Damage Control Central that the
others were dead, but that the job was done. Cade could hear DCC
continue to talk on the other end of the line, but Friedman dropped
the phone and let it hang. His eyes were closed. It wouldn’t be
long.
"Don’t be afraid," Cade said to Friedman, pulling his pelt
from around his shoulders. Now pristine, the hide’s injuries
transferred to Cade’s human form, he gifted it to Friedman.
Cade pulled the zipper down on Friedman’s coveralls and
pushed the uniform off his shoulders. Then he pulled the seal skin
around Friedman’s back, distributing the pelt evenly: tugging at the
edges, smoothing and tugging, smoothing and tugging until he
could pull it around Friedman, covering him. The pelt shimmered
once in the darkness—a quick glow—and took shape. Once it did,
Friedman disappeared. In his place, floated a seal.
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Cade smiled until the pain struck.
Lir, he thought, as his own pain grew nearly unbearable.
Oh, Gods, it hurts. It hurts.
But then his Navy SEAL training kicked in. Pain is your
friend. It lets you know you’re still alive.
He could endure it. He could endure anything, to get this
job done. He could do no less than Friedman and the other men in
steering had done to save the crew. Life’s not always a circle, he
realized. Sometimes it’s a line, with an end. And if you live it well,
the end can have meaning… Despite the pain, he could feel
himself smiling. He wouldn’t need that discussion with Friedman,
after all.
It was a pity he wouldn’t be able to show Friedman where
the best oyster beds grew or show him how to think like a seal.
Friedman wouldn’t be able to change back to human form—he
didn’t possess the magic, but at least he would be alive.
"Friedman? Friedman?" Cade heard from the phone
dangling by its cord. Freidman’s brown, whiskered face turned its
big eyes toward it.
"Go," Cade said, pushing Friedman toward the water.
"Down and out. Don’t look back."
Friedman paused, and Cade knew that Friedman must have
realized the finality of their good-bye. Friedman nodded.
Cade breathed a sigh of relief. For a moment, he thought
Friedman was going to try to remain with him. But Friedman
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realized he couldn’t stay, because doing so rejected Cade’s
sacrifice.
Friedman barked once, then dove through the blackened
water, down into the open sea.
Cade looked at the damage in the chamber, at the dead. He
coughed once —waiting— giving Friedman a chance to find his
own destiny. His lungs ached, his legs grew numb in the cooling
water, but he could still feel eddies of blood run warm from his
injuries.
The Navy would wonder what happened to the third man
assigned at this duty station, he thought, but he’d be damned if
he’d stay here and die when the ocean beckoned. He took a deep
breath, glad the smoke had finally cleared, and dove, slicing into
the cold water of the steering chamber with awkward human limbs.
He needed air. Lungs stiff and aching, he felt the pressure
against his chest grow the deeper he swam.
But he pushed on toward the hole, working harder and
harder the closer he came to the current roaring into the
compartment. Muscles weakening, burning with fatigue, he swam
tiredly against the battering water.
Finally, grasping the jagged metal edges of the open hull,
he pulled himself through, cutting his hands and body, adding
lacerations on top of the punctures in his injured legs.
He cried out, water filling his mouth. He blew it out again,
and squeezing his eyes shut against the torment, he swam away
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from the carrier. Once he got past the initial shock of pain, he
opened his eyes to the blackness of deep water, wishing for his seal
form, where darkness wasn’t a hindrance.
He was free.
He blew the last remnants of air from his lungs, felt the
bubbles rise, then swam in that direction.
Searing pain ripped through Cade’s chest, and he knew he
wouldn’t surface before his breath gave out. He kicked hard
anyway, swimming, propelling himself upward, toward sunlight.
When at last his breath failed him, he thought he felt the
hands of Manannán mac Lir, bringing him home.
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THE ARMOR BENEATH THE VEIL
By KA Masters
First Appearance: I Will Fight for You (2018)

Andromache dreamed of children falling from the sky.
She relived her son’s death over and over again. She fought
against it every night, shrieking, clawing, and hoping to change the
past. Every night, she climbed the tower to escape her enemies.
Every night, her infant son was ripped from her arms and tossed to
the blood soaked dust below.
Five years had passed, and still the dream remained
unchanged. Her new husband had rebuilt Troy for her, had built
temples, altars, and tombs in honor of the dead; yet still she
remained locked in the horrors of her past.
Nothing could change the outcome. Some nights, she slept
under the stars by the tombs of her loved ones. Some nights, she
filled herself with drink and poppy juice until she felt like a
wineskin ready to burst. All of the offerings and prayers she had
given to the gods seemed to be in vain: every day that she
remained alive was a brutal reminder of those she had outlived.
Tonight was no different. Shrieking in pain and fear, she
clawed her way free of her bedcovers and leapt out of bed.
“Shh,” her husband Helenus cooed in sympathy, still only
half-awake, “it is just a nightmare. Come back to bed, love.”
“I can’t,” she panted, clutching her chest. “I have to go.”
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“Do you want me to come this time?” he asked, sitting up.
He had long since grown accustomed to her needs.
Andromache shook her head.
“Very well, then. Phryxus!” he cried, calling the captain of
the guard.
Andromache threw on a cloak and sandals as Phryxus
entered.
“Yes, milord?” he asked, bowing to his sleepy king.
“I need to go,” Andromache explained.
“And you do not wish King Helenus to join you this time?”
the grizzled sentry asked.
“I care not—I just need to leave. Now,” she repeated,
securing a dagger to the sheath hidden at her waist.
“Take a handful of men with you, Phryxus. Keep her safe
on tonight’s vigil,” Helenus ordered. Turning to his wife, he
whispered, “Be safe tonight, Andromache. I hope you find the
peace you seek.”
***
Phryxus spread the blanket on the ground beside the twin
tombs and Andromache lowered herself on it. As she knelt in
prayer, Phryxus placed another cloak around her shivering form.
He let his hands rest on her shoulders for a moment longer than
decency allowed, but Andromache knew the touch of her
companion was given in comfort, not seduction.
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“I dream it too, milady,” he sighed in pain, then tactfully
retreated to allow her the privacy to mourn in peace.
She knelt by the tombs with tears in her eyes and begged:
“Please, Goddess, give me my family back. Hera, I beg you, give
me my family back!”
***
On the opposite side of the river, a warrior scanned the
darkness in indecision. He saw the torches, heard the barking dogs
approaching; in only a few minutes, he would be overtaken by his
pursuers. Armed with only one spear, he knew he could not fight
them and win.
The river separating him and freedom was swift and
swollen. He was a strong swimmer, but he knew he could not risk
it, for his infant daughter slumbered strapped to his back. The
current was running too swiftly for him to cross without losing or
drowning his little girl.
With a sigh of anguish, he removed the child from her sling
and wrapped it around the shaft of his spear. He tied the bundle as
tightly as he could, kissed her crinkled forehead and gave a prayer
to the heavens: “Goddess, protect my girl as if she were your own.
I dedicate her life to you.”
And he threw it.
***
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“Milady, watch out!” Phryxus cried, waking Andromache
from her reverie. She was staring up at the night sky, imagining the
falling stars were the tears of the gods weeping for her lost Troy.
She heard it before she saw it: a child’s cry, disturbed from
its slumber by the jostling of the landing. A spear had fallen from
the heavens, answering her prayers with a babe.
“Astyanax,” she breathed, unwrapping the child from the
spear and clutching it to her breast. “Astyanax has returned to me!”
“Milady, that is not. . .” Phryxus began, but Andromache
cut him off with a harsh shush.
“My Lady Hera, I dedicate this child to you! You have
answered my prayers, and I shall raise this child with my heart and
soul!”
Phryxus heard the splashes and groans in the distance.
“Stay low!” he warned her, “If we are within range of their spears,
we are in danger! Hide behind the tombs while we investigate!” He
left their solitary lamp at her side and Andromache used it to
marvel at the child’s features.
“Astyanax,” she breathed, “My little prince, home again at
last!”
Phryxus and his men returned a few moments later with a
half-drowned warrior. As they deposited him in the lamplight to
discern his features, Andromache’s breath caught in her throat.
“Hector?” she called, her husband’s name upon her lips in
fear and wonder.
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Still cradling the child to her bosom, she used her free hand
to brush the unconscious man’s hair from his face. A sigh of
disappointment escaped her lips; the man was not her beloved
husband, but a stranger.
Phryxus pointed to the torches of armed men on horseback
on the opposite shore and warned, “Milady, we must leave. We are
not safe here.”
She nodded, wrapping the cooing child beneath the folds of
her cloak.
“What should we do with the man?”
“I care not,” she whispered, “as long as my Astyanax is
safe.”
Phryxus sighed and signaled his men to toss the
unconscious man onto the saddle of one of their horses.
***
Helenus feared for his wife’s sanity.
Andromache woke him in the pre-dawn light, holding a
foundling child and raving about how the gods had returned her
son to her. Even after the child’s gender was revealed in a diaper
change, Andromache insisted the child was hers.
Although granted a kingship in Italy after the fall of Troy,
Helenus had spent his entire adult life devoted to the priesthood of
Apollo; he knew that the gods provided no miracles and no mercy
to the human world.

He figured that the child belonged to
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someone else, but he realized that his wife was convinced that it
was hers.
“Astyanax! It is my child, my Astyanax!”
“Your Astyanassa, wife,” Helenus tried to explain, “This is
a girl.”
“This child is mine! Hera has sent me her as a blessing, and
I have dedicated her to the goddess! I will raise her as a daughter
of Hera, and she will be mine until she is old enough to enter the
service of the goddess.” Andromache insisted.
“And the child’s father? Our guest downstairs? Do you
think he will just accept your decree, and leave this place without
his daughter?”
“So pay him for his trouble. The child will not leave my
side,” she vowed.
“I…” he began, but Phryxus entered the room, interrupting
their conversation.
“Milord,” the sentry began, “There is an entourage
downstairs that demands an audience. They claim to be hunting the
Volscan King Mettabas and his daughter Camilla. They accuse us
of harboring a tyrant.”
“Mettabas!” Helenus roared in outrage, fully realizing the
magnitude of the situation. Mettabas had been expelled from his
kingdom for his cruelty; his kin had vowed to topple his throne and
extirpate his line.
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“Camilla,” Andromache repeated, kissing the child’s
forehead tenderly.
“Andromache, you will come with me. We will sort this out
together.”
“But—” she began, but he placed a finger upon her lips to
silence her.
“Come. We can forge a new life for this princess, but we
have to do it together.”
She nodded and followed him downstairs.
***
The dais was surrounded by angry warriors, each shouting
over the other in aggravation and disagreement. Helenus had tried
to listen to the individual responses, but finally gave up,
exasperated. “Enough!” he cried, silencing the hall.
“We know you have the fugitives here,” Vettius, the new
Volscan leader spat. “We followed the tracks back here. Hand
them over and there will be no bloodshed.”
“No Trojan bloodshed, you mean?” Helenus clarified.
“Aye. Mettabas must pay for his crimes.”
“And his daughter? The infant Camilla?”
“She will join him in the Shades,” Vettius replied
uncomfortably. “I know it sounds harsh, but she cannot continue
the bloodline of a tyrant.”
“Never!” Andromache shrieked, clutching the child in fear
and brandishing a dagger defensively.
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“If she lives to adulthood, she will avenge her father’s
death,” Vettius warned. “She will beget a new war, toppling
another dynasty, driving our people to bloodshed once more! It
cannot happen!”
“It will not happen,” Helenus vowed. “The line of Mettabas
is done.” He grabbed the blade of Andromache’s dagger, slicing
open his hand. As the blood welled up in his palm, he smeared it
on the face and torso of the child. “This child has my blood. I
acknowledge her as my heir, my bloodline, my dynasty. She will
have no need to pester the Volsci, for she is a Trojan now.”
“But--! Impossible!” Vettius exclaimed. “We will not stand
for this!”
“Are you willing to die for this child?” Helenus roared.
“All of you? Is every single Volscan willing to die for the sake of
this one child? Because we Trojans are. We’ve had our dynasty
ended. Brutally. My nephew, Astyanax, was only two years old
when the Greeks captured us, and made us watch as they murdered
him. And every single one of us has vowed to not let that happen
again. We are all willing to lay down our lives to protect this one
child. Are you all willing to die to kill it?”
Vettius bellowed in frustration. “Your mercy will bring
destruction upon us all.”
Helenus shrugged. “That is possible. But as long as there is
breath in my body, this child shall be safe.” He dismissed them,
and the guards ushered them out of the great hall.
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***
As soon as the Volscans left, Mettabas was summoned to
the dais.
“Where is my daughter?” he demanded.
“She is safe,” Helenus declared.
“What are you planning to do with us?” Mettabas asked.
“The child is mine,” Andromache stated.
“I have adopted her. The child will be our heir,” Helenus
added. “She will be dedicated to the service of Hera as soon as she
is grown.”
“And I will be handed over to the punishment of the
Volscans?” he assumed.
“No.” Helenus sighed. “I have seen too much bloodshed.
At dusk, we will give you a fresh horse and as much gold as you
can carry. If you are smart, you will use it to travel far from here,
and make yourself a life of peace.”
“How can I repay you?” he asked, bowing in respect.
“End the bloodshed,” he whispered. “Help give Camilla a
better world by fostering peace.”
Mettabas nodded and left.
***
Camilla grew into a stubborn, proud princess whose
arrogance matched the intensity of her sire, Mettabas. She
dismissed every word her mother spoke; she rejected her duties as
priestess and princess. She never entered any of the temples of the
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gods, and refused to serve even the most basic rituals that her
community demanded of her.
As time wore on, she learned to hunt, not sew; she relished
archery and horseback competitions, and burned the palace’s loom.
She actively snubbed her royal suitors, and spent every waking
moment instead in the company of her charioteer, Acca. Together
they plotted to run away from home after her first bleeding and
enlist with the Amazons. And when the time came for their secret
departure, they snuck out of the palace together, scaled over the
city’s walls, and used the moonlight to guide their path towards the
neighboring village’s harbor.
When Helenus found out, he was furious. He borrowed
Phryxus’ armor to join the search party and personally escorted her
home. Surrounded by dozens of soldiers, Camilla could do nothing
but bow her head in temporary defeat while they marched her
home. She kept her helmet on her head and looked down at the
ground in shame, too proud for tears.
When at last they reached home, Helenus dismissed the
crowd and spoke with her in private.
“Daughter, what nonsense filled your head to plan such a
thing?”
“I want to be an Amazon. Acca and I will travel to the east,
find them, and ask to join them.”
“Daughter, the Amazons live across the sea. You cannot
reach them on horseback.”
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“Then we will trade our horses for passage on a ship,” she
quipped in hot defiance.
“If anybody captures you, you will be raped. Enslaved.
Throats slit. Robbed. It is not safe for a woman to travel alone,
Cami. You know that.”
“Acca…” she began, but Helenus interrupted her.
“Acca deserves a better friend than how you’ve treated her.
You’ve got to think about how your actions affect others. How
would you feel if Acca were captured, and you got away? If it were
Acca’s throat slit, and you couldn’t stop it?”
“I can’t stay here, Father. I won’t. I won’t be a Daughter of
Hera.”
“You don’t even know what it means to be a Daughter,
love.”
“Singing? Weaving? Cooking? Father, it’s boring! I want
to be a fighter. I want to be an Amazon.”
“So you claim, but you’ve never listened to a single word
your mother has said, and she was an Amazon Queen.”
Camilla scoffed. “Mother was not an Amazon, Father.”
“Andromache lived with the Amazons in her girlhood,
Cami. Before she married the crown prince of Troy, she was
Queen Penthesilea’s dearest friend. That’s why the Amazons came
to Troy to defend us from the Greeks, because Penthesilea made a
promise to keep Andromache’s children safe.”
“But, that’s impossible!”
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“It’s true. And the dagger your mother keeps by her side
was given to her by Penthesilea herself.”
Camilla refused to look her father in the eye, feeling
foolish.
“Daughter, I know that your life is difficult, and that you
want to reject the ties that bind you here. You hate the blood of
Mettabas within you. You hate the obligations we force upon you
and the destiny of becoming a Daughter. But reject this anger, and
see what good can become of accepting your role as a Daughter of
Hera.”
“I’d be stuck in a temple the rest of my days. I’ll never
become an Amazon.”
“As a Daughter of Hera, you become your own master.
You choose whom, and when, you marry; the temple becomes
your household, and you manage it as your own. You might not be
able to roam about, but you’ll be a fighter. You’ll defend your
people, your community.”
“And if I choose to never marry?” she huffed angrily.
Helenus let out a long sigh. “As your father, there is a part
of me that would rejoice in grandchildren. As a king, seeing the
line of Mettabas end would make the kingdom more secure. But
my wishes and wants mean little; the decision is yours. Whether
you become a Daughter of Hera or not, you are mine and I will
always be proud of you.”
She hugged him, sniffing back tears.
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“I know you two do not see eye to eye, but listen to your
mother. Andromache is a sad, broken woman, but she loves you
and wants you to be happy.”
Camilla rolled her eyes, then nodded. “I suppose I should
speak with her now.”
Helenus kissed the top of his daughter’s helmet. “Aye.
Keep this on—you’ll need it.”
***
“Mother,” Camilla called sheepishly.
“Darling! I’ve been so worried!” Andromache wept,
embracing her teenage daughter with such force that it was
difficult for Camilla to breathe.
“I’m sorry, Mother,” she whispered.
“I was so—if anything had happened to you—I cannot
even…” she sobbed. She tugged off the child’s helmet and tossed
it to the floor, determined to hold the her face against her own.
The helmet fell to the ground with a clatter. As
Andromache went to run her hands through her daughter’ hair, she
realized in shock that the child’s hair was gone.
Alarmed, she held Camilla at arm’s length to see the extent
of the damage. In her anger, her daughter had cut off her braid,
leaving only an inch of honey brown hair dangling at her nape.
“What is the meaning of this?” Andromache spluttered in anger.
“I wanted to be an Amazon,” she replied sheepishly.
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“Come here. Now,” Andromache huffed angrily, grabbing
her daughter by the wrist and pulling her forward.
“Where are we going?” Camilla asked nervously.
“Now,” Andromache barked, propelling her forward.
They walked in silence as they left the palace and wandered
the night streets until they reached the temple of Hera.
The main entrance was guarded by armed sentinels, but
they quickly ushered the royal family inside.
“Milady Andromache,” one of the priestesses welcomed
her, “What an honor to see you! What can we do to assist you?”
“Thank you, Lyssa, but the purpose of our visit is for us to
serve you. I have come to show Camilla what the Daughters of
Hera do.”
“Very well.” Lyssa nodded and led them inside.
Andromache led her daughter through the choir of men and
women who sang in the temple’s main nave. Their voices filled
with their joyous hymns of praise.
“Are we here to sing, Mother?” Camilla sneered, but as
they approached the doors of the temple’s inner chambers, the
teenager grew silent. She noticed that the singing was drowning
out the sound of sword fighting emanating from the other side of
the door.
“Do you hear that, Mother? It sounds like training,” she
wondered aloud.
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“Look and see, daughter,” Andromache replied, opening
the door.
The furthest antechamber appeared to be a barracks of
some sort; as Andromache led her daughter through the maze of
sparring warriors, Camilla gawked at their skill.
“Hera protects the Amazons?” she asked in wonder.
“These are no Amazons, love; these are sentinels training to
hone their abilities.”
“But they just guard the door. They don’t need. . .”
“They do more than guard the door, my sweet.”
“Can I train with them. . .?” she began, but Andromache
led her forward.
The next room was a workroom. Women and men were
working on looms in the lamplight.
“Weaving?” Camilla rolled her eyes in boredom.
“Aye,” Andromache replied.
“I would rather stay in the room with the swords,” the
teenager huffed.
“Aye, love, I know. But look closer at the looms.”
Camilla stood next to her mother, shifting her weight from
one foot to the other in impatience. She looked up at her mother
expectantly, waiting for something to change, but her mother stood
firm. As the men and women worked the looms, Andromache
followed their hands with her own, repeating their gestures.
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Camilla began counting the strokes; each repetitive gesture
ended in a rhythmic pattern. Instead of an abacus, they were using
their knots to learn how to count.
“Numbers?” Camilla wondered aloud. “They are learning
their numbers?”
“Yes, my love.”
And then she noticed who was at the looms: prostitutes.
Runaways. Slaves.
“They’re teaching numbers to the town’s pariahs?”
“And a marketable skill, so they can learn to support
themselves and leave their abusive homes.”
“But shouldn’t they be learning to defend themselves?
Shouldn’t they be training in both rooms?” she inquired, but as she
spoke, she heard a bell chime. She watched as the men and women
from the training room switched places with the workers at the
loom.
“This month is weaving. Next month, they will learn how
to butcher.”
“I think I understand why you’ve brought me here,
Mother,” Camilla said humbly.
“Not yet. Come,” Andromache replied, leading her
daughter to the inner sanctum of the shrine.
She gave a gesture of silence to her daughter as they tiptoed
through the rows of slumbering orphans. Each child slept in
comfort and peace, knowing the shadow of Hera kept them safe.
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They stood before the ivory statue of the goddess and
Andromache raised her hands in prayer. “Lady Hera, I thank you
for giving me a chance to serve you.” She strained to reach the
silken veil that the statue wore as insignia of her lofty station as
queen and matron. With a violent tug, she removed the cloth and
revealed the bronze breastplate that the goddess wore beneath it.
Camilla gaped in wonder, marveling as it sparkled in the
lamplight.
“Zeus fights for dominance,” Andromache explained.
“Ares fights for glory. Athena fights for honor. But Hera fights to
defend her home.”
Camilla fell to her knees in humility and wept. “I
understand, Mother. I’m sorry I didn’t listen before.”
Andromache knelt beside Camilla and gave her a gentle
hug. She pulled a dagger from the intricate folds of her braids and
presented it to her daughter.
“What is this?” the teenager asked.
“This once belonged to Penthesilea, the Queen of the
Amazons. She gave it to me so I could use it to defend my family.
But I think you’re ready to use it now.”
“Thanks, Mother,” Camilla sniffed, holding back a sob.
A moment passed between them, until Camilla broke the
silence. “Mother?”
“Yes, love?” Andromache replied.
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“Will you train me? I want to learn how to be a Daughter of
Hera.”
Andromache smiled. “Of course, love.”
“Can you teach Acca, too?”
“Of course.”
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AROUND THE FIRE
By Amber M. Simpson
First Appearance: Autumn’s Harvest (2018)

I knew her type as soon as I saw her. They have them in
almost every town. Lovely and ethereal, they float more than walk;
graceful, serene. Her long blond hair was so pale, it looked white,
and her eyes were crystal blue. They don’t all look like her, of
course. Krista Clark just happened to look like the epitome of a
sweet, innocent girl.
I knew she wasn’t.
“Hi, Tabatha Raines, right?” She glided up as I worked the
combination on the locker.
“Right.” I hid behind my long, dark hair. I was never great
at first introductions.
“I’m Krista.” She reached across me and with swift, deft
fingers, worked the lock until I heard the click of its release. “I was
assigned to show you around your first day.”
“How did you know the combination?” I asked as I tucked
my bag inside.
“Oh, um, my friend had this locker last year,” she said,
looking away. “They don’t change the combinations every year
like they’re supposed to. Come on, I’ll give you the grand tour!”
Thirty minutes later, the tour of Oakwood High complete,
Krista led me to Room 204, English Lit.
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“I’m so excited we have a class together!” she squealed,
looping an arm around mine and leading me into the classroom.
“I’ll introduce you to our teacher, Lily.”
“You call her by her first name?”
“Yeah, she’s so cool,” Krista nodded.
The desks slowly filled with students as she pulled me to
the front of the room where the teacher stood, sorting papers at her
desk. Her long, rich auburn hair glowed beneath the overhead
lights. She looked up as we approached and I was caught by her
amber eyes. She was beautiful, probably not yet thirty.
“This is Tabatha Raines!” Krista exclaimed as we neared
the desk. “The new girl,” she added, with a playful elbow to my
ribs.
“What lovely white skin,” Lily said by way of greeting. She
traced a long finger down my face, from temple to chin. A warmth
spread through me at her touch, a foreign sensation; I usually felt
nothing but cold.
I pressed my lips together and looked at Krista, who wore a
scowl instead of her – what I’d quickly come to know as –
standard cheery grin.
“Thanks,” I mumbled.
“I’m Lily Conrad, but please, just call me Lily.” She held
out her hand. “It’s very nice to meet you, Tabatha. I trust Krista
has been a most courteous host?” Lily’s voice had a lilting, musical
quality to it that floated around me like a song.
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I reached for her hand.
“Most courteous,” I assured her. My eyes were drawn to
the dark red crystal she wore on a thin gold chain around her neck.
As our hands touched, it seemed to glow for a moment, illuminated
from within. Lily didn’t seem to notice anything strange and
smiled, accentuating her high cheekbones.
“Glad to hear it. I hope you enjoy it here at Oakwood and I
especially hope you enjoy my class.” She raised one dark eyebrow,
a glint in those yellow-brown eyes.
I nodded mutely and followed Krista to a couple of empty
desks in the front row.
I never for a second of the fifty-minute class took my eyes
off Lily Conrad. I watched how she flowed about the room like a
gently running river, her floor length skirt whispering softly
against the linoleum. The way she leaned against her desk as she
read to us from The Crucible, one hand holding the book, the other
fingering the crystal at her throat. I realized, with a pang of longing
I hadn’t felt in a long time, that I wanted to feel her. I wanted to
taste her.
When the bell rang signaling the end of class, I rose with
the rushing throng of students, pretending to listen to Krista’s silly
gossip. At the door, I turned back to find Lily watching me as she
sat behind her desk, her fingers once again touching the crystal.
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Lunch period followed and Krista invited me to sit with her
and her friends, Gwyneth, Shelly, and Hannah; all perky, all
blonde, all too much.
I smiled uncomfortably as I settled myself at the table
beside Krista. I grinned and bared it through the obligatory ‘new
girl’ questions they threw at me, pushing the food around on my
plate as I answered.
“You sure don’t eat much,” Gwyneth observed, her own
plate still covered in uneaten food.
“Uh, first day nerves, I guess.”
“You have the prettiest skin!” Hannah enthused, leaning
across the table to push her forearm against mine. “I wish I could
be that pale.” Her own skin was almost orange from apparent selftanner. The girls all nodded in agreement.
As they gossiped about people and places I didn’t know,
having only just arrived in Oakwood, I noticed for the first time
something hanging from the silver chain Krista wore around her
neck, barely peeking out from the collar of her top. I reached over
and pulled on the chain, revealing a dark red crystal, similar to the
one Lily wore, only smaller.
“That’s really pretty,” I said, my eyes glued to the crystal
as it dangled from the chain. “It’s just like Lily’s, isn’t it?”
Krista nodded, looking smug. “She gave it to me.”
I ran my fingers down the chain to grasp the crystal in my
hand. The moment my flesh made contact, it lit up from within and
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burned my palm as if it were made of fire. I dropped it with a hiss
of pain and recoiled from Krista. Everyone stopped talking and
stared at me in surprise.
“Sorry,” I mumbled, my hand clutched to my chest. “It
burned me.”
Pale eyebrows furrowed, Krista touched the crystal with
her own fingers. “Feels cool to me,” she said. Her sidekicks across
the table gawped at me like I had two heads.
“Um, so you said she gave it to you?” I wanted them all to
stop looking at me like that.
Krista nodded and tucked the crystal back in her shirt. “At
last year’s back to school party.”
The girls all nodded and turned their eyes on Krista
admiringly.
“Back to school party?” I asked.
“Oh, you should totally go!” Shelly chirped from across the
table, popping a potato chip in her mouth. “It’s the best time ever.”
They all bobbed their blonde heads in agreement.
“And Lily will be there? A teacher?” My stomach fluttered
as I imagined being alone with Lily Conrad outside of class.
“Yeah, she’s the one who throws it,” Krista said. “She lives
right at the edge of the woods, so it’s the perfect place for a
bonfire, too. We usually start out at her house, then walk back to
the woods for the fire. It’s a lot of fun.”
“When is it?” I asked, my excitement growing.
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“This Friday night.” Krista lowered her voice and bent her
head closer to mine. “It’s a Harvest Moon, you know. Lily likes to
have it every year at that time to celebrate the autumnal equinox,
too.”
“Autumnal equinox?” I rolled my eyes.
“Lily says that celebrating the autumnal equinox brings
good luck all year long,” Gwyneth explained, taking a sip of water.
“She’s so in tune with Mother Nature,” added Shelly.
“Yeah, totally,” Hannah threw in.
I glanced around at all their faces, staring back at me
expectantly.
“Isn’t that the kind of thing witches do?” I asked.
All four girls burst into simultaneous laughter, Krista
hardest of all.
“You’re so funny, Tabatha,” she said, bumping her
shoulder into mine. “We’re going to be good friends, I know it.”
***
Lily’s house was easy to find, right on the edge of the
woods, as Krista had said. I took a detour through the woods
themselves, enjoying the walk in the crisp autumn air, my boots
crunching noisily over twigs and brush. The full moon hung low
overhead, filtering through the trees in broken pieces of light.
The Harvest Moon, celebrated for good luck, they’d said. I
chuckled and dug my cold hands into the pockets of my jacket. I
loved fall; it was my favorite time of year. The way everything
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slowly fell apart and died, like the brown leaves that crunched
beneath my feet. Fall was a sad reminder of mortality.
I broke through the trees to the side of Lily’s house, right
on time: 10 pm. Kind of late for a high school party, but I guessed
the parents didn’t mind, knowing their kids were with a teacher.
The house looked more like a cabin made of neat wood.
The thick scent of smoke filled my lungs, and I could just make out
a fiery glow through the trees out back.
She greeted me at the door, dressed in another of her
signature floor length skirts, jewels dripping off her fingers and
dangling from her ears. Her lips were painted bright red to match
the hair she wore in a tight bun atop her head, and the crystal at her
throat that I’d yet to see her without.
“Tabatha, it’s so good to see you,” she sang, pulling me
inside. “Welcome to my home. I was happy to hear that Krista
invited you.” She put one hand on my shoulder and squeezed
gently. My breath caught in my throat.
“Thanks for having me,” I managed.
“But, of course,” she smiled. She ushered me into the living
room where several other girls from school sat or stood clumped
together, giving me odd looks. It was an all-girl party, not a single
guy present. Something Krista had failed to mention. Lily gave my
shoulder one final, warm squeeze then drifted off.
Feeling awkward, I stood in the center of the room, looking
around for Krista. As if on cue, she barged through a swinging
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door near the back, her sidekicks in tow. When she saw me, her
face broke out into a wide grin.
“Tabatha! You came!” she cried, rushing over to embrace
me. The other three beamed at me over her shoulder. “Here, have a
drink!” She pushed a cup of amber liquid in my hands and I sniffed
it, surprised.
“Lily serves alcohol at these things? Is that even… legal?”
The girls laughed in unison.
“Lily’s super cool,” Shelly said.
“Yeah, she’s like, the coolest teacher at Oakwood,” added
Hannah.
“Just don’t tell anyone,” Gwyneth teased.
“She won’t,” Krista snapped, and the three girls flinched at
her tone. I was startled by it myself. “Tabatha probably drinks all
the time, don’t you, Tabs?” Krista’s tone was sweet as honey
again, her words dripping from full, pink lips.
“Um, sure.” I lifted the cup to my lips and gulped it,
knowing it was a bad idea. I was right. My stomach turned as the
cold liquid slid down my throat. The sensation was painful, like
swallowing knives instead of beer. But I’ve a face of stone. I
calmly asked Krista where the bathroom was. It took all I had not
to fly up the stairs, but I think I did a good job convincing
everyone that I wasn’t about to spew my guts out.
In the bathroom, I turned on the sink and leaned my head
over the toilet to retch. It burned like fire coming up, even worse
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than when going down, and I retched some more. Thick, dark
blood sloshed into the toilet bowl, splashing red droplets on the
sides. Not good. I should have said I was allergic to alcohol or
something, instead of trying to impress them.
I flushed the toilet and straightened up, feeling noticeably
weaker. I looked at myself in the mirror. Blood clung to my lips
and chin. I washed my face and hands then gargled some minty
mouthwash before stepping back out into the hall.
The chatter of girls drifted up the stairs and I grimaced. I
wasn’t ready to re-enter that mess. Glancing down the long
hallway, a cracked door called out to me, dim light spilling out
onto the hardwood floor. My legs carried me down the hall.
It was her bedroom. Silky purple curtains hung from the
windows and the bed was covered in deep lilac sheets. The surface
of her dresser in the corner displayed an impressive assortment of
crystals and stones. I tiptoed over to get a better look. Various
colors, shapes, and sizes, they twinkled in the dim light of the
single lamp in the corner. In fact, the entire room was full of
crystals, they cluttered nearly every surface in sight. I circled
around, taking it all in.
The most interesting item I discovered was propped on a
small purple pillow on her bedside table. It was a dagger,
obviously very old, though polished to a glistening sheen. I picked
it up and studied it. The blade was long and hooked with an
intricate design of spirals and swirls carved into the steel. The
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handle looked like real gold, inlaid with several small crystals. Lily
Conrad sure had a thing for crystals.
“Beautiful, isn’t it?” Lily’s soft, musical voice floated up
behind me.
I jumped and whirled around, caught red handed.
“I’m so sorry,” I apologized. “I didn’t mean to snoop, I –“
“It belonged to my mother,” she said, ignoring my apology
and gliding up to stand beside me. She took the dagger from my
hands and held it lovingly in her own. “It belonged to her mother,
and her mother’s mother, and so on down the line. It’s nearly
ancient.” Her eyes twinkled along with the crystal at her throat.
“Wow,” was all I could get out. I inhaled her scent of earth
and smoke; a heady combination. My mouth watered.
“My ancestors had a bit of magic,” Lily went on, replacing
the dagger on its pillow. “They’d use this dagger for sacrifices to
keep that magic alive.”
“Sacrifices?” I swallowed hard.
“Oh, nothing serious,” Lily laughed, her fingers flitting to
the crystal around her neck. “Only rabbits and owls. Maybe a deer
or two.”
“That’s… fascinating,” I said, unsure what else to say.
“As are you,” Lily said, taking me by surprise.
“I’m… fascinating?” I asked, my brow furrowed.
“Oh, absolutely.” Lily pressed against me just enough to
make me sit on the edge of her bed. She sat beside me and brushed
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a strand of dark hair off my forehead, tucking it behind my ear.
Her touch caused goosebumps to break out across my skin.
“I’ve seen you in class,” she continued, studying my face.
“I’ve seen how you watch me when you think I’m not looking.”
She grinned.
“Um, I…”
“I watch you, too,” she whispered, bringing her face close
to mine. Her closeness and the dark, musky scent of her skin
intoxicated me more than beer ever could.
I closed my eyes as her lips touched mine, a jolt coursing
through my body like electricity. She explored my mouth with her
soft, wet tongue and I breathed her in, my hands on her face. It was
the most erotic kiss I’d ever had, and I’ve had quite a few kisses.
When her lips left mine, I was light headed, dizzy. She
smiled at me, but this time there was something less sweet to her
smile, something almost… sinister.
“Do you like kissing me?” she murmured, her hands caught
up in my hair.
“Y-yesss,” I found I could barely speak, my lips heavy, my
mouth slow. Lily’s face blurred in and out of focus and I blinked
rapidly, trying to clear my vision.
“Good girl,” she said, easing me onto my back. I felt her
pull a pillow up behind my head. “Krista chose well. You’ll do
just fine.”
“W-wha-what?”
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“Shhh, shhh, there now, Tabatha, relax,” she said, kissing
my forehead. The crystal shone bright like a beacon now, red light
pulsating as it swung in front of me “The moon will be ready for us
soon,” she whispered.
I moved my lips to speak, but no sound came out. My
eyelids drooped and I slept.
***
The chanting woke me. Loud and demanding, the voices
swelled around me, accompanied by the sharp crackling of a
smoky fire. My chest and stomach hurt as something pushed into
them, squeezing my insides. I struggled to open my eyes. Through
the curtain of hair that hung over my face, I could see the fire,
burning bright, less than twenty feet in front of me.
It roared in response to the rhythmic chanting of the naked
girls who danced around it; the girls from the party, Krista and her
sidekicks among them. It was impossible to make out what the
girls were saying; it sounded like another language altogether.
Lily stood outside the ring of dancing girls, watching them
with satisfaction on her face, her eyes wide and luminous. Her long
mane of red hair flowed loose around her shoulders and cascaded
down her back. She was naked too, all but the crudely formed
crown of tree bark and leaves she wore atop her head of fire.
Regaining my senses, I realized the pain was from ropes
they’d used to tie me to a tree. The rough bark dug into my back; I
was nude as well.
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I watched through my hair as Lily dropped her head back
and raised her arms out to her sides, as if embracing the night. She
yelled something, her voice breaking out over the melodious
chanting of the girls. They immediately stopped and stood, staring
at her with apparent anticipation.
“Master!” Lily’s musical voice hummed through the night
air, overriding the fierce crackling of the fire before her. “We
appeal to you tonight, under the light of the Harvest Moon, to beg
your presence among us. O’ Mighty Lord, the One True God, bless
us with your darkness, touch us with your spirit. May you deem us
worthy to serve you as your ever loving and devoted wives! We
invoke thee, Father! We invoke thee!”
The girls all chanted, “We invoke thee,” over and over,
grasping hands and skipping around the fire, like children playing
Ring-Around-the-Rosie. Lily lowered her head and with a single
flick of the wrist, the girls nearest her parted so she could walk
through them, closer to the fire.
Krista broke off from the ring of girls and did the same,
stepping forward to meet Lily in the center. The firelight licked
hungrily at their naked flesh, dancing across their smiling faces.
“I present to you, Father, your newest wife,” Lily’s voice
rang out again and the chanting ceased. “I beseech thee, accept her
into your embrace, cloak her in your darkness, let her become your
shadow, serving you always.”
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The red crystals at their throats glowed wildly, a fire
seeming to quicken from within. I watched as Lily lifted the crown
from her own head to place it ceremoniously on Krista’s. She
spoke in that strange language the girls had been chanting in, then
kissed Krista full on the lips, her bare breasts pressed tightly to
hers.
It became clear in that moment what Lily had done to me
and how. It was the kiss.
Krista smiled as Lily withdrew her lips. There was
something in Lily’s hand I hadn’t noticed before; the dagger from
her bedroom. She held it out to Krista, its blade twinkling in the
firelight.
“Master!” she began again. “To prove her worthiness to
you, a gift! A gift from your newest, most obedient wife!”
Krista bowed her head as she accepted the dagger, and the
ring of girls around the fire parted to allow her passage through.
She slunk her way over to me, like a cat stalking its prey. Even the
grin she bore was predatory.
Around the fire, the girls grew manic, their dancing and
chanting intensified as even Lily joined in. Krista stopped a foot
away from me, her lips smeared with Lily’s red lipstick.
“Krista,” I rasped, straining against the ropes. “Don’t do
this. Think about what you’re doing, please.”
“Oh, I know exactly what I’m doing,” Krista said, gripping
the dagger tighter. “I’ve been waiting for this a long time. Lily has
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finally deemed me worthy of presenting a sacrifice, and I do not
intend to disappoint.” Her face drooped a little as she looked at me.
“It is too bad it has to be you, Tabs. I did enjoy our friendship,
however short lived.”
“Please,” I begged.
She put her mouth to my ear. “But that only makes it
sweeter, doesn’t it? More personal; intimate? We should both be so
honored.”
“You’re a crazy bitch,” I wheezed.
Krista flashed that wide, white grin at me and thrust the
dagger into my abdomen without further ado.
“Unnngg,” I gurgled as the blade went in up to the hilt. The
chanting around the fire behind her swelled to a hysterical frenzy.
Krista cackled as blood oozed from the wound in my flesh.
A sudden hush descended over the woods, followed by
sharp gasps around the fire. A tall figure cloaked in darkness had
stepped out of the woods, his features indistinguishable. Lily fell to
her knees and the girls followed suit, Krista as well, bowing down
before the dark visitor.
I watched, a dark bubble of blood escaping my mouth and
sliding down my chin. This is what they’d brought me for. To
sacrifice me in the hopes of summoning Satan. But I knew a secret
none of these so-called witches knew. The King of Darkness never
attended these silly ceremonies himself. He always sent an
underling instead.
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I choked on the blood that rose in my throat, showering
Krista’s back and hair with wet drops that sparkled like Lily’s
crystals beneath the light of the Harvest Moon. I’d pretended I
didn’t know what a Harvest Moon was, but that was a lie. I’d seen
more Harvest Moons than Krista could dream of. My choking
turned to laughter and she twisted around to look at me.
“Stupid bitch,” I giggled, laughing harder, blood spraying
from my lips.
Krista jumped to her feet, eyes wide with shock as she
gaped at my stomach. I knew what she saw. The stab wound
healing, closing together, my flesh smoothing over like new.
Her hands shook and she dropped the dagger to the ground
between us, her eyes rising to mine. Her face twisted in horror
when she saw my wide anticipatory grin, my growing fangs
glinting in the moonlight.
With a giant heave and a single grunt of effort, I was free of
the ropes that bound me. Krista stumbled back on shaking legs, her
heart beating a frantic rhythm in her chest. I could hear it, like the
rapid flapping of a hummingbird’s wings. In her mortal state, she
was as delicate as one to me. I grinned and plucked the makeshift
crown from Krista’s head and put it on my own. The only queen in
those woods was me.
She turned and tried to run, but with lightning quick speed,
I reached out and snatched her back by her long flowing hair.
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Without preamble, I sank my teeth into the soft flesh at her throat,
lapping hungrily at the rich, warm blood that filled my mouth.
I wished I could take my time with her. After all, Krista had
been my only friend, and she deserved to be savored, at least. But
there was no time. Already, the demon had retreated into the
woods, seeing me for what I was; the only bit of darkness his
master couldn’t touch.
Around the fire, the foolish wannabe witches panicked,
squealing in alarm. They clutched at each other, unsure of what to
do. The look of utter shock on Lily’s face was comical and I
laughed again, a dry barking sound from deep within my throat. I
dropped Krista and she fell to the ground with a thud, blood
spurting from her neck.
Lily yelled something and the girls all scattered and ran,
but I was faster. Much faster. Not one of them made it more than
ten feet before I had their throats ripped out, my face dripping with
blood. Their bodies littered the ground, some dead, others
twitching, soon to join them.
I inhaled deeply, searching for any trace of the demon’s
scent, but there was none. He’d disappeared as quickly as he’d
appeared, frightened of me. They always were. I was untouchable,
the kink in their master’s plan. Dead, yet able to walk the world of
the living. My kind infuriated Satan as ours were the only souls he
couldn’t grasp, though he believed they belonged to him. We were
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beings created not by either of the two Gods, but by Earth herself.
We were the only true Immortals.
“Vampyrus!” Lily hissed, her hands gripping the crystal at
her neck as if it would protect her somehow. I smirked. It was
Dark’s version of Light’s holy water. It burns as it repels, but it
can’t hurt me. All that silly rock had done was confirm to me that
I’d found what I had come to Oakwood for.
I chuckled, flashing my razor-sharp fangs at Lily as I strode
closer. To her credit, she didn’t move or scream, only stared at me,
amber eyes flashing. Her heartbeat was rapid but steady, thick and
certain.
“I am,” I said, my voice strong in the night. “Not quite your
humanized version, of course. Not what the books and movies all
depict. But close enough.”
Lily put her palms out, her lips flying as she chanted some
ineffective curse against me. Now that I’d fed, quick as it was, I
felt rejuvenated. Witches were no match for a “vampire” who’d
just fed. Not even the strongest ones, like Lily. She’d only been
able to harm me before because I’d been weak, having thrown up
my last meal. What’s more, I’d become infatuated with the firehaired witch, and for a race of monsters who pride themselves on
feeling nothing, my emotions had made me weak against her. I’d
let my guard down, and that had been a mistake.
“You’re wasting your breath,” I said, the girls’ blood
dripping down my face and over my bare breasts. I picked a stray
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piece of flesh from between my teeth and flicked it into the fire.
Lily lowered her hands, letting them drop to her sides.
“Why have you come here?”
“I’m looking for your master,” I said, rolling my eyes. I
adjusted the crown on my head and took a few steps around the
fire to be closer to her. She flinched, but didn’t move. She’d seen
what I was capable of. She knew she could never outrun me. “Hate
to tell you, though, that thing you summoned wasn’t Satan. That
was one of his pathetic underlings. He has better things to do than
waste his time pandering to the likes of you!”
I threw my head back and laughed at the moon. Shaking
my head, I added, “You witches are all the same, waiting for your
stupid Harvest Moons to build your fires and present your
sacrifices, thinking somehow that will make him care for you
more. I’ve got news for you, right now he’s sitting on his throne of
burning bodies laughing at you.”
“And what do you want with him?” Lily cried, her voice
breaking above the crackling of the fire.
“He took someone important to me,” I answered. “He took
her when he had no right to. No right at all!” I screamed, all the old
anger rolling out of me in waves. The fire flickered in response to
my shout.
“There are many things you know so little about,” I
continued, drawing closer, the fire warming my frozen flesh. “Did
you know there is more than just Heaven and Hell, Lily? There’s
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another place, one they don’t talk about in man’s silly little Bible.
It’s called “In Between” and that’s where my Catherine should
have gone.”
My Catherine, kind and gentle, the most beautiful soul I’d
ever known. A soul that bastard had taken against the agreement
he’d made with Yahweh.
“What are you talking about?” Lily spat, tearing my mind
away from the image of my beloved, the blood flowing from her
wrists, dark red like her hair. I went on.
“Those who took their own lives used to go straight to Hell.
Then some of the angels protested it wasn’t fair to sentence those
lost souls so harshly. Suicide isn’t a symptom of an illness of the
mind, but rather, an illness of the soul. The angels believed those
souls should get a lighter sentence. It was known as the Great
Debate.
“Eventually, the two Gods agreed to create In Between, a
world for the souls who ended their mortal lives. A place that is
neither Heaven nor Hell, but a little bit of both. Much like this
world you and I call home. And that’s where my Catherine should
have gone. But he took her when he wasn’t supposed to!” I roared.
“He defied the laws he agreed to and stole her!” I balled my right
hand into a fist and pounded it into my chest, against the heart that
no longer beat.
My Catherine didn’t deserve Hell. She’d been sick, deep
within her soul, the perfect candidate for the In Between the angels
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had so painstakingly fought into existence. But I’d seen His
darkness come for her as she lay on the bed, her blood soaking into
the sheets. The walls darkened with a black inky stain that spread
to the ceiling and floor, creeping to the bed.
Arms tore up through the mattress, deformed and decayed,
the nails black and gnarled like claws. They dug into Catherine’s
flesh, ripping her open, dragging her down. I tried to help her, but
my feet were stuck in the sticky darkness like quicksand. All I
could do was stand frozen, stuck; just as I’d been those last few
months, when I sensed her unhappiness, yet did nothing to fix it. I
watched helplessly as Catherine was sucked into the swirling black
void the bed had become. Her screams still haunted my soul, even
over two hundred years later.
“He did it to spite me,” I said out loud, more to myself than
to Lily. “He knew he could never have my soul, so he took hers
instead.”
Lily blinked at me, fingering the crystal at her neck. She
was so beautiful, so very much like Catherine with her long red
hair, that even through my anger and despair, I couldn’t help but be
enamored with her. I stroked her face from temple to chin the way
she’d first done to me. I gazed into her deep amber eyes, my fangs
throbbing with desire. I thought she had wanted me to join them, to
dance with them as they tried, but failed, to summon the bastard
who’d stolen my love. Only one other time had a group of witches
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tried to use me as their sacrifice, and it hadn’t ended so well for
them. Much like tonight.
Quick as a snake, I reached out and tore the crystal from
Lily’s neck and flung it into the fire, barely noticing the quick flash
of pain as it burned me.
“I’ve spent the last two hundred years hunting witches like
you, trying to get my hands on a demon who could help me. I’ve
been close a couple of times, found witches way more powerful
than you and this pathetic lot,” I gestured down at the girls on the
ground, the firelight dancing across their dead figures. “But each
time, the bastards get away. They’re afraid of me, you see. All of
them. And you should be, too.”
“How will killing me aid your plight?” Lily asked, a tremor
in her voice.
“Who said anything about killing you?” I retracted my
fangs then pulled her mouth to mine with one hand at the back of
her head. This time, my tongue did the exploring. Naked, we
kissed, the girls’ blood smearing between our lips, until I felt her
body lean into mine. I had her back to the ground in an instant,
straddling her, kissing her wildly. She responded in kind, little
moans of pleasure escaping her lips. Our bodies blazed brighter
than the fire beside us.
I would never give up on saving my Catherine. I would
travel to the depths of Hell to retrieve her from Satan’s fiery grip.
Perhaps Lily Conrad could assist me. She wasn’t the most
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powerful witch I’d ever encountered, but I couldn’t deny her
strength. Her magic could come in handy.
Until then, however, as my mouth traveled from her warm,
wet lips to the tender flesh of her neck, just below her ear, I
decided I would keep her.
And I would taste her.
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The shadows in his world were long and deep, and the
silences were longer and deeper still. There was company. Oh, yes,
there was company, but no one kept company with him. He could
see them all, feel them all, know them all, but all of them were a
reminder of his solitude.
Hades loved the light. Hades loved flowers, and Hades
loved sunshine. Hades loved beach shores and summer days. He
loved golden hair and golden wheat and golden beer and golden
days. He loved the rush of wind and the song of birds and even the
feeling of bugs landing on hot, sweaty skin.
He loved the dark cool of night, the touch of the moon on
his eyelids, the melody of crickets, the chill through the spine as
the warmth retreated. The lying in the dark and knowing that
somewhere under the same covers of moon and crickets, the hearts
of his brothers and his sisters beat, and their chests rose slowly up
and down. That was a darkness he could cherish. That was a
darkness he could love.
The darkness of the Underworld was far from complete.
Light shone amid its dark shadows in ways and in shades unknown
to the World Above. When first he stepped foot in this world, he
marveled at the flowers that grew like none did Up Above. He
stared at the hidden chambers where time itself slept with its
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underside exposed. There was much to love. He knew that. There
was much to love. He repeated it to himself over and over again. A
mantra, a meditation, an order. There was much to love.
He fell in love with her from afar, from very far afar. It was
the sound of her laughter that did it.
In a certain field, in a certain part of the world, there is a
gate to the Underworld. Hades liked to walk in that garden when
the shadows grew too long. It was there that he heard her first,
before he saw her.
Her laugh echoed in the glade and flew upwards, bouncing
against hills and scattering birds that flew and sang. Her laugh that
was free and joyful, young but not childish. It was a laugh that held
an open secret. The secret of the joy by which the world moved.
He moved in the direction of that laugh, and he saw her
first from behind an old tree. At her feet, flowers grew, reaching in
vain with petals and leaves to touch one pore of her skin. The trees
stretched their branches to her, and the wind mocked them all as it
played lightly with her golden hair, into which she wove flowers.
The eyes were the bright burning gold of a sun.
He did not speak to her. He did not approach her. He did
not stay to watch.
He withdrew from the tree behind which he’d hidden, the
tree that had died at his barest touch, the once green leaves turned
suddenly to black and falling as ash to the grass.
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He hid himself in the Below. And he tried not to think of
her. He tried not to hear the laugh that rang in his ears. He tried not
to see the burning of her eyes. But brightly they burned from the
Above. And always, as a moth, he found himself trying to touch
her light.
To him, she was poison. She poisoned his heart and
poisoned his veins. The veins bore the poison down to his toes and
up to his hair. And from there, the poison spread outward. It spread
through his feet and his fingers and his gaze until he felt the whole
of the Underworld pulsating in the agony of their combined desire.
She was no child. She was a goddess. A young goddess,
yes. But a grown one. Surely, there could be nothing wrong with
wanting? Surely, there could be nothing amiss with the desires of a
man?
Surely, this flower that now bloomed in his heart, that
flower which reached out for Persephone as the flowers of the field
did the day he first saw her...surely, that flower could not be
wrong, could it?
He fought. He fought the aftertaste of images and sounds.
He fought the invading army of guerilla thoughts. He fought the
feelings with their metamorphosing series of escalating weapons
that always seemed to reach deeper and deeper into his territory,
into the heart of his heart.
He began to watch her in the pool of Sight. The first time
he did it, he took one glance and washed the image away.
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“No,” he whispered. He allowed no argument with himself.
No conversation.
The next time and the time after, he didn’t even see her
before he let the image go.
The fourth time, though, the fourth time found him sunk
deep in shadow. And he watched for a day and an hour before
closing his eyes and screaming into the black. Nothing spoke back.
For a long time after that, days that became months, he did
not look. He did not go anywhere near that place.
He became confident. He became sure that he would not be
tempted again. He went to the pool of Sight to watch a sunset.
Instead, he watched her.
The fight went on. And slowly, desires became thoughts.
Why was it so wrong, he’d ask himself. She is too bright to survive
in the dark. She is too light to exist in my shadows. He told himself
these things. She would never be happy again. She could not ever
love me. He said it to himself over and over as he watched her.
She brushed her hair. She could not love him.
She drank a glass of wine with her friends. She could not
love him.
She played a song upon a lyre. She could not love him.
She sat still and poised in a meeting of the gods. She could
not love him.
She lay in bed at night asleep. She. Could. Not. Love…
Him.
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Years went by.
And with every hour, every minute, the feelings became
more demanding. The thoughts became screams. The screams
became knives. The knives became swords. The swords became
bullets. The bullets became bombs within his heart.
And all the while, shadows and shades became longer.
Loneliness thickened and bled.
When he went to his brother, he was almost—but not quite,
not truly—mad. He had little memory of what he said to Zeus.
But Zeus had agreed to it. And why shouldn’t he? A
goddess should be wed to a god. And there was no god higher than
Hades of the Underneath. Not except for the girl’s own father and
her uncle who already had a bride.
“Take her, dear brother,” Zeus said, “but tell no one that I
have given her to you. Simply take her. Take her down below and
marry her.”
“Thank you, brother,” said Hades. “You do me great honor.
I will never forget the blessing that you have bestowed on me.”
“You’re welcome,” said Zeus.
Hades left then. He left the clouded realm where pillars of
light forbade the passage of any shadow but his own.
In the dark that night, he could not believe it. He could not
comprehend it. It was a reality more imponderable than the deepest
shadow, the darkest secret of his world.
The next day, she came to the fields.
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From the dead tree, he watched. The first day, he found he
did not have the courage to speak. On the second, he found he did
not have the strength to walk. On the third, he spoke and walked
without them.
“Hello,” he said.
“Hello,” she said. “Who are you?”
“I am Hades,” he said.
“Who?”
“Why, I am the god of the Underworld,” he said. “I am
your uncle.”
“Are you really? I only thought I had one uncle,” she said.
“Poseidon.”
“No, no, no,” he said. “I am the youngest brother. I drew
the short stick and got the Underworld. No one realized, of course,
what the Underworld was like.”
“And what is it like?”
“It’s a secret,” he said.
“What do you mean? A secret?” the girl asked. He knew
that he had piqued her interest. He knew that Demeter kept many
secrets from the girl. Often, he heard the girl talk to her closest
confidants of her secret rage at her mother, how she burned to
know the world, how she longed to be free. How much she wanted
an adventure.
“I mean it is the land of secrets,” he said. “It is the dark
place. It is where secrets hide. And it is where souls go when men
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and women die. It is the ending place and the beginning place. It
hides everything that can be hidden. It is a land of many great and
terrible and beautiful mysteries.”
All that he said was technically true, but he did not mention
the rest. He mentioned nothing about that.
“I should like to visit this place,” she said.
“Oh, I doubt that your mother would like you seeing it,” he
said. “It is far too serious a place for a young girl like yourself.”
“I am not so young,” she said. “I am older than many
human elders.”
“No, no,” he said. “Your mother would never allow it.”
“She doesn’t need to know,” she said. “You can take me
there and take me back. I can see the secrets.”
“Well, I don’t know,” said Hades.
“Please, uncle, please,” she said.
Hades appeared to pause and think. He made a great show
of wrestling with his conscience.
“Well, all right,” he said.
And from those lips, she flung a cry of joy. He had brought
that from her. He had coaxed it. With lies and manipulation, true.
But he had done it. And it filled him.
“Let’s go!” she said.
“What?” he asked. “You mean now?”
“Of course!” she said.
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“Well…” Once again, he hesitated, appearing to size her
up. “Maybe we ought to wait a few years for you to be more
mature.”
Her eyebrows became sharp arrowheads. He had seen it
happen often. “I am a goddess,” she said. “You will take me now.”
“Well, if you say so, goddess,” he said. He pointed to the
lake behind him. At that moment, a staircase split the water. “Enter
if you wish.”
Persephone smiled at the falling water and the stair. In her
burning eyes, a glint of something. He wasn’t sure what. He’d seen
it there before. “It’s been there all this time?” she asked.
“Since the world was new,” he said.
A sly grin played about the corners of her lips. She
suspected. She already suspected. And only the suspicion was
enough to play rampant on those lips.
She walked fast down the stairs. Hades trailed behind her,
watching her bright form as it went skipping into shadow.
As soon as they were deep enough, he hid the stairs from
the eyes of the world. And as the light from the sun disappeared,
the sparkling gems of the rocks twinkled into a dim glow.
Persephone’s sharp intake of breath cut the rhythm of her
footsteps.
“I have never seen such colors,” she said.
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“Yes, you only get these shades in the Underworld,” Hades
said dismissively, as if this was no mystery, no secret, no special
truth.
“Where shall we go first?” she asked.
The stairs brought them to a dark field woven of those
glowing flowers. At field’s edge, a dark river snaked, glowing
silver foam riding the crests of its pointed waves.
A wooden ferry appeared before them, the silver-bearded
ferryman holding a gold light in his raw hand.
Charon bowed before Hades.
“This is Charon, the ferryman of the River Styx,” said
Hades.
“Hello, Charon,” said Persephone.
Charon only nodded his aged head, made mostly out of
shadow.
Hades got onto the ferry. He put forth his arm to help
Persephone on. She did not take it. She did not even glance at it.
For the first time in his long, long memory, the weight of
the boat shifted as they got on. The boat wavered in the water for
only a moment as Persephone settled along the bench and gazed
down into the water.
As the boat put out, Persephone watched the river in utter
fascination, her sunlit eyes boring into the water.
“The light doesn’t reflect,” she said.
“Nothing does in the river of Death,” said Hades.
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“I feel certain that there’s something underneath,” she said.
“You are feeling Death itself,” he said. “You are feeling the
passage of your soul into the realm of death. It is an entirely
different sort of place than the kingdom of life. It operates on its
own set of rules. It is almost as if it was a different layer of
existence.”
Persephone made no response. “What happens if I touch
the water?” she asked, extending those long fingers with their
flower petal nails. A flash of memory as he saw those fingers
strumming lyre, bent around a wine glass, or trailing through her
hair.
Hades laughed, reaching down with his own long, spindly
fingers. He splashed her. She shrieked as the water hit her.
Shrieked with the abandon of a child, a shriek that did not echo in
the Underland, a shriek like none that was ever heard before or
since. A shriek of laughter.
“Nothing happens to you,” he said. “You are a goddess.
Nothing can ever happen to you. Not really. We do not know
death.”
Persephone looked up as they reached the other side of the
river. She both paled and shone at the sight of it, the sight of the
great three-headed dog.
“That is a very large dog,” she said softly.
“He’s a sweetheart, really,” said Hades. He offered her his
hand to help her out, but she did not take it.
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“Cerberus,” said Hades. Cerberus bowed his heads. Hades
patted the center head. “Go on. Pet him.”
Persephone did. When she saw that the dog would not bite,
she smiled.
“He’s a nice dog…” said Hades, “...to us gods, anyway.
Come.”
He led her past Cerberus through a side gate. The side gate
led into a narrow tunnel. They followed the tunnel to a silver gate.
He paused at the gate. Much would ride on what lay behind
this gate. It was what he had prepared. It was for her.
He opened the gate onto a garden. Here, he had assembled
every glowing flower of his realms. And here, they glowed more
ferociously than starlight. Their glowing pollen floated through the
air like flitting fairies.
Persephone said nothing, but he could see the admiration in
her eyes. And as she stepped through the gate, ignoring once again
his hand, every flower leaned towards her and stretched.
Her eyes traveled across the flowers and the trees and
landed on the palace. “Your palace is familiar. Like a place from a
dream I’ve forgotten.”
“Is it?” he asked.
He modeled it not on one place but on all her favorite
places. He modeled it on the home of her favorite governess, the
gazebo where she’d kissed her first mortal, a boy with a lisp and a
pet lizard, on the temple where her most faithful worshiped.
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“It is beautiful,” she said.
“Thank you,” he said.
They walked through the garden and past pillars into his
home. “Even plants inside?” she asked, gazing at the vines and the
flowers that encircled many pillars and surfaces, which now called
out to her.
“Everywhere they will grow,” he said, leading her into a
large room with a cut diamond table. On the table, there was a
bowl of pomegranates. “The earth here in the land of Death is
more alive than any in the World Above.”
He went to the bowl and, ever so casually, ate a few of the
gleaming purple pomegranates.
“Fruit?” he asked, straining with everything in him to make
his voice light, to make his voice give away no secret, to force out
the terrible weight of what he’d done.
She grabbed a handful and ate them, barely looking at
them, her eyes on glass and gem and flower.
He smiled. “How do you like them?”
“They’re sweet,” she said. “What are they?”
“Pomegranates,” he answered.
She took another handful, but then she hesitated. “I seem to
remember something about pomegranates.”
“Yes?” he asked.
Her face paled. Her eyes flashed. Her hand opened, and the
remaining pomegranates fell to the ground. “Did they grow here?”
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“Of course,” he said.
“The living must not eat the food of the dead. If they eat the
food of the dead, then they are trapped among the dead. Forever.”
Hades smiled. “Quite right,” he said.
“This was not a coincidental meeting,” she said. “You...you
lured me. You manipulated me. You made me think you didn’t
want to take me, that...that I was too young and that you were
concerned about my mother. You made me think it was my idea.”
He thought there might have been admiration in her tone.
“Your father has given you to me as my new bride,” he
said.
She looked at him, and he knew that he had heard no
admiration. “It is dark here,” she said. “You are dark.”
“You will have me,” he said.
“Why would I have you?” she asked. “Why would I have a
man who deceived me? A man who is far older than I am?”
“I don’t appear to be older than you,” he said, allowing age
to flow away from his features.
“It is in the eyes,” she said. “I do not want to be here. I will
not be your wife.”
“You are here. You are my wife. You will never leave.”
“My mother will not tolerate this. She will starve the world
before she lets you have me,” she said, her voice suddenly like a
cavern of his Deeps.
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“Then we can look forward to even more company,” he
said.
She stared at Hades. “Monster,” she said. The word flew
upon the light that was somehow setting in her eyes.
It struck the old man.
“Thank you,” he said. “I will be a good husband.”
“But I don’t want a husband,” she said. “Especially not
you.”
“You’re trapped here now,” he said. “You must make the
best

of

it.

There

is

no

other

option

before

you.”

Persephone smiled an altogether different sort of smile.
And her eyes filled with that strange glint from before. “You are in
for quite a surprise, Uncle,” she said, emphasizing that final word.
“So are you,” Hades hissed.
This cast a shadow over the girl’s face.
“I will not marry you,” she said.
Hades laughed. He laughed. And he laughed. He did not
know why he did.
Then he snapped his fingers.
Every door shut. Bars appeared over the windows. “You
will remain trapped within this palace for the rest of eternity,” he
said. “When you marry me, you’ll be Queen of the Underworld.
And you will have all the secrets of my world. I will leave you
alone to think about your choice.”
Hades let the shadows bear him away.
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They took him into his own bedroom. The walls were bare
gray and black. There was a bed in the room and nothing else.
He sat down on the bed. He stared at the blank wall. On the
smooth surface, he saw it again. The moment that the three of them
drew lots. He remembered Zeus drawing the longest stick, winning
the heavens. That had been all right with him. Zeus had led it all.
He deserved the highest spot. On the wall, he beheld his brother in
all his thunder and glory.
He remembered the moment that Poseidon drew the next
longest of the sticks. Even that, he had not begrudged his brother.
Poseidon was a man of the sea whose eyes were portholes to the
deepest places of the ocean. The sea was his due.
And when he himself had drawn the shortest stick, that,
too, had been acceptable. It had been right. It had felt right.
When he passed down into the Underworld and found the
kingdom of shadows and secrets and sparkling gems, he felt two
emotions simultaneously. A feeling of utter rightness. And equally,
a feeling of total loneliness. This was his place, but he could not
bear it. Not alone.
He told himself that this was merely a shock. He would
outgrow it. He would get used to it. The Underworld would fill
with souls and motion, far more souls than in heaven or on the
earth or in the sea. He would be the happiest and the friendliest and
the least lonely of all the gods. He would make a Heaven of his
Underworld. This he told himself. But he knew in his heart the
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truth that it took him many years to admit. For all these souls, for
all this company, he was utterly alone. There could only be one
King of the Underworld. And that man could only be alone.
On the blank wall, he watched the years of his long life.
The blank wall was the story. There was no story. There was only
the blankness. He performed his duty. That was all. That was it.
The Underworld functioned like clockwork. Soul after soul caught
in the machinery of death. But Hades longed for life. For Hades
was alive.
He’d allowed himself hope. He should never have done so.
Hope was a dangerous thing in Hell. And so it had proven to be.
He stayed away from Persephone for a long time after
locking her in that palace. He let her sit in the palace he had made
for her with all of its luxuries and its beauties and its secrets. He
watched her through the glass unbeknownst to her. He watched her
as she smiled her first smile and laughed her first laugh as bit by
bit she found the messages he’d left her.
She found the gem hidden in the secret compartment below
the floorboards of the bedroom. It glowed with bright colors that
reflected Persephone’s moods. She found the secret courtyard in
the center of the palace with its stable of unicorns, and she
delighted and laughed (oh, the laugh) as she rode them around the
gardens full of flowers she’d never seen. When she wove herself
crowns and necklaces of flowers, he could not tell her that long
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had he imagined those flowers in her hair. That they had been
grown for just that purpose.
One day, she found the secret basement in which he’d
hidden the pool of Sight. Persephone watched her mother for a
long time. She watched her friends. And then Hades saw the pool
change. And he saw himself, his eyes squinting shadows rimmed
with red, dark rings in orbit beneath them, and those eyes met
Persephone’s. Her face was set.
“I thought you were watching,” she said. And she turned
and left.
After that, Persephone covered every reflective surface,
everything that she thought might give Hades a window into her
prison.
He was gratified when she succeeded. One by one, his eyes
were gouged out. In the end, he admired her for her cleverness.
Even the gems and the necklaces and the silverware were covered.
There was only darkness now in all of his windows.
She was now more hidden from him than she’d ever been
in the world above. Further away now than ever before.
She was a sun covered. A lit light bulb wrapped in a cloth
held in the hand of the world’s most desperate moth.
And the loneliness, so long and so deep that Hades thought
it already infinite, proved him wrong. The loneliness somehow
became deeper and longer and more infinite.
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Hades went about his days. He performed his duties. He
watched as souls began to flood the Underworld. Up above, he
knew about the Great Famine. He knew that winter had taken the
entire earth, that Demeter had disappeared, and with it, food. All
food. Not only did she starve the harvest, but she destroyed the
stores. The souls that entered the Underworld now were almost
joyful as they devoured the berries and the fruits that grew
everywhere and on everything and which restored themselves with
magical efficiency. And while Hades had no problem with these
floods of the dead, the people of the earth did. Whole families died
and went without proper burial. That meant that there were
hundreds and thousands of people stranded on the shore of the
Styx, bound to wait for a hundred years before they could cross.
This did not bother Hades. Not really. It was simply the
way of things. There would always be those who missed their
burial. With time, they would cross. It was the way of things.
But up above the Up Above in the heavens, Hades knew
that the other gods were angry. They were angry that Persephone
was gone, and they were angry that their beloved humans died.
These other gods thought of death as such a terrible thing,
such a bad thing. They didn’t understand. They didn’t know what
Hades did. Death was only life lived below ground.
One day, a knock came at the door of Hades’ small
chamber. He stood up. There were only two people who could find
him here. He opened the door to his brother. To Zeus.
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Zeus strode in, his skin glowing with the light of his
lightning, the light of the heavens. The cell only looked duller and
more depressing in his contrast.
“Hello, brother,” said Hades, and in his voice, he could
hear the pleasure at the sight of lightning that walked in flesh.
“It can’t go on,” Zeus said, his voice deep and full of echo.
Rooms such as these simply could not contain gods like his
brother. The room seemed to fade away. From Zeus, there came
the sky, there came the clouds, there came blue skies and storm
clouds. The room cried out to be sky, to be cloud, to be both blue
skies and storm clouds. But the room could only be dull. The room
could only be bare. The room could only be dead.
“The famine?” asked Hades.
“Yes,” Zeus said. “You must release the girl.”
“She has eaten of the fruit of the Underworld,” Hades said
simply.
Hades felt the thunder then. “You must release the girl,”
Zeus repeated.
“I cannot. She is bound now,” he said.
Zeus glared at Hades, and Hades prayed that Zeus would
not ask the question. The loophole. Hades prayed to god (to that
god that every god must pray) that Zeus did not know everything
there was to know about pomegranates.
“What did she eat?”
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“Pomegranates,” Hades answered softly, knowing one did
not lie to Zeus.
And there it was. Triumph. Hades could see it in Zeus’
eyes. Zeus knew.
“How many?”
“Three,” answered Hades.
“That’s three months,” he said. “You will have her for three
months out of every year. No more.”
“You promised me her hand,” said Hades. “Is the promise
of the Father of Gods so empty?”
Zeus hesitated there. “You shall have it, but she goes free
today,” he said.
Hades nodded. In that other place, all the bars and all the
locks vanished without a trace. Persephone sat up from where she
lounged on a couch.
Hades walked through his door and led Zeus from his cell
straight into the room in which Persephone now rose to her feet.
“Father,” she said when she saw the man who’d given her
away. “Uncle.”
“Persephone, I’m here to take you to your mother,” Zeus
said. “But you will marry Hades. And you will spend three months
out of every year with him. You have partaken of the fruit of the
Underworld, and so for three pomegranate seeds, you must give
three months. There is nothing that any power on heaven or earth
or sea or Underworld can do about that.”
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Persephone nodded primly. “Very well, Father,” she said
with a control that aimed straight to the heart.
Hades watched Zeus put a hand on his daughter’s shoulder.
“You are changed,” he whispered.
And Hades saw that he was right. For the first time in so
very long, Hades beheld the light beneath the cloth. The glint had
put out the suns. And now he knew what the glint had been. It was
all there to be read. Sunlight turned to the glow of Hellflowers. Joy
given way to madness.
And Hades did not know her.
Zeus

squeezed

his

daughter’s

shoulder,

and

they

disappeared in a flash of lightning and a roll of thunder.
Then there was silence. A great, big, beautiful palace in a
great, big, beautiful Underworld. And all was silent. And
everything was blank.
In nine months, she would return.
Hades sat down and stared at the walls.
Nine months until mad flower eyes and a burnt-out bulb.
The walls were blank.
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The King and Queen of the northern kingdom of Hevean

had been dead for seven years. They were survived by two
daughters, Vianca, the heir to the throne, and Sadie, second in line.
The circumstances surrounding the death of the beloved monarch
and his wife were mysterious and kept hidden from the kingdom.
The official report stated that both parents had simultaneously
taken ill and, after weeks of intense medical care, succumbed to
their illnesses. Only a select few knew what had really happened.
Even the youngest princess was never told what had really taken
place.
Princess Vianca stared across the expanse of forest beyond
the castle walls. Evergreens stood tall among the deciduous trees
covered in fiery reds, purples, oranges, and yellows. The early
morning sun, orange against the thin clouds scattered across the
sky, illuminated the colors of the leaves against the grey twilight.
She remembered the hours surrounding the discovery of the bodies
of her parents; the panic, the chaos, the confusion. The hairs on the
back of her neck stood on end to recall the details. Then, Vianca
thought her life couldn’t possibly get any worse. It was almost
laughable considering all that had happened since. With each year
that passed, Vianca had postponed her coronation, refusing to
become queen until she could ensure the safety of her people. And,
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with each year, her fears intensified until she had begun to believe
she would never be queen.
She craned her neck left then right, allowing the muscles to
stretch and the joints to pop. It had been another sleepless night.
She was stiff and sore everywhere. Standing on the battlements of
the castle, she breathed in the crisp autumn air. It was ironic;
autumn was her favorite season. However, it had been years since
she’d enjoyed the beauty of the leaves or the freshness of the biting
air. Her eyes were heavy and swollen. How many days had it been
since she’d passed one night of restful sleep? How long since her
muscles hadn’t ached from want of rest? You could sleep now. You
are a princess, after all. No one can give you orders.
She shook her head to clear her mind. Such thoughts were
dangerous. She couldn’t risk the perils of sleep. It was bad enough
that autumn was well underway; in only a week or so, winter
would begin to set in. This time last year, snow had already
covered the forest in white and stole away the leaves with harsh
winds. Vianca shuddered to remember the last morning of autumn
of the prior year; how she had cast an anti-sleeping spell on herself
to ward off the evils of slumber; how she had barricaded herself in
the highest tower of the castle and given strict instructions not to
be let out until spring. It was the only way she could protect her
subjects and members of the court. But the spell hadn’t worked; it
was too easy to undo, and the less she slept, the weaker she
became. Her mind was more susceptible.
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Now, a full year later, she was in the same predicament; the
same curse kept her eyes open and wouldn’t allow her to sleep, no
matter how exhausted she was. And she was always exhausted.
Winter was fast approaching and if she didn’t find a solution soon,
she would again be forced to take drastic measures against herself.
It was her only recourse. Tears filled Vianca’s lavender eyes. She
couldn’t bear to think of spending another winter away from her
sister, another winter out of touch with her people, her friends.
What few she had left.
She slammed an open palm against the stone of the palace
walls. Why hadn’t any of the other spells worked? How many
dozens had there been over the years? It seemed inconceivable that
none of them should grant the peace she sought so desperately. She
breathed in deep, allowing only a few tears to stain her pale
cheeks. She couldn’t afford a complete emotional breakdown.
She’d learned the hard way a long time ago how unwise that was.
Besides, she couldn’t allow herself to feel weak, not even in the
solace of the early morning where no eyes could witness her
growing fears. She had to appear strong and in control. Not only
was it necessary for her own assurance, but it strengthened what
little faith her people still had in her. There are more spells, she
told herself. There are more magicians, more scholars who might
be able to help. In the distance she heard a bit of laughter; a
mocking giggle. You’re wasting your time, dearest.
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Vianca shut her eyes tight and let out a fierce breath. She
hated that voice, that haunting laugh she couldn’t seem to silence.
She told herself she still had time, wiped away her tears, cleared
her throat, turned and walked back into the palace. She had not
been idle over the last nine months. Since spring had returned,
bringing with it all the different colors of thriving nature and
dispelling the white snow, she had searched for a more permanent
solution. She had written to every monarch in nearby lands, every
scholar and studier of legends, every person rumored to have even
so much as dabbled in magic, asking for their input. She had tried
every natural remedy offered to her; alas, they were all in vain. She
was now convinced that only magic, deep, powerful magic, could
grant her heart’s desire.
For months letters poured in and ravens arrived carrying
messages of advice. And for months Vianca had searched for the
medicine men, sorceresses and members of the Court of Faeries
recommended to her. Some of them she found. For several, this
was her second or third or even fourth letter asking for their
assistance. None had been helpful so far. She would not give up,
she told herself. She couldn’t. And, as she said before and would
continue to say until it no longer mattered, there were still several
individuals she had yet to find. She only wished she had more time
to find them. But you don’t have much time, do you dearest?
The halls of the palace were empty. Vianca had closed the
doors where her mother and father used to entertain royal and
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noble guests year round, hosting parties, balls and banquets for any
number of occasions. She had shut out the world. The enormous
staff had been reduced to only a necessary handful. The Royal
Guard was kept as strong as ever as a precaution. Every day
Vianca lived in fear that they might retaliate, and it was in great
part because of that fear that she searched as thoroughly as she had
for a solution. It was her father’s doing more than a decade ago; a
failsafe that he thought was kept secret. She had uncovered the
truth by accident as a teenager. In summer, rifling through her
father’s desk for a bag of chocolates she’d seen him eat, she came
upon the scroll: a royal order given to each of his generals. Should
she ever become so unruly, so untrustworthy that she no longer
deserved to sit upon the throne, the army was to depose her. She
couldn’t blame him for the decree. She didn’t blame him. If it were
only herself she was dealing with, the thought would have offered
comfort. It meant Hevean wouldn’t suffer under her perpetual
torment.
But then, if it were only herself, the decree wouldn’t be
necessary in the first place.
The morning sun filled the hall with golden light. It was
magnificent. It reminded her of how the halls glowed with firelight
from lit torches back in the days of balls and banquets. How she
missed those nights! The dancing, the laughing, the eyes of so
many on her as she grew into a natural beauty. She’d give anything
to

return

to

such

carefree

times.
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As she walked down the hall of the castle, a guard
approached and bowed.
“Your majesty, the princess is asking to see you,” he said,
his hand on the hilt of his sword. It was what every guard did when
speaking to her. She wondered if they knew she noticed it? Of
course they do, dearest. They don’t trust you. They will never trust
you, no matter what happens.
Vianca’s heart skipped. “Why? What does she want?”
He shook his head. “She did not say. She simply asked if
you would come to her chamber.”
Vianca hesitated. She chewed on the inside of her lower lip
and turned to look out at the late autumn morning. She usually
avoided being around Sadie so close to the onset of winter. She
didn’t trust herself with the heir to the throne, a woman younger
than herself and, if gossip was to be believed, more beautiful.
Vianca didn’t know why she should be so jealous. She loved
Sadie. No you don’t! The sky was mostly clear of clouds, except a
few thin wisps of grey. The air, while crisp and cold, was not
freezing yet. Snow was still a few days off. She was not in
immediate danger. Most likely.
“Your Majesty,” the guard said, his gaze cast to the floor,
“it has been nearly six weeks since the princess has seen or spoken
to you. I think she is nearing desperation.” He didn’t dare lift his
gaze, and she knew why. He was scared of what he might see. He
was afraid he might have to use his sword.
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Vianca knew he was right. She was so worried for her
sister’s safety, she avoided her more than was necessary. Sadie
hated the isolation; she was much more social than Vianca had
ever been. And it didn’t help that there was a particular knight who
served in the Royal Guard of whom Sadie was especially fond. It
must have been ages, perhaps even a year or more, since they’d
seen each other. But the isolation was necessary, she told herself. It
was the only thing she could think of that would ensure her sister’s
safety. Still, six weeks was a long time. Vianca nodded to the
guard and moved toward the staircase to her left. A brief visit, she
thought. Then she’ll be locked away again.
The stone walls of the staircase were lined with mirrors;
dozens of mirrors. It didn’t matter how often Vianca took them
down, every spring she’d find them hung up again. And every year
there were more of them. She is getting worse, she thought, sighing
deeply. Vianca hated mirrors; each one she passed magnified her
weaknesses, her fears. She couldn’t look at herself. It was why she
removed every mirror from her own chamber and gave specific
instructions for them to be kept out. She would have smashed
every mirror in the kingdom if she could. Vianca hated how
distorted, how split, her reflection seemed. But it was no use. The
mirrors, like the laugh, haunted her, too. She couldn’t fight every
battle she was faced with. She had to prioritize. Getting through
this horrible nightmare was of the utmost importance, and mirrors
played no real role in that whatsoever.
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As she walked, the same distant laughter faded into her
hearing. She kept her head up and tried to ignore it, but it grew,
and with it a ditty she hated and heard so often in her nightmares.
Mirror, mirror, on the wall who is the fairest of them all? Over and
over it repeated as she walked up and round the staircase. Each
mirror she passed made the ditty louder, the voice stronger, the
laughter more irritating.
As she walked by one of the larger mirrors, a flash of red
caught her eye. She froze, unable to lift her foot to the next step,
unable to ignore the image she saw in her periphery. She told
herself to keep walking, to just push off with her feet and move,
but instead she turned her head and stared into the mirror. In it she
saw a field of white with pools of scarlet everywhere. Seven bodies
of men who had spent their life mining for jewels and precious
metals lay lifeless against the white of snow. They were dwarves,
the royal miners and jewelry makers. They had served both her
father and her grandfather, every one of them. Deep gashes cut into
their abdomens, their backs, their necks. Blood stained the white
ground. A winter moon shone in the clear midnight sky and deep
laughter echoed across the silence of the field.
Vianca blinked and the image disappeared. Now, she
looked at her own bloodshot eyes and untamed, matted black curls.
You know it will happen again. She turned her face away and let
out a horrified sigh. It wouldn’t happen again. She wouldn’t let it.
Too many had died already. With a slow breath, she forced herself
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to move up the stairs. She couldn’t lose hope. No one else could
fight the darkness she faced. No one else knew the reality of the
horrors she lived with; the guilt and shame and perpetual dread that
came with each sunset and each subsequent dawn. Only she alone
understood that burden. That was why she was determined to
emerge victorious. She was stronger than she appeared, she told
herself. She was stronger than even she knew.
Vianca came to a large wooden door and knocked. A
moment later it opened. A woman near her own age stood before
her. “Vianca,” she said with tears in her eyes. She wrapped her
arms around Vianca’s neck and held her tight. “I’ve missed you.”
Vianca returned the embrace, her heart pounding. She was
unaccustomed to physical touch. She made a point to avoid it at all
costs, but Sadie was the exception. She was too affectionate to
think twice about embracing her own sister, no matter the dangers.
It made Vianca feel disjointed, and that feeling fed her nightmares.
“Sadie,” Vianca said, her voice hollow even to her own
ears, “I was told you wished to see me.”
Sadie pulled away and nodded, allowing Vianca to enter
her chamber. “I’ve been mad with worry,” Sadie said, staying
much too close for Vianca’s comfort. “I haven’t heard from you in
three weeks and I haven’t seen you in six. I didn’t know if
something had happened or if you were alright.”
How lovely she looks! Sadie wore a gown of red and gold,
the bodice drawn tight across her waist and chest. She was taller
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than Vianca with finer, more elegant features. Her hair was a
beautiful shade of gold and hung in loose curls over her shoulders.
Her skin was pale and smooth with a rosy complexion that made
her almost glow in the daylight. Vianca’s hair, by contrast, was
dark; a deep black that seemed almost blue in certain light; her skin
was pale, even sallow. Vianca had been considered attractive by
northern standards, but Sadie was the truly conventional beauty.
Vianca’s only truly stunning features were her large, dark eyes and
her plump, kissable lips. Positively radiant; the fairest of them all.
“We’ve been over this,” Vianca said, refusing to meet her
sister’s gaze, “It isn’t safe for you here. You have insisted on not
being sent away which means that while you are here, you are
confined to your chambers under strict supervision. That makes it
harder for you to be reached.”
Sadie sighed. “Vianca, please. I’m her sister as well as
yours. She won’t harm me.”
“You don’t know that,” Vianca snapped. “She’s hurt many
people we didn’t think were in danger.” She shook her head. “I
can’t risk it, Sadie. You are the one thing that keeps me tethered;
you are the reason I can still fight her. If something happened to
you…” Vianca’s voice trailed off.
Sadie didn’t respond for a long minute. “I miss you,” she
said, her voice soft and sad. “I miss Richard. I miss the gardens
and the trees. I hate this room.” She was desperate. It was enough
to reduce Vianca to tears, but she held them back. She had to
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censor her emotions. She couldn’t let her guard down. Not for a
moment. To do so would mean utter destruction.
“If there’s anything specific you want or need, let the
guards know so they can get it for you,” Vianca said, turning away
from Sadie. “I will be gone for a day or so. I have heard of a man
who might have a solution. I’m not confident, but it’s one more
thing I can try. You’re welcome to walk the grounds until I return,
but then you must come back to your chamber.”
“Take me with you,” Sadie said, reaching for Vianca’s
hands.
Vianca pulled away, unable to bear the feeling of her
sister’s soft skin against hers. She turned and made for the door,
needing to be back in the hall. Sadie was a weakness, one of her
greatest. Sadie was the daughter meant for the throne, a natural
leader, a brave and courageous and self-sacrificing woman. She
understood what others needed and wanted and she knew how to
give it to them without being manipulative or self-serving. She had
an easiness about her that Viana never had. Sadie was the
manifestation of everything Vianca should have been.
“Vianca,” Sadie called after her.
Vianca told herself not to turn around; she told herself to
keep walking, to shut the door, to let the guards lock her out, but
the sadness in her sister’s voice compelled her to turn. Sadie’s blue
eyes met hers. Vianca had always loved Sadie’s blue eyes. Clear
and bright and large, they never failed to express precisely what
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Sadie felt. Now, they reflected sadness. But behind the sadness
was resilience. Determination. She would have fought right at
Vianca’s side if she had been allowed to.
“I love you,” Sadie said.
***
Vianca travelled alone, always. She walked through the
forest on the Queen’s Road dressed in a plain cotton outfit,
carrying no weapons and little money. Nothing of value was on her
person except whatever she thought she might need to pay for
potions or magic spells or other remedies. It was the only
reassurance she had that she was as safe as she could make herself
and others.
The road was empty of travellers. It was unsurprising. Most
of the courtiers she knew had either fled the country or disappeared
into hiding with as many of the lower classes as they could
manage. She had sent a royal decree that they were to do so. Some,
mostly the poor and the feeble, had been unable to leave. They
were the few who still occupied the smaller villages and farms,
although she didn’t know how it was they survived. With the able
bodied men hidden away, who farmed the lands and sold the
crops?
Vianca prayed that someone would shoot her from the
safety of the trees and end her suffering. Every time she travelled
alone she held out hope that either she would find a cure for her
ailment, or she would die trying, releasing the kingdom from the
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curse that was herself. It never happened. And for the sake of her
sister she wouldn’t do it by her own hand. But she couldn’t help
wishing that someone would do it for her.
A piercing laugh broke the silence and made Vianca gasp.
No one is going to kill you, came the voice Vianca knew all too
well. The voice she hated. It sounded so much like her own, it
made her resent the necessity of speech. Her heart raced in her
chest. Her hands began to shake. There’s no use working yourself
into a panic, the voice said, you know I could never harm you,
dearest. I need you to become Queen.
The rapid beat of her heart made her chest tighten. Panic
was setting in. Vianca bit the inside of her lip and told herself to
breathe. She stared intently at a leaf in front of her, focusing on its
color and shape, on the grooves in its skin. She couldn’t close her
eyes, not with the voice so close by. She didn’t trust her mind to
ward off the evil. Darkness was one of the weapons consistently
used against her. Instead, Vianca chose various aspects of the
world around her and concentrated on them until the voice
dissipated. It was one of the easier methods she used to cope. It
helped anchor her to the here and now.
Focusing on a leaf won’t work. You can feel the air around
you getting colder. The closer winter comes, the stronger I am.
Think of the fun we’ll have once the snow sets in!
Vianca let out a scream and fell to her knees. She forced
herself to keep her eyes open and stared at the dirt, only the dirt. It
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was cold but moist. Still malleable. She dug her hands deep into it,
desperate to feel the heartbeat of the earth. Down she dug, further
and deeper, dirt covering her hands and sticking under her
fingernails. The smell of earth mixed with something else,
something sickening; she didn’t know what it was, but she didn’t
care. It was working. With each shovel of dirt, each slash of her
hand in the soil, the voice faded. She shoved her hands down again
and again, clawing violently. Worms, spiders, and other creatures
met her, brushed against her skin, and still she dug.
Finally, the laughter faded. The voice faded. Vianca slowed
her breathing and sat back. The silence of the forest greeted her
once more. It wrapped around her like an embrace. Nature was the
one place in which she found peace. She looked up at the canopy;
branches of evergreens mingled with the bright flaming shades that
clothed pine and birch and maple. Such beautiful colors. She had
often spent time staring up at the canopy like this. For hours. In the
rain, in the sun. It was on a day like this that the Archduke had
proposed to her, her hands in his, the most glorious of rubies on
her finger. Vianca rubbed her hands together. They were slick and
sticky.
She looked down; they were covered in blood.
She screamed and stood. “Vianca,” a voice said, carried to
her on the wind. She looked up - it was the Archduke. His skin was
pale, blue and bloated. Thirty stab wounds had opened so much of
his chest that several organs were visible. “Why?”
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“Peter?” she choked.
She blinked and he was gone. The blood on her hands had
turned to dirt once more. She looked around her, but only saw the
forest. The hole she’d dug was at her feet. She told herself it had
been a trick of the mind. Only a trick of the mind. Are you certain?
Vianca was running out of time.
***
Vianca stopped after another hour of walking and glanced
around. This was where she was to meet the magical mystery man.
She had been instructed to walk for at least three hours into the
heart of the forest, away from all roads and villages, and she had
done so. The only other instruction was to speak the name of the
man out loud. It felt ridiculous, but she did it anyway.
“Rumplestiltskin.” Only the rustle of wind replied. She shook her
head. “Rumplestiltskin,” she repeated. Still nothing. Why were all
magicians so infuriatingly difficult to find? “Rumplestiltskin!”
“There’s no need to shout, missy.”
Vianca turned toward the voice. A woman was walking
toward her. Or, at least, she had the appearance of a woman. She
was unusually tall and dressed in the oddest looking robes Vianca
had ever seen. However, the most unusual thing about her was her
voice. It was both deep and high; both raspy and smooth. “Are you
Rumplestiltskin?”
“Indeed I am.”
“I was expecting a man,” Vianca added.
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“I appear in the form which best suits the one summoning
me,” Rumplestiltskin replied. “I gather you’re here for a potion?”
“I am here for whatever advice or solution you can offer
me that might assist-”
Rumplestiltskin waved her hands. “Yes, yes. You can
dispense with the formalities, highness. You reek of desperation
and might as well get to the point. Winter is not far off, dearest.”
Vianca stiffened. “Don’t call me that.”
Rumplestiltskin grinned. Her teeth were yellow against the
greyish blue of her skin. Vianca had only met a few elves in her
life, but based on appearance alone, she guessed that
Rumpelstiltskin was part elf. It made her uneasy; elves were not
known for their trustworthiness. But then, she wasn’t one to talk.
“Nevertheless, you are running out of time,” Rumplestiltskin said.
“You seem well acquainted with my predicament.”
Rumplestiltskin smiled. “If you think you are the only
unfortunate soul to suffer from this... ailment, then you are very
much mistaken. I have met no less than ten individuals with issues
similar to, and worse than, yours.”
“I take it they sought your insight?”
Rumplestiltskin nodded.
“Were they satisfied?”
She nodded again.
Vianca surged with hope. “Then you have a remedy?”
“I do.”
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“Please, tell me what it is and I will give you anything you
ask for.”
Rumplestiltskin smiled. “I am sure you will. But first,” she
began to walk in a circle around Vianca, “you must convince me to
give you the remedy.”
Vianca frowned. “Convince you? I don’t understand. I’ve
said I will pay whatever you ask for.”
Rumplestiltskin shrugged, the same knowing grin forever
on her face. “It’s quite simple, dearest: the potion you seek is one
of my own creation. If you should take it and use it ill, I would be
held responsible for any and all destruction you cause. If I am to
risk that, I need to first be convinced of its necessity.”
Viana shuddered. “I told you not to call me that,” she said
through grit teeth. “And if you know so much about why I’ve
come here, then you should also know that I mean to use the potion
to suppress the violence and hate that plagues me.”
“Yes, yes, that well may be, but let’s not pretend that yours
is the only say that matters in this debacle. What of the other one?”
“I have her under control for the time being,” Vianca said.
Rumplestiltskin laughed out loud. “If that were true, you
wouldn’t need me.”
“I said it was for the time being. I need the potion to
maintain control, obviously.”
“Which means you are, in fact, out of control, so how could
I possibly trust you with my potion?”
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“Because the potion is how I will maintain that control, but
I first have to take the potion to be trustworthy with it.”
Rumplestiltskin shook her head. “I think not.”
Vianca let out an exasperated sigh. “You may have created
the potion, but it doesn’t necessarily follow that you are
responsible for how the potion is used once out of your hands.
Therefore you can give it to me without worry.”
“I’m elven,” Rumplestiltskin said, crossing her arms over
her chest, “and in elven culture, we are not so free to do as we wish
without risking recourse from the earth. Magic extracts its price.
The violence that plagues your kingdom is well known; I cannot
give to you what may so easily be used against the few who remain
under your rule.”
Vianca’s heart thundered so loudly that she could hear and
feel it in her ears. It was almost deafening. “There must be
something I can say, something I can offer you, that will satisfy?”
Rumplestiltskin’s green eyes narrowed. “If you promise to
deliver to me your firstborn child, I will give you the potion.”
Vianca’s mouth went dry. She frowned. “I don’t
understand.”
“You said you were willing to pay anything I asked. That is
my price. Swear that you will bring me your firstborn on or before
the celebration of his or her first year of life.”
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She didn’t understand the price she was being asked to pay,
but nor did she have any other options. Winter was closing in. “I
swear.” Vianca’s voice felt like ash on her lips.
Rumplestiltskin reached into her robes and pulled out a
small piece of parchment rolled into a scroll. Vianca reached for it.
Rumplestiltskin pulled it back. “Ah ah. Not quite so fast. There are
rules with magic, missy. You must be careful. A spell such as this
cannot be easily reversed. Enact it and you may find yourself
regretting the course you have chosen.”
Vianca felt herself close to tears. A potential solution was
within her grasp and this thing had the audacity to lecture her?
“Spare me the lesson in caution,” Vianca spat, “Until you have
lived with this infliction, you would do better to hold your tongue.
I have promised to pay your price; give me the potion.”
Rumplestiltskin grinned and handed her the parchment. “I
will need three drops of your blood to seal the exchange.”
She held out her hand and Rumplestiltskin pricked her
finger with a needle. The elf held a small vial beneath Vianca’s
finger, caught three drops of blood, and sealed it. “Take the
ingredients on the parchment and combine them in a cauldron over
a roaring fire. Let them simmer for three hours. When the liquid
thickens and turns blue, it will be ready. Dip an apple into the
liquid until it is fully covered, then pull it out. You will not see the
liquid on its skin. Take one bite and your ailment will be resolved.”
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Vianca said nothing to the woman. She simply turned and
made her way back toward the castle. As she stepped away from
the witch she heard Rumplestiltskin mutter, “Long live the queen.”
Vianca looked over her shoulder, but the witch was gone.
***
Vianca didn’t know why winter was the key that unlocked
the monster within; she had never understood the appeal of the
white snow that brought out such arrogance, such cruelty, such
malice. She thought of Sadie and how much she loved the snow as
a child. How often had the two of them ran in the white powder?
Played and laughed as their parents watched from the battlements?
Even then, Vianca had despised the cold. She’d only played and
laughed because Sadie’s pleasure was so infectious. They were
such beautiful memories, why did they now have to be tainted with
death? She didn’t have to understand it to defeat it, to change the
course that had been her life for so many years.
Where would she be now if none of this had ever happened,
she wondered. She thought of Peter; they’d have been married and
likely would have children. Only a year and a half prior had been
the scheduled date for their wedding. It had come and gone in
silence. Vianca had worn black and issued a full week if court
mourning. Just thinking of him filled her with regret and shame.
She remembered the morning she had awakened next to his dead
body. It was the morning that changed her life forever.
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Her parents, too, would probably still be alive if none of
this had happened. They had been her strongest allies in those early
years. It was they who covered up the truth regarding Peter’s
death. His family, his country, never knew how he really died. The
surgeon said, based on the number of wounds on his body and the
depth to which they’d penetrated his skin, he had likely suffered
for hours. Vianca was thankful she didn’t remember what had
happened. She didn’t think she could live with herself if she did.
So many good people had died helping her, serving her. She hoped
she was nearing the end of it all.
As she approached the palace with the dawn of the next
morning, Vianca felt her heart race. She knew better than to
deceive herself. The spell she carried might work, but then it might
not. She had used so many other spells and enchantments, none of
which had sufficiently subdued the evil inside of her. She had very
little reason to believe that this spell would be any different. She
knew she had to prepare herself for another failure. She had to be
ready to take drastic measures. Still, she allowed herself a sliver of
hope. What else was there but hope?
She came in sight of the palace and slowed to a stop. The
drawbridge was down. Hadn’t she given orders for the drawbridge
to be kept up until her return? International relations were not
great; with each passing year, they made new enemies. Only a few
of their many former allies were still loyal and understanding. This
meant that fear of invasion was quite significant. The only reason
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they hadn’t been invaded yet was their location in the range of
mountains that made up the northern half of their country; for them
to be invaded meant passing over the harshest of mountain passes
known to civilization. A ruler would have to be well assured of her
surrender to risk that kind of travel. Still, there had been so many
threats of invasion sent to her that she couldn’t risk losing the
castle to a more subtle attack. So why was it down now?
Vianca hurried across the bridge and entered the palace
courtyard. She was met by her captain of the guard. “Mortimer, I
thought I gave strict instructions that the drawbridge was to be kept
up at all times?”
Mortimer bowed as she approached and looked at her with
wide eyes. “N-No, your Majesty. Before you left you said
specifically to leave it down as you would be returning in only an
hour or so.”
Vianca shook her head. “That’s absurd. I knew very well
I’d be gone for at least a day. I know I ordered you to keep the
bridge up. Those have always been the instructions.” She sighed,
reminding herself that she held hope in her hand. “At least I was
only gone for a day, and it’s clear no damage has been done.”
Mortimer shook his head slowly. “Forgive me majesty,
but... you have been gone for three days.”
Vianca’s heart stalled. “What?”
“You left abruptly three days ago after you met with
Princess Sadie and gave orders that the bridge be kept down. You
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said you wouldn’t be gone long at all, and you have only just now
returned.”
You lost a whole three days. Vianca walked away, her mind
reeling. How had she lost so much time and not noticed? She
didn’t remember anything after meeting with Sadie except for
leaving the palace, the half-day journey into the woods, the
meeting with Rumplestiltskin, and the journey back. How, in that
time, could she have lost whole days? She had reached the end of
the short amount of time she thought she had left. She needed to
make the potion and she no longer trusted herself to do it. Vianca
hastened into the castle and up the staircase to Sadie’s chamber.
Sadie would take the spell and follow the instructions, thereby
assuring that it was done right. Vianca knocked once and entered
the room.
“Sadie, I need your help…”
Her breath caught in her throat. The room was a disaster.
Clothes were everywhere, torn apart. Jewelry littered the floor,
broken and missing many of the precious stones they once held.
But worse, there was blood. Dark, dried, blood everywhere. That
was when the smell wafted over her. The smell of dead flesh. Tears
filled her eyes. She shook her head. “No,” she muttered under her
breath. “No, no, no, no…” She walked from the foyer to the sitting
room to the sleeping apartment. There was hardly a single thing
that hadn’t been broken or torn apart.
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She found the body in the bedroom. On the bed surrounded
by sheets soaked with blood. She was naked. She had been slashed
open so many times, her body was hardly recognizable. Vianca
screamed and laughter echoed in her head. Tears streamed down
her cheeks as the laughter enveloped her. She turned and saw her
reflection from a distance. She ran to the mirror, the one thing
which hadn’t been destroyed. The reflection cackled, as if it had all
been one enormous joke.
Vianca screamed into the mirror, but didn’t hear or
understand what was said. The reflection’s lips were moving, but
Vianca didn’t hear that either. Her chest hurt, feeling like she
would burst. Then she felt she would be sick, and she was - over
and over.
She had murdered her sister. Her last remaining family
member. Likely, her only ally. Vianca turned away from the mirror
and sobbed. Her head was filled with the sound of her heartbeat
and a sharp, piercing laugh that seemed to reverberate through her
entire body. Mirror, mirror, on the wall who is the fairest of them
all?
“Leave me alone,” Vianca croaked, grabbing handfuls of
her hair and falling to her knees.
She was the fairest one, it’s true, but now the fairest one is
you.
“I said leave me alone!” Vianca screamed, her throat sore
and parched. She grabbed a candlestick nearby, got to her feet, and
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slammed it into the glass. Shards scattered across the floor, all of
them reflecting the cackling, mocking face. Princess, Princess, fair
and lean, it’s time for you to become Queen.
Vianca turned from the room, ran into the hall and down
the stairs. She couldn’t let another moment pass like this. Not
another moment. She had the potion and intended to use it. As she
descended the staircase, each mirror on the wall reflected laughter.
Maniacal. Cackling. She slid her arms along the stone, sending the
mirrors to the floor. Glass shattered. Dozens of reflections turned
to hundreds. She fled to her own chamber, shouting for Mortimer
as she went.
Finally, he caught up to her.
“Bring me these items and lock me in my room,” she said,
handing him the parchment. “Don’t let me out under any
circumstances until spring. Do you understand?”
He took the parchment and nodded. “Yes, majesty.”
“I mean it, Mortimer. Not under any circumstances.”
“I understand, majesty.”
It took him close to an hour to return with the items for the
spell. She opened her door long enough to take the items and to
warn him; she asked him if he remembered the decree her father
had written all those years ago. Mortimer nodded, clearly confused
and shocked as to how she knew of it. Vianca told him he needed
to prepare to enact it. Then she shut her door and heard him lock it
from the outside.
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There were only five ingredients; she did as was instructed,
placing all five items in a cauldron over a fire. They melted and the
liquid boiled. Once it turned blue, she grabbed an apple and dipped
it into the potion. Then, without thinking, without hesitating, she
lifted the apple to her lips and bit down. She chewed and
swallowed. Then, she waited.
How would she know if the potion worked? Would she feel
different? The answer arrived almost as quickly as the question. At
first it was a sense of foreboding, a feeling that something was
wrong. She told herself it was just fear. Then she realized it was, in
fact, a sense of dread stemming from a sudden loss of control over
her mind. It was like a flailing, a removal of one substance while
simultaneously substituting another. She tried to hold onto herself,
tried to resist the sensation, the dizziness, taking over her head, but
the damage was done. It had only taken one bite, just as
Rumplestiltskin had said.
Vianca’s last thought before darkness overtook her was
how had it happened like this.
***
Laughter filled the chamber. Morissa grinned as firelight
danced on the floor and walls, casting shadows everywhere. She
had, of course, made sure that Vianca didn’t hear all of
Rumplestiltskin’s instructions. That was why the journey had taken
so long. She needed Vianca to fall asleep so that she, Morissa,
could control the unraveling of the meeting in Vianca’s mind.
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Rumplestiltskin was no fool; she knew what was going on and to
whom she had been speaking. Morissa couldn’t let that stand.
So, while Vianca slept, Morissa copied the instructions to
another sheet of parchment, altering them slightly, and then
discarded the original spell. Vianca wouldn’t remember, so long as
the murder of Sadie didn’t slip into her dreams, which it almost
had. Luckily, Morissa was able to mask it with Vianca digging into
the dirt, conjuring an image of Peter instead. Then, all she had to
do was let Vianca return to the palace, find Sadie dead, and the rest
was simple.
Morissa took a deep breath. How glorious would it be to
live and breath and walk around for more than one puny season?
True, winter was her favorite, but still. She could wreck so much
more havoc on the world in four seasons than in one. She walked
to her wardrobe and pulled out her favorite gown; thin white satin
embroidered with silver and gold flowers. She dressed herself and
combed out her dark hair. She placed a crown atop her head. She
opened the top drawer of her desk and pulled out a slim, silver key.
She laughed. Vianca hadn’t even bothered to check her desk
drawer for it. “As if I would allow myself to be locked away
again,” Morissa cackled.
The key worked perfectly. The door opened. Morissa
walked toward the main hall where she knew her guards would be.
They were plotting regicide. It was something she knew that
Vianca hadn’t. Unfortunately for them, she was much more
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powerful than Vianca. The princess may have had compassion and
kindness, but Morissa, the queen, was a sorceress in her own right.
Something else she had managed to hide from Vianca. That was
why none of Vianca’s other spells or potions worked; the spells
themselves had been more than sufficient to control Morissa, but
Vianca was too naive to recognize that Morissa was using her to
sabotage them. How fun it was to chip away at her confidence, her
hope.
She entered the main hall, noisily shoving the doors open.
They all turned and, recognizing the queen’s chosen gown, bowed
nervously.
“Your princesses are dead, once and for all. I am now your
queen. You serve me.” She smiled. “Long live the queen!”
“Long live the queen!” they exclaimed, the words echoing
on the stone walls and out into the courtyard.
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